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ABSTR^ACT

The perfornances of observers in auditory experiments are likely to be

affected by ertraneous noise fron physiotogical or neurological sources

and also by decision noise. Attempts have been made to measure the

characteristics of this noise, in particular its leve1 rel-ative to that

of masking noise provided by the experimenter. This study investigated

an alternative approach, a method of analysis which seeks to reduce the

effects of extraneous noise on neasures derived from experinental data.

Group-Operating-Characteristic (cOC) analysis was described by ltatson

(gAl) ana investigated by Boven (lglS), Boven distinguished between

common and unique noise. GOC analysis seeks to reduce the effects of

unique noise.

In the analysis, ratings of the same stinulus on different occasions

are sunned. The cumulative frequency distributions of the resulting
variable define a GOC curve. This curve is analogous to an ROC curve,

but since the effects of unique noise tend to be averaged out during the

summation, the GOC is less influenced by extraneous noise. The amounr

of improvenent depends on the relative variance of the unique and comnon

noise (g). Higher levels of unique noise lead to greater inprovenent.

fn this study four frequency discrimination experiments were carried

out with pigeons as observers, using a three-key operant procedure. rn

other experiments, conputer-simulated observers were used.

The first two pigeon experiments, and the sinulations, were based on

known distributions of conmon noise. The ROCs for the constructed

distributions provided a standard with which the GoC curve could be

compared' fn all cases the analysis led to improvenents in the ueasures

-lV-



of perfornance and increased the natch

the ideal ROC.

of the experinental results and

The anount of inprovement, as well as reflecting the leve1 of unique

noise, depended on the number of response categories. with snarLer

nunbers of categories, inprovenent was reduced and k was underestinated.

since the pigeon obgervers nade only "yes" or "no" responses, the

results for the pigeon erperinents were conpared with the resur_ts of
sinulations with known distributions in order to obtain roore accurate

estimates of k.

The third and fourth pigeon erperiments involved frequency

discrimination tasks with a standard of 4j0 Hz and conparison

frequencies of 500, 600, ?oo, Boo and 900 Hzr and G5o Hz, respectively.
With the ur.rltiple conparison frequeucies the results were very variable.
This rras due to the small nuober of trials for each frequency and the

sna1l nunber of replications. The results obtained with one comparison

frequency were nore orderry but, rike those of the previous experiment,

were irnpossible to distinguish fron those rhich would be expected if
there was no conmon noise.

A final set of experinents was based on a hardware sinirlation.
signals first used in the fourth pigeon experiment were processed by a

system uude up of a filter, a zero-axis crossing detector and a

simulated observer. The results of these experiments rere conpatible
with the possibility that the amount of unique noise in the pigeon

experiments overrhelned any evidence of comnon noise.
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CHAPTER 1

UI{IQUE NoISE AtrD coc AilArY$S

0n an operational level, internal noise is eguivarent to the
observation that the sane physical stinuluJ nay elicitdifferent responses (Green, 19G4, p. jg7),

Internal Noise

Green and Luce (lgl+) suggest that "perhaps the single most pervasive

characteristic of psychophysical data is the inconsistency of subjects

rrthen aaswering most questions we ask them about sinple stimuli"

b. 171). The ineonsistency nay be attrlbutecl to noise within the

observer. This internar noise degrades, or places a rinit on, the

observer's psychophysi.cal performance.

fnternal noise is sonetimes equated with biological noise of the sort

described by Soderquist and Lindsey (lglZ). This nay be neural (e.g.,

random firings in the nervous system), physiological (the noise of

activity of various systems, such as peristarsis, breathing and

heartbeats) or aural (".g., noise due to r:echanical vibrations of the

external and middle ear). These sorts of noises can affect the

sensitivity of observers to external signals. Soderquist and Lindsey

showed that in a signal detection task d' eould vary from 0.5 to 1.5,

depending on the relation between the signal presentation and the stage

of the heartbeat cycle. Shaw and Piercy (lgSZ) iraa earlier measured low

frequency noise in an enclosure covering the ear. The overall noise

level, and the revels 1n certain frequency bands, rose and ferl in

accordance with heartbeat, indicating the physiorogical origin of the

nols e.



The concept of internal noise has becone particularly inportant in
studies of binaural hearing phenonena. rn research which led to an

account of rnany earlier findings, Diereks and, Jeffress (lg1z) showed

that when tones at each ear were out of phase, the binaural threshold

was lower than it was when the tones were identical. Diercks and

Jeffress viewed the thresholds they obtained as being masked rather than

absolute, with internal or "self"-noise as the nasker. Their results,
and those of the earlier experirnents (e.e., Hirshr lg4g), could then be

erplained by assumj.ng that the internal noise was made up of three

conponents, one unigue to each ear and the other connon to both.

Subsequent investigators of so-called nasking level differences (MtDs)

have incorporated this sort of internaL noise j-nto their theoretieal

accounts (e. e. , McFadden, 1g5g; osman , 1g71). uilbanks and lrlhitnore

(lfSA1, who investigated the detection of nonauraL signals as a function

of interaural noise correlation, used the notion of internal noise in an

attenpt to explain the relatively srnal1 MLDs they obtained below 25e Hz.

One possibility was that uncorrelated noise in each ear canal reduced

the interaural noise correlation, an important determinant of MLDg.

However, given the results of shaw and piercy (naz), body noise did not

appear to provide a fuII explanation, and the writers suggested that

neural noise also played sone part.

Attempts have been made to neasure the magnitude and other

characteristics of internar noise in nonaural experiments. rn one

nethod (Green, 1964; Spiegel & Green, i9g1; Gilkey, Hanna & Robi_nson,

1981 ), the consistency of responding on trials based on identical
signal-p1us-noise or noise-alone stinmli is used to assess the relative
variability of internal and external noise. rf the effect of the

external noise (the reproduced nasker) is large cornpared with that of

the internal noise, deeisions will tend to be consistent over

-2-



repetitions of the trials. rf, on the other hand, the effect of

external noise is reratively snall, the decisions wirl be less

consistent. Spiegel and Green, and Green, concluded that the ratio of

the standard deviations of the internal and externar noise (or/oB) rras

about unity. spiegel and Green also employed a nethod, first used by

Siegel (lglg)' which estinated o/os fron perfornance in a two-interval
forced-choice task with identical or independent naskers in the two

intervals. With independent naskers, both external and internal noise

were assumed to contri-bute to the overall variability, whereas with

identical naskers the variability was assumed to be due only to internal

noise. Performance in the latter case was therefore expected to be

superior. The smatler the difference between performance rith identical-

and independent naskers the greater the internal noise variability.
With this nethod the ratio of the standard deviations of the internal
and external noise was again estimated to be around unity. Earlier work

by sr'rets, shipley, McKey and. Green (1g]rg) and l,latson (lgsl) had also

suggested a o/on value of around one. Srets et a1. obtained this value

even when different levels of rnasking were used, suggesting that
i-nternal noise was proportional to external noise.

rn other studies, the concept of internal noise has been used in
attempting to explain differences between theoretical predictions and

obtained resultsr ot incorporated in theories of nonaural detection and

descrinination (e.g., de Boer, j9G6; Eijkman, Thijssen & vendrik, 1966;

Henning, 1957a, 1967bi pfafflin & Mathews, 1962; Raab & Goldberg, 1g75;

Swets,1961; Thijssen & Vendrik, 19Gg).

The possible dangers involved in using internaL noise to account for
experinental results in an ad hoc way were pointed out by Green (rgoo).

He suggested that:

rf the concept is to have any inportance, it nust be madespecifie. This implies that we have to (1) state exactly nhatthis noise is, i.e., that we have to characterize it

-7 -



mathenatlcarly, (z) specify in what '*ay it interacts with the
detection or discrimination process, and (l) evaluate
specifically what effect it wi.rl have on perfornance(p. 1202).

Considering the diverse sources of such noise,

requirenents to neet.

these are very difficult

The Group-Operating-characteristic (eoc) technique (tllatson 1963

Boven 1976), rhich is el@ained in this thesis, provides an approach to

the problem of internal noise nhich is rather different from those

described above. In other approaches the ain is to neasure the

characteristics of internar noise (especially its magnitude) or to
incorporate then in theoretical accounts of hearing. The most i.nportant

ain of GOc analysis, on the other hand, is to rernove the effects of

internal noise from neasures of sensitivity. GOC analysis achieves this
by pncducing a curye r*hich is analogous to the traditional Recej-ver-

Operating-Characteristi.e (nOC) curve but whose shape is less affected by

the characteristics of internar noise. The technique is important

because it provides a way of studying and testing theories about hearing

which avoids the dangers involved in the ad hoc use of the concept of

internal noise and also the difficurties of specifying its
characteristics in the way outJ.ined by Creen.

Unique Noise

Internal noise has been defined in various ways, and identified rith a

nunber of different noise sources. In order to provide a firm basis for
the discussion of GOC analysis, Boven distinguished arnongst various

sorts of noise as follows:

rnternal noise is a tern which refers to noise which is coning
fron a source or sources within the observer and, inpri.nciple, could be specified. Individual noise is aoise
which is associated with an individual observer and which nay
or may not be internal and nray or nay not be unique to thatobserver. The individual noise includes any criterion

. variance of the observer and any effect of sequential
dependencies. unique noise is a statistical concept vhich
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refers to the idiosyncratic conponent of the total noise
variance of an observer. The comprenent of unique noise is
connon noige. since the common noise is of interest to the
experinenter he will be interested in removing the effect of
unique noise fron his data (p. 5).

An inportant point of Boven's definition is that unlque noise is a

statistical concept and, unlike internal noise, is not identified with

any particular source. Another inportant point is that the leve1 of

unique noise nay be affected by decision noise arising fron criterion
variability, faulty nemory (swets , 196i ) and inattention, as werl as by

biological noise.

Boven wanted to renove the effects of the unique noise associated

with a SrouP of observers. In the present research, the main aim was to

renove the effects of unique noise on measures of individuar

perfornance. The situation for a single observer nay be illustrated by

considering an experiment consisting of signal-plus-noise and noise-

alone trials. 0n each trial the observer nakes a decision based on

noise which is the sum of two independent noise sources (the two sources

of noise are assuned here and throughout to be independent, so the

variance of the overalr noise is equal to the simple sun of the

variances of the common and unique noise). The sources of the first
noi-se are the signal and the masking noise, both provided by the

experinenter, and any effects, such as sequential dependencies, which

are correlated with these. The second noise arises from biologi-cal

sources or is due to inconsistent decision-making (e.g., criterion
variability, faulty menory or inattention), o! from sources outside the

observer, such as environmental noise which is not correlated with the

experinental nasking noi-se. If the first noise is repeated on a nunber

of occasions it will be connon to all the triars, while nost of the

conpouents of the second noise will be uni_que to each trial. This

situation is shown schematically in Figure 1. Eractly which components
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of the eeeond noise ar,e eoneon and rhich rar€ unique ntLI depend oa

whether oue or geveral observere are be,ing considered. For erample, the

Eeh{tolly oJrsten of ari obgerver oay respontt to a naslti,ng aoise in a w:a;r

rhj'eh i's unique to hin nn relation to other observere, but conmon aer'oea

repeated triak o,f that naskiqg no,iEe rith that observer. The

variability of, an o-bserver's responses over a mrnber of relntitions of,

t e erperlmeatal aolse noulil be erpected to tell us sonethiag cbout the

rel'ative variabllity of, the uni:que, and connon notse. Xf ilre ratio of

tbe variiances of the tro noises \,ofi/o?") denoted k, i.s equal to zero, the

obEerver'E Judgeneots roulcl be expected to be the same on each

repetiti,.on of the trial. rf, on the other hand, L is very large (i.e.,
there i.s' no connoD, rloise, o,r relativEly titt,le), tlre Judgenents on

separate plesentations ehould be i.ndepe,ndent, otr nearl5r so. trlowever, as

Bovea poirlts o'ut for the saee of rnultiBtre observere, firere nay be sone

evldence of common noise even when independent neskerg ale us.ed for each

observer. Thls la'ek of independenee nay be due to sequer:ttal etrfcets

rhich are co'n&on to. ,obsefvers.
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enten into judgenNente obout the eame etgnol oh tro diffenent
triolg (ofter Boven, 1976)
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GOC Analysig

The prinary ain of GOC analysis is to reduce the effects of unique noise

on neasures of performance. llith a single observer, this is achieved by

combining the observer's judgements over one or more repetitions of a

set of trlals in order to average out the effects of the unique noise.

rf the variance of the unique noise is relatively great (i.e., if k

is large), GOc analysis should lead to significant inprovement in

measures of perfornance, but if k is relatively snall, GOC analysis will

produce little imprrcvenent. The relationship between k and the anount

of improvenent gives rise to a secondary aim of GOc analysis, which is

to estimate the relative variances of the unique and conmon noise. The

anount of improvenent expected for dlfferent values of k will be

di.scussed following a description of how GOC curves are produced.

In the Theory of Signal Detectability (TSD), the ROC curve shors the

perfornance of a single observer. As utilised by lcatson (1g5il,

Jeffress and Gaston (c. 1957; l{hitmore, personal conuunication) and

Boven (lgle), the GOC curve shows the performance of a group of

observers. In the present research, nost of the GQC curves were based

on the judgements of one observer about the sane signals on a nurnber of

occasions. The construction of the GOC curve will be described for this

cas e.

For each observer

replication consists

making M trials. A

observer.

a set of M reproducible signals is created. A

of one presentation of each of these signals,

number of replications, up to N, is run for each

The results can be set out in a triar-by-replication natri.r, as in

the top part of Figure 2. The observer's responses, in this case "1"

for "yes" and ttztt for "no", are added across reprications to create a

new random variable, Xrr. This variable is a sun of ratings, with a
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Daxlnun r/aL,ue eqllel- to the nrnber of rating-scatre €ategoriee tines the

nunbgn of replloatioas. ror exanple, if, there are slx repllcatioqsn Xn

ca1lld range betneerr 6 and 12.

the nert step is to create a stLurilus-respo4se (*n) natrir in whioh

the stiuutrus catdgori.ss are vaLues of, X*r aa sho,rn tn the bottou part of,

Figure 2. Si.nce this Eatrir is exaetly analogous to a S-R natrix f,o:r a

eingle obeerver, subsequent analysis follows aonventioual linee. ttre

probabiXitieg p(xlstg.) ana p(xlN) are eslculated for eaeh value of X, anel

'the:,r aecunulatefl, etarting fron the s altrect values of X. fhe resulting

valuee of P(xl$I{) are ptrotted over the eorresponiting values of p(rlf) fn

a coavdrrtional trait-square ROC 6pace. The rnrnber of po.ints de,fining the

GO'C eurve i.e equel to the numben of reXlJ.ications corobine-d in thg cOC

analgrsi.s,.
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The Theory of llultiple Observations

This section returns to the question of the anount of inproveroent which

can be expected when infornation fron different observations is

conbined. rt looks at how the effects of unique noise are red,uced,

duri.ng combination. The material is based mainly on Green and Swets

(tg00)' swets, shiptey, McKey and Green (rg:g) and Boven (rgzg).

Green and Suets (gAA) considered two general ways in which multiple

observations may be combined. In the firstr 8rl overall decision is a

function solely of individual decisi-ons nade on individual observations.

In the second, whieh is applicable to GOC analysi.s, infornation obtained

from severaL observations is pooled and the accuuulated evldence is used

to reach a decision. In order to derive predictions fron the second.

model, Green and Swets nade three assunptions:

1. the observations are conbined with no loss of information;

2. individual observations are independent (i."., k approaches

infinity), and

1. each observati.on is sampled from underlying distributions rhich

are normal with equal variance.

The third assunption all-owed Green and Snets to use d'as a neasure of

perfornance.

I'Iith these assumptions, the level of perfornance resulting from the

combination of n observations, drl, is given by:

n
ri' = i t 1s.1211/2*. L- \*i/ I I

i=1

for the ith observation.where dl is d'
1

Each replication

were one observation

(r )

can be treated as if it

observations). Then the

eonbined in GOC analysis

(instead of a series of

- tl



total nunber of observations is equal to N, the number of replications.

If d'is constant over observations, equation 1 predicts that adding the

results of N replications together as described in the previous section

will increase the neasure of perforrnnce to a leve I $)l /2 tines that

observed on individual replications.

In practiee, one or more of the assumptions made by Green and Swets

nay not be net. Contrary to the first assunption, infornatiou sill
probably be lost, although this may be due to the nature of the

observations rather than to the way they are combined. lJhen an observer

uses a rating scale nith a finite nunber of categories, numbers of
stirmlus elenents are napped onto single response elenents. In this
kind of partial identification experinent (nusfr, Galanter & Luce, lgSJ),

knowledge of the judgenents of an observer leads to only linited
knowledge of the stinulus, even when the observer is perforrning

perfectly. The judgenents therefore involve inforroation reduction
(Coombs, Dawes & Tversky, 19ZO) and it is in this sense that infornation
is lost when rating scales are used.

The assunption that the underlying distributions are normal is
probably unjustified in many cases--for example, when the ampritude of
narrow-band noise is the basis for the observer's performance (Jeffress,

1954).

Fina1ly, there will usually be sone dependence anong observations

because of the presence of conmon noise. The greater the dependence

among observations, the srnaller the improvement that would be expected

to result fron combining observations.

swets et al. (1959) harr" shonn the anount of improvenent to be

expected for a given ratio of unique to connon noise variance (g).

Their derivation was originally applied nith observers who each nade a

nunber of observations of a signal-prus-noise or noise-alone. They
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foundl that when the paskiag noise en eaoh of, the five triale (pres,ented

aucoessively) was indep,endent, lnprovenent il the perfof6ance gvef

pr'eseat-atious ras in acc,o'rd rith the predietions of equatioq I above.

llorrever, rhea atr identioer nasklng noisa rac uged for each

observatisn--that ig rhen the ratio of unique to goouon noise rran"iaaee

wa,g redueed--the i,4proveuent was rese narked, as nonld te erpected frcu

the relations given belor.

the snets et Er, deriurtion rilt not be glven in full here, but

several important results rill be diee,ueeed.l Ihe first of thes:e gi\res

df , the value o'f d' for n observations (or repticatioas):

nm
dt =n (z)

(o2ofr + 1P,71/z

where is the nunber of, obeervations or repLications,

is the contribution of the s:i.gnal to the evl.deace variable

(the eiffer.ence betueen the neans of, the signal--plue-noise

anel, the noise-alone dlistrlbutions ),

is the variance of the counon noise, an.d

ie the varisnce of the unique noise.

This equatlo.n shors thet as the nunber of sbeervations increasee, the

relative contribution of 4, the unique noise vari,ance, deereeoea.

Thue, vith ofr = ufr = 1, the inltiat ratio ot aofi/#ofr i" equat. to t,
rhe:reas after five obser.vations have beer! conbined the saqe rati,o ie
,oqual to O.2O.

n

tr

&c

4

Sro.tre of the terns, r'n the Sfietefit in with the terminology used
et al. equations
ia this thesis,

11 -
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A Fecond inportant result glves the anount of i.uprovenent for a

particuXar value of, k:,

d; (r + x)1/"
t= ' t ,r= (l),di T4.."l18

rhere di i" the initi.al vaf.ue of d'.

Squation 5 ean loe* solved- bo proviile a waXr of estitratine k fron d'
values obtain'ed before and after 0OC analy.sis:

"[(a;)2 - (o;)21
k= (+); 

n(ai)2 - (u;)t

Thie nesult is arrelogotlo to that sbtainetl by Uatson (fggl) for ngltlBl,e

obserrr'eng.

Borren ext'eaded this derivation to cover the oese uhere the no.:rnal,

underlying illstrlbutioqs of, si'.gual-p1ud-nolse and noise-alone do not

have equeL mnialtces. HF used the index ,du (Jeffress, 1g6il, rduieh is
$ven by:

127,N 
/z

d -- (f)-z-1z.-TttE \
(oE * oN/'' -

^9-2ffnere o; and ofr are thE variances of the signal-p1us-noi.se and

nsise-alone digtri.b,utionc respectivelSr., and

n is t'he difference betr-een the Eeatrs of, the tro
distributione.

'Boven sh'osed that tbe ratio da1n,)/dz6r)r.of, the du v,arue for n sbservers
(or repllcations) to that for an indivielual sbserver (or rop,Lleation),

is equal to the ratio for the equivsrleat d' val-uee (equation l) . flhue
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du can

estinate

substituted for the d' values in equation 4 in order to

Areas of fnvestigation

The overarl aim of the work reported, here was to evaruate the

effectiveness of the GOC teehnique in reducing the effects of unique

noise on neasures of sensitivity. In deseribing the work carried out as

part of this general aim, the report covers four main topics. The first
is the effectiveness of GOc analysis when the underrying

distributions--and the corresponding ROC curve--are relatively conplex.

The second topic concerns the estination of the nagnitudes of unique and

conmon noise fron the results of GOC analyses. The third topic is the

apprication of the GOc technique to the resurts of a psychophysical

erperinent, while the fourth j.s an illustration of how GoC analysis and

simulation night be used in the investigation of hearing. These areas

will be described in nore detail.

The first topic arises from Boven's finding that GgC analyses were

less effective in recovering the ROC curve of known underrying

distributions chen the ROC was relatively conplex. fn his experinents,

relatively simple ROC curves were obtained for distributions which were

analogues of nornal unequal variance distributions or which were

rectangular. The distributions underlying the complex ROC were rnul-ti-

nodal. Boven suggested that GOC analysis would be nore successful in

recovering conplex ROc curves if greater numbers of trials per

repli.cation rere used. The present study took up the question of

whether an increase in the number of replications would, be as effective

ag increasing the nunber of trials per replication. It also considered

the relative effectiveness of different numbers of

categori.es in recovering complex ROC curves.

be

!.
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The number of response categories used by the observer is central to

the second topic. As pointed out earlier, the Green and swets (goa)

and Srets et al. (lgfg) assumption that the observations are eonbined

with no loss of infornation is unlikely to hold when observers use

rating scales rith finite numbers of categories. rn general, the

smaller the nunber of categories, the greater the loss of information.

The effect of this logs of infornation is to reduce the change in d'as
replications are added in GOC analysis, and so to underestinate the

value of k when using equation d. Boven denonstrated this point with a

sinulation in which two observers used four-category rating scales.

This point was followed up in the research reported here and an

alternati.ve method of estimating k was developed,

rn the third area of investigation, GOc anarysis was appried to the

resuJts of a psychophysical experirnent in auditory frequency

discrinination. There are two rnain aims in this sort of analysis. One

is to obtain operating characteristics and measures of sensi.tivity

relatively unaffected by unique noise. The other is to find out whether

there is in fact any connon noise. rf noi-se which is faithfulry
reprodueed on different occasions does not evoke the same response in

the sensory systen of the observer on each occasion, all the noise in

the experinent will be unique, and the adclition of more and more

observations i{i11 lead to perfect performance. Conmon noige could exist

for one type of task and not for another (".g., for amplitude

discrimination but not for frequency discrirnination). Sinilarly, corunon

noise may exist for reproducible noise presented repeatedly to the same

individual but not for the sane noj-se presented to different subjects.

In principle, the GOC technique could be used to discover whether conmon

noise exi-sts in a given situation. rn practice, however, the results of

experinents in which there is no common noise may b difficult to
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distinguish from those in which the amount of unique noise is so great

as to mask the effects of comnon noise. This matter is considered in
detail in Chapters 7 and 8.

The fourth topic coneerns one way in which the resurts of GOc

analysis may be followed up, Once well-defined GOC curves have been

obtained, hardware nodels of the hearing systen of the observerg Eay b
used (perhaps with the reproducible signals originally presented to the

observers) in an attenpt to produce results sinilar to those arising

fron the GOC analysis. Correspondence of the outcomes for the observers

and the sim:lation is not proof that the rnodel used in the simuletj.on is

an accurate representation of the observers' hearing systen. However,

the use of GOc anarysis should, given the presence of comslon noise,

proride a nore vah.d criterion against which to evaluate nodels than

wourd be available otherr+ise. As Boven points out, the presence of

unique noise will lead to an ROC curve which is closer to a normat equal

variance curve than the curve which would arise from the underlying

distributions of common noise in the absence of unique noise. Thus in

the absence of GOC analysis, lmportant differences between underlying

distributions nay be overlooked.

l{ethods of Investigation

Several nethods were used to investigate GOC analysis. In four

experiments, pigeons were used as observers. The difficulties reported

by various investigators who have attempted to train these birds to nake

aural discrinrinations (".g., Heise, 19511 Krasnegor, 1971 ; Stebbins,

1970b; Hienz, Sinnott & Sachs, j977) suggested that pigeons were

particularly appropriate subjects for the investigation of unique noise.

This is discussed in Chapter J along with the apparatus and procedures

used with the birds.



Other erperinents reported here were simr.rlations based ou computer

nodeLs. fn nost cases the sirulations were entirely conputer-based.,

with the values of both the comnon and unique noi.se being generated by

software. These sinulations are introduced in Chapter 4. In the

simrlation described in Chapter g, however, signals previously presented

to the pipons rere nonitored and processed by a hardware systen via a

nierophone, and the conputer nade decisions based on infornation

supplied by the equipnent. This is referred to as a hardware

simulation.

In the first two pigeon experiments, discrete dlstributions of corunon

noise constructed fron sinusoids of varying frequencies were used. As

discussed in Chapter 2, these distributions provided ideal ROC curves

rith which the GOC curves could be compared. Discrete distributions of

common noise were also used in the conputer sirmlations, along with

virtually continuous distributions of both conmon and unique noise. In

the hardware sinulation, the characteristics of the eonmon noise

distributions, but not those of unique noise, could be neasured

directly. Final-ly, in the last two experinents rith pigeons, described

in chapters 7 and B, the nature of both the conmon and unique noise

distributions was unknown.

Suonary

Perforrnance in psychophysical experiments is degraded by noise whieh

arises fron various sources. GOC analysis provides a nay of reducing

the effects of this noise on measures of performance. ModeLs described

by Srets et al. (1959), Watson (tgll) and Boven (tglA) relate

iroprovenents in neasures of perfornance to the relative variances of

unique and common noise (k).
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fhe resrearch reported here covera four nai,a topi'cs. These coacsrq

the apptieabllily of GOc' ,'nalJrsig to conpler distrlbutions, the

estination gf k fro,n the reguLts of 000 anaLysi.s, the uEs of the GOC

teehnlque to, anaryse the result,s of, peychophysieal exllerinsot,s 1n

he,aring, antl the use gf, sianlatious in eon,juaction rith 000 arralyeis.

so-ne of the experlneats used pigeoas, while othe:cs rere based ou

slmrlated obsenverg. In solre experinents the tlistributlons uailerJ.yi.ag

the psyc,hophys:leal taska rere known, while ln others, ia p.articular the

psychophysicaL etperiraeate rith pigeons, their ebaracteristiog rere

unknosn.
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CIIAPTEE 2

TI{E USE OF KNOUN UIfDERLYI|C DISTRIA'TIOI{S

Two of the pigeon experiments, and al1 of the sinurations, made use of

known underlying distributions. This chapter briefly discusses the

advantages of using such distributions in evaluating the COC technique,

and describes how the distributions were constructed.

Problere yith Unknosn Distributlong

TSD assunes that an observer nakes decisions about events, such as the

presence or absence of a signal, on the basis of an evidence variable.

In general, the way in which the evidence variable is distributed for
the signal and non-signal events determines the shape of the RgC curve

which sunnarises the observer's performance. rn nost psychophysical

experiments the nature of the underlying distributions is unknown.

Furthernore, their characteristics cannot be inferred from the ROC since

dif,ferent distributions can give rise to the sane ROc (e.e., Egan,

1975). Establishing whether a GOC curve nore clearly reflects the

nature of the underlying distributions than does the conventional ROC

curve is therefore impossible.

A way round this problen is to start with knowu underlying

tlistributions. The ROc for such distributions represents the

performance of an observer entirely unaffected by unique noise, and

provides a clear standard against whlch to evaluate the effects of GoC

analysis. As replications are added in the analysis, the GOC curve ought

to approrinate the ROC nore and, more closeIy. The test of GoC analysis

can be nade all the more clear-cut by constructing underlylng

-20-



distributions shaped

be assuned for unique

very differently from

noise.

those which nright reasonably

Constnrction of Distributions

The concept of the constmcted distributions used in the present

research has its origins in unpublished work by whitnore (c. 1970,

personal conmunication). The discrete distributions in the first two

pigeon experinents and in sone simulations were constructed in the sane

way as those used by Boven (ple) and podd (tglil.

Discrete Distributioas

In the pigeon experiments the evidence variable was sinusoidal

freguency; the probabilities of different frequencies defined the shapes

of the distributions, which can be seen as probability nass functi.ons.

The triangular probability functions used in the first pigeon experinent

are shown in Figure J. These are discrete analogues of distributions

described by Egan (lgl\, Appendix D). Twenty-six different frequencies

were used, ranging fron 4OO Hz to IOOO Hz ).n 24-Hz steps. The means of

the standard and conparison distributions were 560.7 Hz and gJ9 .1 Hz

respectively; the standard deviation was 12g..1 Hz. The discrete

distri-butions used in the simulations were constmcted out of the same

number of elements as those used with the pigeons.

rn the first pigeon experiment, the birds were trained to adopt a

particular cutoff--to nake one response when sinusoids of 7lz Hz or

above were presented and another when a lower frequency occurred. As

with the triangular distributions themselves, this urethod was chosen for
the initial experiment in order to make the task as easy as possible.

At that stage, the birds' ability to maintain nore difficurt
discrininations for long periods was uncertain. The effect of the

initial training was to establish frequency as the decision axis.
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rn the seeoad eirJleri.Dent rith pigeons, des,qribed in 0hapter G,

clifferent dlistributions r-ere used, and the bi.rds. reoponsres $ere

reinforced aeeording to the dtstributlon from rhieh the eurrent

frequencxi harl beeq sampled. This erperinent ras crose,r to a typieel
psytcltop!1yei.e-al. erperi.nent, in rhio.h the values of the evidence variable

are not knora to the erperiuenter, and the reLatioa of, respons,es to a

prerclsely def,i,ned cuto,ff cannot be nonitored.

Figure 4 ehows the ROG f,or the trienguLar probability tlietributione,
pJ.ottecl on ll'near eoordinetes, As oeationed earliern the penforuance of
gn observer unaffected by unigue uoise rill fall soneuhere on thi.s

ourv€' In exaoinlng the resulte tor the, pi,geon En.tl slmtrla'ted o,bserve,rs,

the obs,er'v€rs' tnitial" perfornane,ee, as rell ae t-h€ir G0cs, could

be eoopared rith the,se icleal R0Cs.2

Strictl..y, the
OonventisnalJ.y,
thet custon ie

nOC f,trnetio:n conslstE of a finite
sue-eess:ive Bolnts are couneoted by

fo}lo,w.ed fur'nougbeut ttre thesl_si

_2r-

nunber of points.
atraight llnes, and
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Contiuu oug Distributiong

Sone of the distri-butions produced during the conputer sinulations are

referred to as continuous since the only restriction on the value of the

evidence variable was the floating point resolution of the conputer,J

All the continuous distributions (Uotrr comnon and unique noise) used

in the simulations were approximatery nornar, being generated by the

Polar algorithm described by Knuth (tgAg). This algorithn, aad the

pseudo-randon nunber generators used with it, are tliscussed in Chapter

4.

The means and standard deviations of the di-stributions were noninated

for each simulation. The nu-nber of trlals per replication and, in the

case of unique noise, the number of replications, deternj.ned the number

of sampled values naking up eaeh distribution.

Figure ! shows a pair of unequal variance distributions with means of

1J.5 and 17.5 and standard deviations of 4.g and 1.! respectively. Eaeh

distribution nas nade up of 10oo sanples (naking 2ooo triars per

repricatlon).4 The corresponding ROC curve, based on a 2!-category

rati-ng scale, is shown in Figure 6, plotted on both rinear and normar-

normaL coordi-nates. The latter are scaled in terns of nornal deviates.

The great advantage of the simulation was that distributions of both

cornmon and unique noise could be generated. Since the characteristics

of all distributions yrere known (and in addition met the assumptions

underlying the theory of swets et al. ) the effect of various

The conputer used in the sinurations, a Hewlett-packard 9826, storedall nunbers internally with 12 significant digits in the nantissa anda two-digit exponent (tgg).

tr'or the pur?oses of plotting the sanple distributions arising from
simulations (uut not during the simrrlations), the values of the
erridence variable yrere scaled onto a zero-to-25d scale. The range
over which the evidence variable was scaled extended from five
standard deviations below the nean of the standard distribution tofive standard deviations above the nean of the conparisorrdistributi on.
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nanipul-ations could be assessed unequivocally.
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CHAPTEA ]
TI{E RECOVEaT OF KNOYN ROC CIJRVES FBOT THE BIIANY CHOICE

DATA OT PICEOIS

The first part of this chapter describes the apparatus and, procedures

common to all four pigeon experiments, and the way sound was generated

in the first two experi.nents. The second part of the chapter describes

the results of the first experiment.

oESERVmS_, APPARATUS Af,D PR0CEDURES USm rN Art PIGEON trPERI}IEIYTS

0bservers

Most of the data reported in this thesis were obtained fron three racing

pigeons, numbered. l, 8 and 18. Birds J and g, a cock and a hen

respectively, were three years o1d at the start of training. Bird 1g, a

hen, was about fifteen months old.

During initial traini-ng, the birds were naintained at g06 of their ad

lib. weights. 0ver the course of experinentation their running weights

were increased, so that for most of the duration of the experinents they

weighed between a5% and 95id ot their ad lib. weights. This had no

effect on perfornance once the birds were well established on a task,

and helped to keep the birde healthy over the long periods of

experinenta ti on.

rn order to increase the nunber of trials per session without

resorting to very short reinforcenent times, a nixture of snall seeds

(mainly nillet) *r" used as the reinforcer. supprenentary food

consisted of wheat, naize and partridge peas, occasionally augmented by

green vegetables (silver beet and cabbage), cod liver oil and vitamins

A, D and c (vitaaol c).
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Apparatus

Sound-Attenuated Roon

The birds worked in a specially-constructed operant chanber nhich was

housed in a sound-attenuated roon. The room Lras approrimately 4.8 m

long by 2.4 n high and j.4 n wide, had multiple walls (consisting of

sheet stee1, pine panelling, Gibralter Board, fibregrass and air spaces)

and was lined rrith carpet and acoustic tiles. This lining had, some

absorbent effect at higher frequencies, but for frequencies of 1OOO Hz

and be1ow, its sound-absorbing characteristics differed marke,Jly fron

those which r.rould be expected in a free fie1d.5

The walls of the room had a good attenuating effect on airborne

sound. The resurts of tests, given in Appendix A, showed that over the

range of frequencies used in the experiments, airborne sound originating
outside the room was attenuated by at least 45 dB (at around 4oo Hz) and

at nost by almost 60 dB (at around 1OOO Hz ).

Operant Charber

The operant chanber, which is pictured in Figures ? and g, conslsted of

a compartment surrounded by a shell of polyurethane foam, acoustic tile
and aluminium sheet attached to a steer frane. At one end of the

chamber there were three response-keys which could be lit fron behind,

and a hole giving access to a conventional pigeon feeder. At the other

end of the chanber a 200 nn speaker was located outside a hole in the

chanber's shell (fieure 7).

The chanber nas supplied with a houselight in the ceiling and was

ventilated by a uhisper fan which produced very low-Ievel noise located

in one-third octave bands centred at 1OO Hz and 125 Hz.

tr
' This was measured by

mlcrophone was noved
would be expected in

conparing
aray fron a
a free field

the decrease in sound
sound source with the
(Sabine , 1957).

zf\

level as a
decrease which



Figure 7. The operont chamber, looklng f,osand f,he end of, whi'ch

the epeoken uas mounted.
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Figure 8. Blnd I pccking the centne key in the opcnont
chamben. The houeelighb, eide keye ond feeden opening oqn oleo
be eeen.
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A detailed description of the chanber is given in Appendix B.

Coatrol of the Erperinents

A11 events i-n the chamber uere controlled by a Herilett-packard 9825

desktop conputer via a 1 5-bit interface which controlled a specially-

constructed relay box l-ocated in the erperinental roon. Responses were

registered using an Hp 1437A systen voltneter, rhich measured voltages

associated with different response keys and rerayed then to the

co mpu ter.

Procedures

Trial Procedure

The behavioural procedure eventually used in all the pigeon experiments

reported here5 ras based on that described by Krasnegor (lg,lt) and

Krasnegor and Hodos (tgl+).

A trial began with the lighting of the centre key. Ten pecks on this

key turned the keylight off, and 1ed to the iLlumination of the side-

keys and the onset of the audj.tory signal. Pecks on the side-keys while

the centre key was illuminated resulted in the cancellation of the

trial.

Thirty (not necessarily consecutive) pecks on either side-key

switched off the auditory signal and terminated the trial. rf a

cornparison trial (trigher frequency)7 n." presented, 30 pecks on the

right-hand key ("y"s") rea to the illunination of the feeder and the

raising of the food hopper. Thirty pecks on the left-hand key ("no")

A nunber of training procedures were used in prelini.nary experinents,
which were run over 65 sessions. The main procedure was one in which
the birds were required to make one observing response to a centre key
and one response to either of tro side-keys. The birds showed no signof learning the frequency discrinination task until the procedure
reported here was introduced.

These frequencies varied over experiments.
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led to a tineout (ro), during which the houseright, which was on at arr

other tines, was turned off. Thirty left-hancl key pecks during a

standard trial (lower or lowest frequency) reo to food, while thirty
right-hand key pecks resulted i.n a TO. pecks on the centre key during

side-key illunination were recorded but had no scheduled consequences.

They were very infrequent.

Trials hlere separated by inter-trial intervals (fffs). The length of

each ITI was calculated by the computer, utilising its randon number

generator. Pecks during the ITIs produced a delay in the onset of the

next trial if the scheduled delay was greater than the renainder of the

T TNT

Each trial lasted J0 seconds. If the bird had not made JO responses

to one or the other key in this tine, the trial was repeated after the

next ITI. This happened only once or twice in the entj.re serj.es of

experiments.

The durations of reinforcenent times, ITIs and TOs varied over birds

and experiments, and are given later. fnter-trial interval-s also varied

frorn trial to triar between specified maximum and minimrm values.

The nunber of trials varied from experirnent to experiment, as did the

nunber of warn-up trials. Trial sequences were generated by the

conputer, and were subject to restrictions on the nunber of consecutive

standard or conparison trials. These restrictions varied over

experinent s.

fnitial Training

In initial training, the birds were first magazine-trained, then auto-

shaped to peck the tighted centre key. After a few reinforcenents had

been obtainecl for the pecks at the centre key and both side-keys, the

trial seguence was introduced. The nunber of pecks required on each
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key' as well as the durations of ITIs and TOs, were gradually increased.

correction triars were used during all the prelininary training

sessionsr and during the first experinent. fn later experinents,

correction trials were not used. this w111 be described in greater

detail for each experiment.

Running of Sessions

During both prelininary training and the experi-nents thenselves,

sessions were nrn sir days a week, starting at ? am. The pigeon

experinents took almost two years to run (540 actual sessions). The

numbers of sessions run for individual experinents are given later in

the report.

qI-C-TAI Ctr{ERATIOI{ IN THE PIGEOI{ ffiPERIUEI{TS BASED OIT KNOUN DISTRIflITIONS

Apparatus

The equiprnent used to produce the aud.itory signals in the pigeon

experinents based on constnrcted distributions is shown in Figure !.
Sinusoids were provided by an HP 7512A voltage-controlled function

generator. The frequency and amplitude of the generator's output was

modulated by the conputer via two 1o-bit HP-IB jg5}1A D/A power Supply

Progranmers. An erectronic switch, also operated by the computer,

controrled the onset and offset of the sinusoids, applxing a linear

ramp. A 40 nsec rise-fall ti.me was used. From the switch, the signals

were fed into two Buttervrorth low-pass filters (Krohn-Hite 1550, each 24

dB/octave) set at 1O0O Hz, in order to rninirnize harmonic distortion.

A continuous masking noise was produced by a noise generator the

output of which had a flat speetrun (t1.5 dB) from zo Ez to 20 kHz and

followed the Gaussian function to a crest factor of at least 4.
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Both the sinusoi.ds and the noise were fed into a nixer frorn Hatfield

2050 attenuators, and fron there through the wall of the sound-

attenuated room into a nodified Lafayette model 1421 anplifier. The

frequency response of the anplifier was flat fron 1 Hz to ZO kLz and the

harnonic distortion was O.6% at lOOO Hz.

Signsls

The arnplitudes of the sinusoids in the chamber were set at Bj dB SpL.8

This was measured by a Briiel & Kjaer half-inch (lz.l mn) Type 4114

condenser mj-crophone. For these measurenents the nicrophone was placed

in one of two 1 5 nn dianeter holes in the plate housing the response

keys. It was set to protrude at the ear leve1 of a freeze-dried pigeon9

which was placed with its beak touching the centre key in the sane

attitude and at the same height as the birds used in the experinents.

The two nicrophone hol-es were rocated, 25 nm above the key slot and 25 w
either side of the centre line.

The codes used by the conputer to control the D/A progranmers (which

in turn controLled the frequency and level of the signars) were

deternined by an iterative computer program. This program lras mn with

the nicrophone in six different positions: the head of the microphone

was placed at one of three distances fron the plate housing the response

keys (1a,51 and 54 mm), and neasurenenrs were made on both sides of the

bird. The frequency and Level of the signals were set wlth an accuraey

of less than 1 Hz and 0.5 dB respecti-vely. fhe mean values of six codes

were used for each frequency.

A11 sound levels are expressed in dB spl rerative to 2o1il/n2.

This pigeon was prepared in the zoology Department of victoriauniversity. The freeze drying process hardened the body of the pigeonrhile preserving the feather characteristics of a live bird.

B

9
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Subsequent tests showed that the sound leve1s of the signals were

very consistent over different frequencies and at different microphone

Iocations. Systematic neasurements at the six locations d.escribed above

did not vary by more thao +1 dB fron g, dB. The mean lever was found to

be 82.9 dB, and the standard deviation was 'l ., dB. Less systenatic

neasurenents at various points in the chanber generally varied far less

than the 15 to 15 dB that Krasnegor and Hodos (tglq) suggested was

necessary for pigeons to discrininate the intensities of 1O0O Hz

sinusoi ds .

A discrete Fourier transforn (ni'f) of the signals from the speaker

shored that at none of the frequencies used. was the harnonic distortion
greater than 11. This figure uas seen as acceptable since it included

distortion introduced by the speaker as well as by the anplifier and the

rest of the sound-generating system.

The overalr level of the continuous nasking noise was 55 dB, and the

spectmm level was approrimately I 5 dB. The signal-to-noise ratio ras

thus 67 dB.

The calibrations of

during the experinents

the

and

tones and the noise were checked peri-odically

were found to be stable over tine.

A NOTE OIT PIGEOI{S AS OBSERVERS II{ AIIDITORI H(PryIMEIITS

A nunber of experimenters have reported difficulties in training pigeons

on auditory tasks. These tasks have included both detection (".g.,

Heise, 1953; Stebbins, 19?0bi HLenz, Sinnott & Sachs, 1977) and

discrinination (e.g., Krasnegor, j971). rn experinents involving

positive reinforcenent, pigeons appear mrch less ready to attend to
aural signals than to visual stinnuli; this tendency is reversed when

electric shock is used (e.g., Foree & Lolordo, 1973; Delius & Enmerton,

1978). Not surprisingly, neasures of sensitivity for the pigeon (rigure
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lO') have, sho,wll cousialerable variability, although. there is uo evidenee

that sbsek alraSrs produees better results.

leiJ',epean anct his colleagues (".g., Ileinenanu, .avin, sullivan &

0hase, 1969i lleine ann & Avin, 197il carrled out a series of erperiments

in rhich pigeons rere trained to diecriniiaate e@ag di.fferent

iatensi,ties of, cj.de-baud whj.te nolse, using food reinforcenent. lfhey

suggested that the bircts rere inattentive to the stinulus on a

significant proportion of triaXs. In the latter strrdy, they also sho*ed

how ehanges in cri.teri,on affe,cted the slope of elassical pstrr,chouetrlc

functioas. Bl.ougfr and Blough (lglil have suggested that the

lnattentiveaess denonstrate by llei.nenann and his eo-s,orkers ie o.ae

reason nlqr the nethods of the theory of si8nal d.etectabitilr Eax, be

unsuitable for the strrdy sf eensory proeessee in aninals:

the claseicaL vien of deteetion is partly right, for, on sonetri-als' seagory i.nput trll.ay's no rsle in eontroLling the
resPonse. Thus a qorrection like the clas:sieal coreation forfalse reports ulrst be estinated and applierl to the data, ineffeet renoting the 'inattentive' trials f'ron the subsequent
anel5rsis (p. 5r5).

GOC analysis nsy provide a rather nore trnlatable eolution to tbis and

other problens rithl.n the franerork of r$0. The pigeon vorrLd seen to be

a suitab'l,e observer for testing this suggestion,, eepeeLallSr in
experinents using food as a reinforeer.
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THE PSTCHOPHTSICAT PROCEDURE

The procedure used with pigeons in the experinents reported here was

equivalent to the yes-no (fU) procedure used with hunan subjects. In yN

tasks, the observer is presented with either a standard or a conparison

signal and asked to say whether the standard has occurred or not. This

contrasts with the "sane-different" (sD) task, in which both the

standard and conparison signals are presented, and the observer reports

whether there are differencea anong the signals or not. Research with

hunan subjects (Jesteadt & sims, 1975; creelman & Macmillan, j9T9) has

shorn that dj-scrinination performance is better when the SD procedure is
used. This also appears to be the case with pigeons: Krasnegor (t9zt),
who used the YN procedure on which the experiments reported here are

based, obtained mr.rch larger frequency difference Iimens than the other

experimenters who have studied frequency discrimination j_n pigeons

(Price, Dalton & Smith, 1967; Delius & Tarpy, 1974; Sinnott, Sachs &

Hienz, 1 980), alr of whon used techniques analogous to the same-

different procedure.

Jesteadt and Sins (1975) concluded that frequency discrimination

perfornance in the YN paradign is degraded by imperfect menory for the

standard frequency and that, within the context of rsD, the effects of

such imperfect nemory may nost appropriately be represented as decision

or criterion variability. As discussed earlier, such variability will
contribute to unique noise, the effects of which rill be removed. by GOC

analysis.
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RECOVEBY OF HI ROC SI'RVE BASSD OII TRIAXCUIAR DISTRIBI'fiOIIS

Method

Subjects

AII three birds provided data for this experiment.

The Distributions

The distributions are shown in Figure 1 in chapter 2. rn the

experinent, each distribution was realised by 200 stimulus

presentations. Thus 400 trials made up one replication of both rcdel

distributions. A replication for a given bird was made up of five
8O-trial sessions.

The sequence of trials making up each replication was generated

independently for each bird and each replication. Trials occurred in a

haphazard ord,er deternined by the computer,l0 with two restrictions.
One was that no more than four '+' or '-r trialsll 

"orld occur

consecutively. The other was that no more than 42'+' or ,-' trials
courd occur in each block of Bo trials. sequences so generated were

stored on magnetic tape and accessed by the computer at the beginning of

each session.

A starting seed for the conputer's rand.on nunber generator was
obtained by using the real-time clock. A candidate seed wasgenerated by combining the date and the second of interrogation. rfthe resulting nunber net criteria stipulated by the Hewlett-packard
!821 nanual, it r+as used; if not, another eandi.date was generated.

For both the standard and comparison dlstributions '+, trials rerethose in which the frequency of the sinusoid was ?1 z Hz or greater;
on '-' trials the frequency was less than Z1 2 Hz. Thus on ,+,
trials, "yes" responses rere foll-owed by food, while on '-' triaLs"no" responses were reinforced, regard.less of whether the sinusoid
came fron the standard or cornparison distribution.

10

t1
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Procedure

As mentioned in chaptet 2, the birds' responses were reinforced

according to their relation to a specific cutoff. The cutoff marlniseal

the nunber of correct classifications of standard and conparison trials.

A rarge nunber of training sessions, spread over four nonths,

preceded those which provided data for GOC analysis. At first only a

few extrene frequencies (".e., 40O Hz, 424 Hz,976 Hz and l0O0 Hz) rere

used. Over sessions, more frequencies were added untir the

distributions shown in Figure J were arrived at.

During the sessions which provided the data reported here, the go

experinental trials were preceded by 10 warm-up trials, the results of

which were discarded. Each of the first and second pairs of $arm-up

triars involved the highest and lowest frequencies (tooo Hz and,400 Hz)

in randon order within each pair. The renaining six trials involved a

haphazard selection from the three highest frequencies (tooo, 9.lG and,

952 Hz) and the three lowest frequencies (40O, 424 and.448 Hz).

A correction procedure was used for all warm-up and experimental

trials. That is, if a left-hand key response was made on a high-

frequency trial (llZ-1000 Hz) or a right-hand key response was mad,e on a

low-frequency trial (+OO-0SB Hz), that trial was repeated until a

correct response was raade.

The reinforcement access times for Birds T, B and lg (9, 5 and 4

seconds respectively) were related to their speeds of eating. The nean

ITI was 5 seconds for al} birds, and the ITI was unifornly distributed

between 4 seconds and 6 second.s. Timeouts and delays for pecks during

ITIs aII lasted 5 seconds.

Preliminary training took place during approxinately 100 segsions run

over four nonths. Experimental sessions began when the birds had been

run with the final versions of the distributions for six sessions. A

total of six replications (J0 sessions ) was run for each bird.
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Results

GOC curves rere producecl for eaeh birrl by coabining the resulte of
equivarent triars over the sir reprieatione. hah trlat had been

label'led as a standard or eouXlarison trial. Horeve!', no prior ,ttecision

was nade as to rhich trlals noulil be treated as equival.ent is eecb

reBlicati-oa, ,ancl rould thue have thetr outc,omes csubined over

replieatioas. This ras done innedi.ately before the 000 analysis by

sonting the trials making up each replisatioa into nuneri.caL order

accordiag to the frequeney. used on the trials and the tlistrj.bution to

shlch thef had been assiged. Ihe eorting process ensured that results
j-n corregponding positiono in different replications carDe fron the saue

type of trial ln terqs of, sinusoid frequency and etandard or cronperison

distribution,

The @ia resurts are shown ln Figures 11 and 12. The birds'
perforuanees ,on incliv.idual replieations; are representeil by tbe open

circtree. For eaeh replioation, t-he hlt rate wae the proporti.on of

oonparison triaLs on rhich the birtl conpLeted 30 resporses on the right_
hand key (a "yes " ,i"d€"uent ) and the f,alse alarn rate was the proporti-on

of stand.ard triaLs on rbich the bird nade a "yes" Judlgenent, f,lhe htrt

and f,a1se alarm ratqs for each repJ,ieati.on ere given for each birel in

Table 5 (^A,ppeoclix c). The resut-ts ehor thet the birds (espeeialry

Birils I and 18) achieved high le,veLs of, discrinination anil @intained

stable criterla over the six repri cations.
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rn the tlrree graprhs in trtigure 't1 , the unbroken lines are six-
replicatloa G|OC ourves. Figure 12 shoils ttre GO,C crnrve for atrl blrds and

repli.eatioas eoabined, 18 replicatione in all. Tliese surve€ een be

conpared sith the ROC oui've fpr the coastlucted tlistributiong, rhich is
charu by the dashed Li.ne.

fhe GO]C eurrre for each blrrd ie eloser to the BOC than are auy of the

poJ.nts rap-rEsetrtirng perfornaa.ee on the iarlivj.rtual replicatioqs. In

Seneralr the GOO cuPves gi.ve a reasonable, indicatiorn of the nature of

the B0G; this i:s especiallSr true for tbe 18-replication 000 shora in

Xigure 12.
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RECOrmy 0r !g Boe suRvE BrsEp or{ Br}topAr, utslRrBu[ior€

Although the reeul.te obta,j-neil nith the triangul,aldistribilti.ons gi_ve

eone indieation of the effeete of GOC analysis, the ilistributionE have

the dieadvant,age that the R00 eurve is like oae besed ou normal equal

variance unilerlfiag ilistributioas,. This neans that nornall.;r-distrlbuted

unique nolse aoq,ld affeet the flnal- G00 for eaetr bird ritnrout cletractj.ng

fron t'be fit of, the GOC t'o th,e ROC. In f,act, the uolse could eo,ntribute

ts the fi't' giving a faLse Lnpression of the extent to rhioh the GoC

analyeis recovered the ROC.

To exptrore thie po-iat wi.thout running a further erperinent, a neil

pair of dlstnibutions was prodlrreed frou the origiaal pai.r. fhis ras

poso:tble beeaug,e the birds' resp,easec were reinforee.d .aecoriling to a

fired cutoff.

The new distributions &re ehown in Figure 1J. lheir biqodal shape.s

rere deslgned to Droeluce a relatively conpler ROC which nould not be

eonpatible with nornarly-distnibuted unique aoise. They rere

constlai[ed -by the ftequency of occurrence of eaeh of the c.inueoiclal

frequenei€E us,ed. in the experinent. As ean be seen if Figures 3 and, 17

are oonpared, the suns of the probabirity of oceurreace of each

frequency over the stanalard aod aonparison distributioas are the sane in

each case.
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Frocef,ure

Ehe nEr a'nelnrsi.s caLr.ed for a reasstr.gtrnent ,of standarycl eail cou;larisou

dtesiggrati,ons to all. the trlats, [be originel- deslgnati.ous rere erased

and ner eonperis,ot tage w€De, f,:ronr a haphaaa.rdLy--choee-n starting point,

aosLgned eueeesei.vely for each frequeneJr, aceortliag ts the reguireuents

of the ner nodel. For ,ercaqpLe, only one 4@-Lts triatr r,qg to be

designated a eonparisoa trial; the renairring eigl.rteen 4 -f,s trials la
each reptr-ieati,on w€fe to belong to the etandrard d.istributions.. As caa

be.seen froo !-igure 15tt p(4OO lfalconparis,on) = 1/ZAO, = 0.O05 a4d

P(40o fizletandand) = 18l2aa = 0.09, To take another erampler 520 Hs, rq€

equaltry l-ikely to oecur on staadard aad coupari,ssn trial,e. Tn-us

P(52o I{alstanitartt) and p,(520 IIz[eo"nparisop) = a/200 = 0.,04.

EesuItg

[he birds' origin4l responses ia relstisn to the newl5r-tlef,l,ned nodel

rere uged ts caLculate hit and false aLairc .rateg es fo!, the trian6ular
sli.stributions. Tl.rese ratrrE are sholrc in Table d (*ppenai.r c).

Ihe bir.d€' perforna.nees on indi:lridual replieatf.oas ere ghorn by the

open poin,ts iD. the three graSrhs in Figure t{. AE before, the ROC is
shorrn by a dasbed llne aac! tbe $i.x-r,ellllcation 0O0 f,or eaclr bird is
sbown by the unbroken 1ine.
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these GOC euives approxj.qste the ROg for t-he bimodal dtistr butions

trees reLl than the OOC cqrvee in the origi-na3. analys,is app.roxi.nated the

ROc for tbe triangular distribmtionE. This euggeats that nornally-

di.stributed unique noise affaete the inttrividual G00 eurves, Further

repli.,eations rou}l bc needed if the ROC ses to be uore nearly'

appro$,nated.

The .clata ln I'i.gure 15 cllpB.art t'h:is conelusisn': the 18-repllcation

G0c, for all bincts conbined, nore clearl;r reflects the underryiug

distri.butions than do any, of the iadividual gOc curves. Even so, the

striet and lax crj.terion r:egions of the Goc .eurve are stilr sone

distanee from thsse of the ROC GUry€.
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001[.ctusroil

[he re:srrl a desari ed in t]ris c].lapter shos that tu*e G00 c.utve provi,des a

bette: indl,sation of. the. nahlre of the 800 fo,r knorn uader\rri.ng

ellgtributions than do the reeuLt:s for iadiviclual replications. [his is

trrle eveb tthen the shapes of the underlyi:lg distributions, are eonpler,

antl unlike arly plausihle dll,,stributi.ons of uni.que hsiEe. fa ilie latt'er

,oace, as Boven a,ot,ed, 00C aaalysts is Less sucsessful iO raducing the

effect$ of the ,unique nolse, Folloriug a deaeripti.on of the cornputer-

gl,mllatlqns rhieh collp1ene-nted the studies *ith pS.geon o,be€rvers; the

next ehapter e*anines rays of increaslng the effeetiveness of the 0QO

analysis of data oo-tainecl wi.th oomplex B0Cs.
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CHIPMB 4

I soUpUmR IiIoDEt F08 [IlE SIIIDY 0r GOo AIALYSIS

Audi.tor'y experinents uith l,igeons talre a conslderable tine to get up and

nrR' eepeeia-lly when a aunber of repllcations is needed for QOO

analysie. Investiga,ting questio-.ns arising froln one experinent by iloing

a nery erperineat is of,ten nst preetieable. Il tbe pneeent res:eErch thls

liultation ras overcone by constnucting a aonputer msdel for the studgr

of girrtrlated observef€.

One of the nost inportent espects of the nodel was that the

characterist'lcs of both the unique and the conmon rtoise coqld b€

speeifj"ed in the knowledge that the obgerver: rae not adding connon notse

freim another source. Another advantage ras that ttlstributioas rhleh

trera essentiallJr eontinuous, bqt rhose characterletics rere aeverthelegg

kuotnr could be used. A third advantage rae that the slnuleted obEErver

could neadll3r use rat-Ing ecalee with ruore than two categories.

This chapter deseribea the comguter model, whiol,r was Lnplenented oa e

Ilerlett-Packard 98126 desktop eonputer, and gives the results of

Eiuul-ations based on the binocla1 dtstributions used with the pi.geons and

on triuodal dietributions uoed by Boven,

Deseriptj.ou of, the ttoiel

Tbe sinulatione hael three stage€. In the flrst, the coruron and lrnique

noise dietributiono rele generated. Xn the second, dec:laione'were, trade

by tlre siluulated obEerver. tinally a GOC analysis of, the observer',s

responses ffas earri,ed out.
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Generation of the Distributions

In sone sinulations, discrete distributions of cotilron noise which were

sinilar to those used rr.ith pigeons were enployed. These were generated

by sanpling rithout replacenent from a population of elenents with

values 1 to 26, comesponding to the 26 sinusoids used with the pigeons.

The number of elenents making up each distribution was around 20Or BS

for the pigeons, but in the siuulations the nunber could be increased to

a nuJ.tiple of the original figure.

The continuous norural distributions of either connon or unique noise

were produced by the Polar algorithm due to Box, Muller and Marsaglia

and described by Knuth (tggg). Further details are given in Appendix D.

The uniform randon variable required by the Polar algorithm was produced

either by the computer's pseudo-randon number generator or by a software

routine based on a nethod described by Evans, Wallace and Sutherland

(tgAZ). The latter is described in Appendix D. The randon variable

generators were initiated with selections from randon number tables

which met the specifications for seeds set out in the computer's manual

or given by Evans, Wallace and Sutherland (tggZ).

The values of corunon noise taken from the discrete distribution or

provided by the nornal deviate algorithm were placed in an array. Each

el-enent in the array corresponded to one trial in a cornplete replication

of a particular experinent. As each trial of a replication was run, a

value from the unique noise di-stribution was added to the appropriate

value in the array of sanples of comnon noise. Each addition provided a

value of the evidence variable.

During the sinulation, the values of the unique and cornroon noise were

each cumulated, so that neans and standard deviations could be

ealculated and conpared with the noninated values. In sone cases the

paraneters of the nornal distributions were chosen to give rise to
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particular values of k. When the distributions of conmon noise were of

equal variance and the unique noise cane from one population, this was

simply a matter of nominating standard deviations such that the ratio
t,a

O?,/O'n was equal tO k, where d., is the standard deviation Of the conmonU'U-U
noise distribution and dU ls the standard deviation of the unique noi.se

distribution. In sone sinulations the varianceg of the common noise

distributi.ons were not equaI, while, 8s before, the unique noise was

sampled from one population. In these cases k was calculated from:

5=
o2sc . o2cc

20i
\b/

wnere o!,

o?,

is

is

the variance of the standard distribution and

the variance of the conparison distribution.

One of the rnost useful types of sinulation ras one in which there was

no conmon noise (ttre means and standard distributions of the colnnon

noise distributions were set to zero), so that k was very Iarge. The

results of this kind of simulation provided a baseline against which the

results of the pigeon experinents could be evaluated.

The Decision of the Simrlated Observer

l{hen a two-category rating scale (analogous to the two-key responses of

the birds) was used, a partieular value of the evidence variable was

specified as the cutoff. In making the decision, the progran simply

conpared the evidence variable with the cutoff. If the varue of the

evidence variable was greater, a "y""" response was stored in the

appropriate elenent of the array for that replication, otherwise a "no"

response was stored.
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When the siErulated observer used more than tso rating-scale

categories, the cutoffs were equally spaced over a range from two

standard deviatlons below the nean of the standard cournon noise

distribution to two standard deviations above the nean of the conparison

connon noise distribution. The standard deviation used was that of the

conbined common and unique noise distributions.

The simulation progran was designed so that results could be obtained

simultaneously for a rating scale with two categories and another with

more than two categories. Scales with different nunbers of categories

could be applied to identical noise data by running the simulation twice

and using the sane paraneters for the randon nunber generator.

GOC Analysis

The simulation program incorporated a section which camied out GOC

analysis as described in Chapter 1. Up to 10 replications could be

analysed. Details of an extended analysis which was carried out with

both pigeon and sinulated data in order to estimate k are given in

Chapter J.

GOC Analysis

Binodal Distributlons

rith ltulti -llodal Dist ributioas

With the binodal distributions used in the experinent described in the

previous chapter, the GOC results for individual birds were not very

inpressive: the GOC curves gave only a hj-nt of the nature of the ideal-

ROC. l,lhen the results for all three birds rere conbined, the GOC curve

approximated the ROC nore closely, illustrating the point that when

underlying distributions are conplex, a larger number of replicati.ons

may be needed.
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One nal'

the nunber

0f

of

inproving tbe results of GOC analysis rithout increasing

rep,lieatloos is to decreaee the l,oss of, infornation by

havi:lg observ.ers use a ratiag seale r:ith a relativelg Lar!,re nunber of

ca't€gQrle,s' The pigeons used onLy tro, but rith the cornputer aotleL

greater aunberg rtere possible. Figure 1 6 gives, the reeults of a

slnuu.lation la whj-ah unique aeise sanpled ftrn a aorual di.stributi.sn w;ith

rnean z€to and a etandard iteviati,on of fi.ve ree addetl to the binridal

dist-,ribu,tions s:ho'rn in 8il.grlre 1, ia thie previous ehapter. Tlpo

simrl-ation erperi,m.ent's, eaeh eonsistiug of 10 neplicatlone, sere ru!:r.

In one, th€ observer rased a two-category rating scale with a cutof,f set

uiet-ray between the neans, of the s,tandand and comparison tli.etributions.

5n the seeond experrinentn the observer used a 6ca1e rlth l0 oategories.

The lO-replieation GOC results for the second exp.erinent (unbroker liae)

ar€ auperto'r to tho:s"e basod on the tro-eate,gory .s.eale (aotted trine),.

!{ouever, the eiruulated observer naintalued lte lrulitiple cutoffs wlth

perrf,eet eoaoistency:; a flesb-and-blood obse,rv,er rould be Unlikely to do

9or thus intrsducing u.hique noise ulaic-h ro-ulcl go sone raJr torards

offsetti.ag th.e benefits o!' the extra rating-s:eare categories,
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Triaoilal Distributions

Boven (lglS) found GOC analysis to be relatively unsuccessful in

capturing the ROC for the trirnodal- distributions in Figure 17. He

attributed this laek of success to i.nsufficient data, suggesting that

the complex nature of the distributions nade then nore aensitive than

were the simpler (norrnal and rectangular) ones to chance effects in the

placenent of the points on the GOC curve. He concluded that, rhen the

shape of the ROC curve for the underlyi-ng distributions is thought to be

conplex, relatively large numbers of experimental trials should be used,

the exact number depending on the eonplexity of the ideal ROC curve.

Boven is here talking about insufficient trials, not insufficient

independent stimuli, since with the eonstructed distributions used by

Boven and in the present work the sarnples of stirnuli are exhaustive.

Unrepresentative sampling of the independent stimuli would have led to

ROC curves which gave a misleading inpression of the nature of +"he

population, even when the effects of the unique noise had been removed.

The effeets of insufficient trials, on the other hand, should be reduced

by either running rnore trials per replication, as suggested by Boven, or

simply adding more replications. Since which of these two strategies

would be the most effecti-ve was not clear, several simuLations based on

the trimodal distributions shown in Figure 17 were run. The results

were quite clear-cut and can be represented by one example. Figure 18

shows the GOC curves for two simulation experiments, one of which

(aottea li-ne) consisted of five 854-trial repJ-ications and the other

(unbroken line) of ten 412-trial replications. In order to remove any

confounding effects, the unique noise added to the standard and

conparison distributions was the same in each experinent. The slmulated

observer used a rating scale with four categorj-es, a nunber which could

readily be handled by a human observer.
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flhe G00 for the greater nuober of replioations gives the best

indi.cation of the s,hape of, the ieleal BOC. l{hen the observer is aotirely

conststeot in its placenent of eutorf,fe, ar,rd the oommon aoise i.e

adeqt'rateltrr eanpled, adding tri,al-c bXr ralr of filrther replioatlons ig

evidently better thaq rllnntng uore trials in €a€b replioation.

Suppqry

Tith the oonputer sinr:rlation, experlnents egnsisting of up to 1O

replications alrd u.p to 400-O trials per repli.catie.n reire run. The naiu

ad,van ages o!' tbe sl-aulatioo rere that experiments could be run

reletiv'e,Iy quiekly; the eharaeteri,s'tics ,of boith the ,comnon and 'unique

nolee eould be specifietl, and the observer couLd use antrr uunber of

ra,tlng scale eEte,gories.

'$lmulationg iavolrring eooptrex ttLetributions were used to denoagtrate

the eff,Ects of, usi4g, raore than trro rati.ng scale oategories s4d to find

out rhether, in order to reeover a oomplex R0,G, usJ.ng uore tnials per

repllcation rsas better than addiag Bore repl.ications.
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CHAPTEN 5

PROBI,EUS Iil IIEASUNilE THE AITOUilI OF IIflIQUE f,OISE gT COC

AilAI,fSIS

If the aserrmptions outlined j,n Chap,!s3 1 are net, k.n the,ratio of the

vaf,ianees oJ the unique and connon noise, can rgsdily be obtained fron

e,quati.ou 4.r first ,given in 0hapter 1. with the index d* nhich is
Ep.pllicabtre rhea the underlying nornal, clirstnibutions arie not of equal

v'grianee:

!q=
n[ [dr(o) ]2 - Idr(r I 12l (4)
rldu(,)lt - {.u(r)}t

whEre n is the nunber of repltcations adderl together i,u the 00C

analysis,

adu(t ) represeat,s the ob,server'g Xnnfornanee on one

replicet5'on [either ds(l ) averagsd oner replisatioaa,
' or du(f ) for the l{R aad FAA based on resporse

f'requenci-ee pooLed over replieations], and

'dz(n) is the penforoance representecl by the re,sults of a OOe

aualyais, based on a replicatj,ons,

Thi.s equation can be expressed ln e nore general f,orn rhl,ch alIorg

the eetiqation o'f k fron any pair of the du(r) to d6(u) vaLuee (where s
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is tbe total number of, repliestlonrs).

Appenrtrix E):

In 'this erpreesi.oa (derived in

k
inl{auto) l? - {or(i) l2]

o{u"(i)}'- llauqo;}2
(+a;

rhere i ig the nunb.er of replications oa nhich ttre first d" is

besed (oci<u), and

n j.s the nunber of repl,ications ou rfiieh the seeoqil du value

is base(l (n)i).

Tro of the asoumptiorts giveu in Chapter l have been nentioned

aLready. One is thst the ur.rdenlyirlg itistributioas (bottr eoqnon aud

unique noi-se) are nornrAl. lflhe other is suggested by the definition sf
r ,,.qs(1)' which lmplies that the observer's overaLl perforna$ee before G0C:

analysis can be measu.red by the perf,Qruanee or' enJr one rerl,ic-tio
perf,ornance irs aesuned to be coostant acros€ replieations. [his

essu-frptlor-r ia probablSr aasier to aceept if th'e replications are al1 fon

one observer' as in tbe $wete et, a1. (tggg) eNperinoents, rather than for
a nusbezr of observers.,

flhe thircl aesumptionn that the observationa afe eonbi,neil wlth no Loss

orf, inforulatlen, ts the one which is hardest to meet. This difficulty
was nenti.oned in 0hapte'r 1 , aad the clifferenee b,etreen GOC results

ob'tained nith two- arrd lo-eategory rating scal.es Hes shorn in the

.prev:i.ous ,chapter. As a pnetr-imineny to, considering the probl.eu ancl

poseln*le solutions further, the folloring seetions describe (r) hor d

$as calculatetl fron the GOC resultg tn the experinents reported here,

ancl (t) a bechnique for renoving the effects of varl-a,tions ln the

observeurs p-erfor@qnce o,rer replieatious olr cl" and therefore on the

erst:i.netes of, k.
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The forrnrlla fo:r ,cl

Ihe sa1qrt1et104 of alg

given in 0haBter 1 (equetion 5) is:

Q71lz^
C =-u (&" * &o)'/'

(5)

<lif f,erene,e betreen the neanc of the

varlgnc,es o{' the standard and eonpartson

As shown in Appendix X',

This ine l,udes tenns for the

distributions (m) and fqr the

then be used to calculate du.

di.etributiuone. I{owever dz My be aalculated wd"thout know'ing the values

of tl,tese peranete;rs ilireetly, If the unclerlyiog distributions ars

uormel, nOe (sr GOC) polnte pl-otteil on rrornal-norqal coordinates caa be

fntfedl *itla a atralght line, The slope and intereegt of, thts ltne caa

d=
?,

-eQ)|lz

WfirE (r)

wh-ere c is the i.ntercept of the line fitted to the HOC (or 000),

and

g is tbe slope of the llne.

In most of, the work repo,r.ted h€re, du was noit e,alculated direotly

from this f,ormuJ-an brnt fron d, (Etsanr Greenberg & sehulman, 1961 ). Ehis

indexn w,bi.o-h is perhaps the, nost fre.quently, used rrhelr the underlylng

distri-butiong are assuned to be nornrgl but of urte,qual variance, ras

fountl to be lnaplrropri.ate fos use in eq,uatdon 4 for ealeul,etf,ug E The

f,o:rnula ueed to calcuLete du f,non d" nasl:

, ,'/21d"(s + i)]
"z = a6I;117V-

The d'ertvatioa of thi.s eqrratton is also given in Appendix F.
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I,iqg Fitttqg

In sr,ler to calcul,ete d or d" a straight Llne rag ,fitted to e nunber

of points in an ROC space rtth norual-nornal coordlnates. 'In the past

(e.g', Sgan, SchulmAn & Greenberg, 1959), the netho of least squares

hae be,en used foe thls purpo,se, but ae various wi'.1t,erg (e.g., Isaac,

1974)'have,p:oiated out, this nethocl i.s inappropriate nhen the're id error

in the oeasurenent of both the X-variabLe (ttrc f,atse alam rate, ln the

prpesent eaee) and fhe f-variable (tfre Utt rateJ. In the aualyses

reportetl here, thri slope anel intercept pananeterg were egtinated usiug

the f,oruutrae for struetural relatior.rs provided W Isaac (t gfO) aail

MadanskSr (t959). The sLope nas ea,lculated as:

var(y) - e.'var(x) " {Lvar(y) - e.var(x)]2 * 4e.col.Z(x,V\11/2
Strope =

Zeov( x,y)

where I is thE false alarm rete,

Y' ts the htt rate,, and

e is the ratio of the erro-r variances of the tno retge,

ae,su,ned to be unitlr.

The isterce;rt rae: intereept = mean(Un,) - slope.rnean(I'AR).

I4 order 6o recluce the ef,fects of, emor in extrene values on the

estinates of slope ancl intereept, points with z(ffR) and a(fnn) greeter

thari 2.5 rere exel.uded fron the l-ine-fi tlng proceclure. Results very

siuf.lar to those neported he.re rrene obteineal rhea the 1,ea-st-sgueres

meth.od treE epplied t,o the sane tlate and extrene Boints r,er€ uot

exelucled.

Th.e ,0alctulatioa of alz(!)

Thelr a sisulated observer used a rating sc.a1e rith nore than two

categories, caleulatio'n of the ,sz(l) value for indlviduel, reptrieati.oae

='lo -



was straj-ghtforward: since each ROC was defined by two or more points, a

line could be fitted, as described above. However, rhen a two-category

scafe was used, the ROC was defined by a single point, and its slope was

unknown.

If the underlying distributi.ons of conmon and unique noise were known

to be normal and of equal variance, there was little doubt that the ROC

slope (lite those of the GOCs) was close to unity. In the second pigeon

experiment, which was based on nornal unequal variance distributions,

the ROC slope was not unity, and without knowing the variances of the

unlque noise added to the standard and conparison distributionsr dtr

estimate of the ROC slope was difficult to arrive at. In this case, the

resurting uncertainty about the value of d"(r ) coufd be sidestepped by

using only d-,."1 to d_/rr\ in equation 4a in order to estimate k.'4\. 1 2'\rr/

For the less critical purpose of estinating the basic perfornance of

the observers, the slope of the ROC was estinated by extrapolation of

the nean slopes of the GOCs obtained during GOC analysis. fhis was made

possible by a method of conbining the results of a series of GOC

analyses which gave ri.se to very orderly changes in GOC slopes as

replications were added. This method is described in the next section;

the estimation of d"(1 ) i. described at the end of the section.

All Conbinations Analysls

Consider a GOC experiment in which five replications with one observer

are run. The simplest way of obtaining an estimate of k would be to

enter the observer's perfornance in the absence of GOC analysis [U"(,, )]
and the performance corresponding to the GOC for the five replieations

combined [O-r-rl ir,to equation {. Fuller use vrould be nad.e of the data- z\> )'
if the d" values based on the combination of two, three and four

replications were also used. Estinates of k could then be obtained by
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usins d"(t) and d"12;, du(t) and dr1'1, and d"(t) ".d dr(q), BS rell as

-Ird"(t ) and dr15;, in equation 4, not to nention the other pairs nade

possible by the more general equation 4a. If all the assumptions on

rhich the Swets et al. equations are based were net, and there was no

erperinental error, all estimates of k rould be the satre. Horever, the

ways in which estimates of k obtained from different analyses of the

clata differ may tell- us sonething about the way in whi.ch the assumptions

are not being met.

If the results of the intermediate GOC analyses are to be used,

another problem arises: when the observer's performance varies from

replication to replication, the changes in dz, and therefore in the

estimates of k, will depend on the order in which the replications are

combined. For exanple, if the observer's performance had improved as

replications were run, and dr(,t) *"" based on the first replication, E

would tend to be overestimated when dr(t ) was compared with d"12),

.L

" z(1) ' elc '

One way to eliminate order effects would be to conbine the

replications in all possible orders. This is not very practicable. For

exarnple, there are 10!, or J,528,800, pernutations of ten replications.

Another solution along these lines would be to carry out analyses for a

sample of all possible orders. Ihis approach was tried, but the results

showed that a prohlbitive number of sanples would be necessary in order

to obtain acceptably orderly results.

The solution finally adopted was to use all possible cornbinations of

replications to obtain an estimate of d, for each possible nunber of

replications. To give an example for the case of four replications:

There are four pernutati-ons of four replications in which replications

and 2 corne first. These permutations are 11 ,2,3,4f , f-l ,2,4,1),

l2,l ,4Jf and, 12,1 ,1,41. Since the order in r+hich replications 1 and
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are combined does not affect the value of dr(e) derived from the GOC

analysis, the conbination of replications 1 and 2 need only be

considered once in calculating dre). This is also true for all other

conbinations of two replications, naroely [r,:J, It,4], lz,l), lz,4] and

ll,+1. Thus in order to obtain an estinate of dr(Z) basea on all

possible eombinations of replications, only 4l/(+-Z)12r., or six, COC

analyses need to be carried out.

This method was used to obtain a mean

replications fron two to N. A rnean GOC

replications was also obtained.

yalue of d" for

slope for each

each number of

nunber of

The Estination of az(1 ) for Two-Category Rating Scale Data

l,lhen the ROc fron which drlt; *ru to be derived consisted of one point,

the set of mean GOC slopes obtained during the all-conbinations analysis

was used to estimate the slope necessary for the calculation. This

process can be illustrated by reference to Figure 19, which shows

results obtained fron sinulations based on normal unequal variance

distributions. The circles and squares in eacb graph represent the mean

GOC slopes obtained with two- and 2O-category rating scales

respectively, while the lines are quadratic functionsl2 fittua to the

mean slopes for two to eight replications. With the continuous model

(1ower graph), initial slopes based directly on the 2O-category sca1e,

and those estimated from extrapolation of the functions, match the

actual slope calculated directly from the paraneters of the simulation

(not shown) fairly well; the correspontlence for the discrete nodel is

not so good. However, in nost cases such discrepancies were small

(varyi.ng fron 2% to 9%) and, nore importantly, 1ed to even srnaller error

12'- A number of functions were fitted in prelininary work. tr'or the
distributions used here, quadratic functions usually gave the best
results.
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in the estinates df d,u(.t ).
shet a tro-eete.gor3r reting sealo waq ucied, d"(t ) rrag oale,ulated by

erpressing the interoept e lu equation 7 in terus of, the estinated slope

ard a pcir of, h'i.t and falce alaru, raties, s that

21 lzlsta(rm)| - z,(un)l

("2 * 1)I /2
(e)d=

z

The i;r,rrt'.ial e.sttnates of, dz(t; w*r* based on hit asd f,elee alaro

rates pooledl overr all replioatlons, llo,wevor, an overa'll velue nf, du(l 
)

uas a,l.Eor obtained by averregi,ng th'e dz (t ) valtres fo,r individual

repi'ieations. Ttre ind.ividual values of, du(t ) were based on the hit and

faLs.e alarrn rates fpr each repllcationi although the sane slolpe estinate

rss' used ia each,case. Ehe ectimate bag'ed on averagi.ng rras o,'btalned to

check on the poesible deflating ef,fects of gooling, whic,h naSi' occur rhen

there ls some oriterloa variabi.Lity gr/er replieati-ons (Swets & Pickett,

1982)'. rn the p.resent exanple, the estinates of dn,(t) based on pooled

and uean data wene v,ery' similan, tba tratter being onl.y 0.1$ and 0.6#

higher for bhe diserete and sontinuous dietributioite respeotively.

Togather they diff,eretl fnon tbe sinulate-d dietrlbution pa:rametars by'

arountl 5F. ancl lese than 1S reepectivei-y, In other rork therse errors

usually fel1 in tbe lf, to Sf; nange.
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the Estiuatioa of k

[he preceiling sCctioa'e sho,Hed lrow tl" was eaLculated for B0C,s, lntroilueed

a aeth'oil for etrlni-nating the eff,eets of changes in observers'

perforuances over replicati.ons and finally enanined how, when a tro-

eategor,y rating sqaLe.r was useil, tbe olope of the ROC eouldtr be estiilated

and eonbined w,i.th tlqe htt ate end false alar,m rarbe i.a order to estinate

d"(l ), Ife now return to the nain 'top,ie. i.ntrodueecl at the hgi-nning of

the ehaptern th,e e-sti.natton of, E.

Ewo main rrcthods w.ere investi.gat;ed during the course Of this vork.

Both used a1L, or post,

fr'om the aIl-co,mbiuati.ons

For the f,irst metho:d

systematically inaerting

nanrely:

of the set of d"(t ) tn du,(lf ) rJalues obtainetl

anatr ysis-

a geries of li:nes r€re generated by

uarLous Value8 Ef lr in a vari tlt Of equati:aa 5 t

, uo(r )lr * yf| /z

'z(n) ffilT
arad talcing as E the, valr.le whieh gave nise to t'he-

Thi.s met'hod ras found to work reasonabLy we[.l wheu

large lrurobers of :cetegories (tg or uore) were used.

scatree, thre esti.nates of k depenided very unreh

repllcatio,ns run (or O.n t&e nunben of du(f ) vaLues

were f,itteil). This &ethodl Ls not diseussed f,urt'her.

The nethod of estiuating k reported here involved

series of valuee of k usi.ng d"(t ) lor a"(z)] a"

du(11] bo d.r(nf) as da(h ln equation 4a, in rhieh

q'eet-f,itting, line.

rating seales rith

tfith two-eategorlr

on the nurnber of

to nhioh tbe Lines

the generation of a

d"411 and du121 r[or

k = 
*[{d"(,,)}2 - ['au(t)]'J

rId"(l) ]' - :.{ar1o1}2
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This nethod will be illustrated by applying it to the resufts

simulations mentioned in the previous sections (ligure 19).

of the

Figure 20 shovs the values of d" obtained for the discrete and

continuous nornal unequal-variance distributions. In both cases the

values obtained with the larger number of rating scale categories are

higher, although in neither case are the initial values of dr(t; very

different. This illustrates the effects of the loss of infonnation.

When the observer used a suraIl number of rating-scale categories, the

addition of the first few replications resulted in smaller increases in

d, than were obtained when large nunbers of categories were used.

However, the addition of the last fev replications led to relatively

greater increases. This can be seen to sone extent in the results for

the continuous distribution in Figure 20. fhe effect was most obvious

when theoretical functions were fitted to a series of d" values obtained

fron an observer using a two-category rating scale. These functionst

generated on the assunption that no information was lost during GOC

analysis, tended to fall above the first few d, values and below the

later d- values. Because of this effect, the use of a snall nunber of
z

rating scale categories could lead to the under- or overestination of k'

depending on the values of d, used in equations 4 and 4a.

Figure 21 shows a series of estimates of k obtained by entering the

d-1,1 to d-/,,\ values into equation 4. The tuo-category resultsz\t ) z\l\/
(circles) vary according to which of the dre) to d"(g) values was

entered into the equation with d"(t). This was not the case for the

2O-category data which, except for one point, were quite consistent and,

conpared with the two-category data, more accurate.

The nost satisfying solution to the problems of estimating k when

only tro rating scale categories are used would probably be to develop a

theoretical model which deals specifically with this case. In the
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absence of this solution, the less elegant approach of comparing the

results obtained fron the pigeons with a series of simulation results'

for vhich k was known' was adopted. As with the building of a

theoretical nodel, this approach is restricted by the assunptions which

must be made about the underlying clistributions. When the method was

applied to the pigeon data, these restrictions were not critical. To

anticipate, the results of simulations in which there uas no connon

noise (k very large) proved to be the urost useful baselines in the later

work with pigeons.

Errors in Estinating k

A final point regarding the estimation of k by means of equations 4 and

4a concerns the effects of error in the du values on the estimate of k.

Investigation showed that at higher levels of k quite snal-l variations

in d"(i) anA d"(o) could produce narked changes in the value of k.

The reason for this can be seen in Figure 22. This shors the

relation between percentage increases in ini.tial du values and the

estinates of k derived frou equation 4a. The upper graph gives the

results for pairings of dz() with dr12;r d"(il, and dr(tO;, and the

lower graph the results for pairings of dr(e; witir dr3), dz(5), and

d"(tO). To take an example frorn the upper graph: if the d" value for a

GOC eurve based on 10 replications iO"(.,0)] was twice that for a single

replicatiott [4"(f )], an increase of 1OO$, equation 4 would give a k

value of 5.

Although the functions increase gradually for small percentage

increases in dr, beyond certain levels very sma11 increases in du values

are associated with very large increases in k. Around these levels

Le.g., a 41S increas. in d"(Z) relative to dr11;r or a 21S increase in

dr(l) relative to dr(e;J 
"=timates 

of k are particularly vulnerable to
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egor in measUres of d . $inee lar€e ioereases in du r|,iI,l tead to oceur

vhen k is l.arge, le11ge val'ue..s Ef k ril] be dj-f,flcuLt to eetlnate cith

anlr aeeura,cy!

Beoaus,e the gnapls suggested tllet there rag les'g r6sm for error when

duqp) rather than ilu(t ) T.u uscd as the base value in equation 4a' d"(t)

ffas used in anaLys-1ug the pigeon reeults exe.ept rhan the estigl'ates 'of

dr(t ) were subJee t to sy tema lc €ruor'

The .Estina, oa of E rih,en tbe llnilerlqlng Dletributioas are KnorE

In simulationsr the chanactertsttes of the diatribgtions of both the

eongOa aad u.Aique noise were kngwn. trn the f,i.rst aDd eecond experiuente

rith pigeons tho characteristics of thc coxilrloR noige dietributions rele 
I

kr,io*n; but those Of the u,nlque aoise distribUtions rene not' tlowever'

if the uriqu.e noiee aflded -on both staudarcl end couparison trials ie

assuned to be sampLed from one normal d'i.stributj-sn of unique lroise rith

nean aero, the folLoring e'Bression hotrcls '(AP;lendir 0):

k=[du4"rlor(t)]t-1 , (lo)

where d ,._r is the value for tbe r,rnknor,a underlyinS dtetri.butions'
z \n/

and

du(t ) gives ob,eerver's sensltivity in the absence of goc

ana\isis.

Thl.s k ean be cheeked against estimates obtained with other methods'

rStrrnmary

two ,unaj.q pr6b]eus 1ge'trg etreolr,ntergd i.n the estination of k, the ratio of

the variences of, the Uniqrre eAA crotr!fiBoR Bolse. Qne WaE t att vh:en tfo-

eategorSr r,ati4g scales 1ge1e us:ed, onJ.trr one hit And false alarm rate was

obtainerl for each replieat;ion. If the RQC and, GOC elope departed f,rom

-E2-



utritlr tbe vel'ue of, d"(t; teeane raneentain. l{hera estinetlng k; t*tis

rproblen couLtl be Eid'estap,11ed blr rasing ,onln d,z(e) tu dz(f). Fotr othen

puflloses reaeonably aecurete estima es of d'(l; eoufa be obtained by

extraBotrati4g tlre neal slopes of the GQfs obtained du ing all-

oombinations GQC analysia, this f,orn o.f analysls tlad the eff,ect of

re-ducing rrariati'ons ia d- causeel bJr f,J'u.ettations in the observers'

perforoenee over rePlie,ations.

A second problen in estinating k was also associated rith the use of

rating sealEs wi.th relatiV.etry fer categories' Beeause of infOrmation

loss, in-e reases in d as neplications were addecl ia GoC analysis tended

to te either attenuated or. amplified, eo that the k veLueg coulcl not be

t'a,bea at f,do:e value. Ehe solutio[ tO the prrobleft $as to eonpare the

re.guLts oltailneil in tb€ exBerinents 'wittt the results of, conPuter

siunrletions for rhich k'was kaown, This method wes applied in ttr-e

analysis of, the exp-erifaea-t deseribed in tbe oext chapter' Several

Unitstions of the oeLhod are dieeussed t'here'
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OHAPTEn 5

?m Es[,r[larlof 0r K rRoil FreEoll DAra uIgI{ rroril
D-rsrntsuTroffi

Th'e kaom distributio.ns used in thls experinent were eoustructecl in the

sane ralr as tho.se rlsed in the first experi-neut rith pi-georits. Horever,

ln thi,s eese discrete anatrogues of normal d,i.stributions uere us.ed, so

that they had some of the properties of nornal distributione.

A differ,eraee f,ron the earlier uork wae that the bdrds' d"ecislons

were reinf,orced according tq the distri.bution (standard or conparison)

fron rhieh e.aeh elenent was drawn, In the f,irst experinent, deeisions I

were re.inforeed in relati.on to an experinenter-ilefinetl outof,f so thatn

at a gi.ven frequedeyr relnforeenent oecumed for only one ty:pe of

deci.sion, [n the Bresent experiment, identical valuee of the evidence

vartable co,uld hre assoeiated with the reinforoenent of, dif,ferent

cleeislorts.

l,lthough observers in expe.rime-nts in rhieh the underlying

distributions are not kno,nn rlay be encouraged to adopt stricter otr nore

LaN eritenia, these can only be specifj.eel iq te::n$ of the frequene,y of

"yo,g" Or' "no" ilecisions (e.,g:., a fixed false alaru rate), sinee t,he

erlnrimenter doee not usuaLly know uhab velue of, the evidenee variable

bas qccurred or.r & particulcr triatr, .

Method

$he apparatue and, methods sf, cigTl-aL genefatiar $ere the ean'e as those in

the first experi.oent ,(chapter 5.). Ohanges j.n the proeedure are

tleseribed below, togetber vlth the tletails of the distr:i.buti,ott8.
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Subjects

EirtlsTrBandlrs:startedontheexperioentrbutFi'rd?weswithtltarn

beeauge of lllaess*

ProbabiliW D:elributions.

Tbe probabi|ity 'clLstrib:uti.ons, whiah were construste'd fron the sene

sirulso.idg us,etl, previlouslJir, are shOrn in Fig,ure 25' Thelf ara rotrglr

diserete aaalogues of nor4al unequel varianoe distribrltions' fire

probab'itr i-ties, of the Sinrlsojiils Here approximat'ely the cane as the

hei-ghts of or.dlaa,t,es, o,f the standard ao,fnal distri.br.rtio:n at sinilar

values, of s,.

The conparison tlietnibutiqn 1a'6s nade uF of eight elenents nangin€ in

frequeroetrr f,ron 71 2 lIz lo 880 IIs. It had a mean of 796 ila and a dtanilard

ilevlation of J6.5 t{2" The standartl dlstribrution wes nade up of all 26

s,leoeots' f ro'n 4OO I{g tro l OO0 'Ha arlil hail a tsean qf ?0O lls and a stantlard

deviation of 117.5 Hz.

In ttre eape,r!hd.h,t, e'aeh probabi=Iity clistrlb'utiorl wes il'efinad by 202

stinulus presentatlons [i..e., P(oonPar[co'6)=P(standard)], so that 40rt

trilals nade uB a conplete pfese,ntation of both eligtfibutio'ns' One

repilcatior c'onaisteil oJ fo'ur 101-trial sessions '

The tniaL s,gi[ugsce$ were dade up in tlre eaqre m4l{rner as those tn the

first experinerat, eXaeB,t that the restri.ctd.on 'ou the nuober of

eons€qqtive gtenda.rd and. eornParig'tln tri'aLs was reised to f,i've'
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Procedure and Training

Correction trials were not used in this experiment, since they would

have increased the number of trials shich involvecl apparently

inconsistent reinforcenent. An advantage of not using correction trials

was that nore trials could be run in each session without satiation.

Following the first experiment, training rith the triangular

distributions continued, but correction trials ceased, the nunber of

trials was increased to 100, the run restriction was made more liberal'

and non-reinforcement of correct responses was gradually introduced.

Over the course of 12 sessions, the probability of reinforcenent for

hits and correct rejections was reduced frorn 1 to O.?5. This was done

to lessen any disturbing effects of apparently inconsistent

reinforcement during the experinent.

The new distributions were then introduced and nine replications 3A

sessions) were run for each bird. Twenty warn-up trials preceded the

101 experimental trials in each session. For the first three

replications, the warn-ups consisted of a haphazard selection from the

trials which were to be run that day, and there was no correction.

However, performance with this procedure tended to be inconsistent' so

correction trials were reintroduced follor*ing the third replication.

The first and second pair of warn-up trials always involved one

frequency (AiZ nz) for which right-hand key ("y""") responses were

reinforced and one frequency (540 ttz) for which left-hand k"y ("no")

responses uere reinforced. fhe renaining 16 warm-up trials consisted of

a haphazard selection from the following frequencies: 852, 808' 784,

588, 664 and 640 Hz. During the first three trials, "y"s" responses

rere followed by food, while during the second three, only "no"

responses were reinforced.
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Results

GOC Analysis

The resuLts of trials were combined over replications

Chapter 1.

The perforroances of the two birds on each of the

are shovn by the circles in Figure 24 atd. Figure 25.

C) shows the corresponding hit and false alarm rates.

as described in

nine replications

Table 7 (Appendix

Nine-replication GOC curves for the two birds are shown by the

unbroken lines. These may be compared with the ROC curves for the

nodel, which are shown by the broken lines. Two ROC curves are shown.

The dashed one is what would be expected for an observer whose decision

axis was stimulus magnitude (sinusoid frequency). The dotted ROC curve

represents the perfornance of an observer who used likelihood ratio to

order the values of the evidence variable.

The birds nade choices according to sinusoid frequency, as would be

expected from their training. This was reflected in the GOC

curves--especially that for both birds combined (tg replications in

all)--which are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 2!.

The GOC curves are also shown plotted on norrnal-normal coordlnates in

Figure 26 and Figure 27 respecti.vely. In each case the points are well

fitted by a straight line, as is the stimulus magnitude ROC for the

mode1, which is also shown in the graphs.

The data in Table 1 show that the slope of the ideal ROC was

approximately what would be expected from the standard deviations of the

distributions (o'/o, = j1': .6/1A.6 = 3.2), and that the d, value for the

ideal ROC was 1.08.

For each bird, the d" value for the GOC was clearly higher than that

based on pooled or mean data for individuaL replications; in each case

dr(g) erceeded all of the individual dri;.) values. fhe 18'replieation

.BB.
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IAFLE 1

The slope ' tlu val-ues anil {i}s for_ R00s an$
experinent (nornal unequal

GOCs in the second Pigeon
varianee)

Slope 2r

Ideal ROO

B,!n4 9
ROC -pooletl data

-nean data
eo0

Biril 18
Effi-pTo,red data

-aean clata
e0g

18-repUe.tinn
GO0

,.180

1.477

2.100

2:.748
tl

,,521

2.9A4

t .oTga

0,556
0.rT1
0.87-6

4.731
o.?46
0.894

I .013

0.999

0.989

s.6t+

o.y-17

fhe clz value for the i'deal 800 o:btained by 'direet ea].c'utrati.os
was 1.1012. ttle dj.fferenee probably arose beeause the distributions
nere,e not norsal.,

GOC was the best approrinetion

eurve was higher than that for

The e1"ope of Bird 18's GOC

(although the d- value for thez

'This can be. s,een quite e,learl.y

slope ig eonsi'iened at the. end

to th"e ieleal ROC; the d value for this

either of the individual GOCg.

w&e; greate'r than that of, the ideaL ROC

ROC was snaller than that for the COC)-

J,n Fi,gure 26. Tbe reason for the sharper

of the next seet-iron.

Tbe Estination of k

I'igur,e 28 ehoug the d, val_qes olttained f.rom the all-combinations GOG

arralya,is. For each bird, du(11 ns the mean of the values for the nine

replicatioas. As ean be seen in Table 1 i the neern values were slightly

higtrer than thoEe based on pooled data. flhe ROC slope nas estinated

f,ron the data shown in Figure 29.

rThe estiueites of k obtalned f,rsm equation 4s are shown by the points

in l'igure J0. The lines in thi.s figure are frou sinulations based on
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Figure 28. The rneon dz voluee fo" G0Cs baeed on different
nrib."" of neplicotlone, obLained in the eeaond pigeon experiarent'

The doehed line shows the dz for the sti'nulue mognibude R0C.
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Figure 29. The meon elopee of GOCs based on different numbene of

""ilt"ottont, 
obtqined in fhe second pigeon expeniment'

The doshed line is the alope of the Etimulue mognifude ROC'
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standard and conparison distributions identieal to those used in the

expe ri nent.

These sinulations consisted of nine 1 21 2-triaL (t x 404)

replieations. The nore than 10r0oo sanples of unique noise in each

simrlation were drawn fron a nornal distribution with a nean of zero'

and the cutoff was set at the nean of the standard distribution (?00

Hz ).

Because of uncertai-nty about the slope of the ROcs for individual

cycles, du(Z) was used as the base figure in equation 4a'

The results suggest that for Bird 8, k waS around 2.1, while for Bird

18 it was around 0.5. These estinates may be compared with the values

obtained fron equation 10, name1Y:

E
( 1o)

The estimates fron equation 10 were 2.6 for Bird 8 and 1.1 for Bird

18. The first value agrees tolerabl-y ue}] with the previous result' but

that for Bird 1E suggests that the first nethod led to a significant

underestinate of the k value.

Further investigation showed that the results for Bird 1E were what

would be expected if the effectj-ve conmon noise variance of the standard

distribution was around twice the value for the constructed distribution

(which was Ifff.O]2). This is of a piece with the finding, noted

earlier, that the GQC for Bird 18 was steeper than the ideal RCC' The

discrepancy between the two estinates of k arose because equation 10 is

based on the assunption that the difference between d"(1; tna the du

value for the nodel distributions is entirely due to unique noise'

Comrnon noise over and above that included in the signals can arise in

various ways. Several possible sources were elininated in this and the

other pigeon experinents. The trials were run in different haphazard
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orders rithin each replication so that, like the low-leve1 nasker (and

any other extraneous noise), sequential dependencies contributed to the

unique rather than common noise. Exarnination of the data did not reveal

any other sourtes of conmon noise.

However, comparison of the data for the two birds led to an

erplanation in terms of the high initial performance and cutoff

placenent of Bird 'lE. This is best explained by reference to Figure J1 .

The figure shows the distributions of responses underlying the nine-

replicati-on GOC curves shor+n in Figure 24 ard Figure 26. The abscissa

shows the random variable created by adding together the responses over

replications in GQC analysis. For convenience' the variable, whose

values in fact ranged from nine to 18 over nlne replications ("yes" was

stored. as 1 and "no" as 2) f,as been translated into the number of "yeg"

responses. Thus, if a bird made a left-hand key response--"n9"--every

time a noninally identical stimulus element was presented over the nine

cycles, the number of "yes" responses would be zero.

The difference between the distributions for the tso birds is clearly

apparent. The distribution for Bird 18's responses on standard trials

is binodal, whereas that for Bird 8 is nore or less f1at. Sinilarly'

the distribution for Bird 18's responses on conparison trials is rnLlch

rnore skewed than that for Bird B. These differences are partly due to

the relatively high initial perfornance of Bird 18 and partly due to the

placement of Eird 1B's cutoff. If the cutoff had fallen some'*hat more

torards the high frequency end of the di-stri-bution, the response

distribution for comparison trials would not be so dramatically skewed;

rather it would tend to be bimodal like the distributions for standard

trials, &d the ratio of the standard deviations (and hence the slope of

the GOC) would be lessened.
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tthi1a t:he eff,eet dlese ribed abo,v€ eou,ld gcerlr in aay G00 experi,neat'

i.t is prebabS.^y erqgg€rateel. i.n the p,reser-It ease !y the rether Lr.uneEted

conparieon dietribution.

Cquelugto4

The CIO0 e,nalysis was agpia EuccresSf,un in n€4er7i11g

noise, leadi.4g ts estinat"es of d which nore

approrinated that for the ideal R00,

Oo'nparieon of the bi.rds ! resuLts with tho,se ,of

cimd.atioas led to a r'easorebly ace-urate estinato

not f,or Bird .|8. The result for tbe Latter bird

noise hacl beea aclded to the qtandard distrlbu'tion.

that the jOint effect of B'i.rct 'l8's high level of

placenent Led to a highen e0C. slope.

the effects of unl.que

and rere clooel3r

e sertres of eo'nPuter

of k f,or Bi,rd I' but

suggested that comnon

[avesti gatlon showeil

perfornanee and cuhoff
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CHAPTER 7

INTBODUCTION TO AT APPLICATION OT'COC AtrALTSIS TO

TREQUtntST DISCRIUINATION IX PIGEONS

The main aim.s of the first two experi-nents rith pigeons were to

establish the applicability of GOC analysis to the study of hearing in

pigeons and to explore some methodological and technical problems. To

this end, known underlying distributions were used. The experinents

described in this and the next chapter investigated the effects of GOC

analysis on tneasures of performance Obtained under mOre usual

conditions: the birds were trained to discriminate between one standard

frequency and two or nore comparison frequenci-es, and the nature of the

underlying distributions was, of course, unknown.

In the first of these experiments the standard frequency was 45O Hz

and there were five conparison frequencies (5OOr 5o0' 700, B@ and 9@

Hz). In the second experiment, the sane standard frequency was used'

but there were only two conparison frequencies' 650 and $oo Hz' wlth the

latter occurring only occasionally. The aim of this second experiment

was to obtain a GQC curve sufficiently well-defined to give sone

information about the shapes of the distributions underlying the birds'

discrimination performances. Inferences about the specific probabi.lity

functions can never be conclusive, but the elimination of sone fanilies

of functions night be possible.

Although the general procedure followed in these experiments was

sinilar to that used pre'riously, the stirnrli were quite different in

that they consisted of repeated presentations of relatively brief pulses

of masked sinusoids, separated by longer intervals.
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The first part of this chapter discusses the reasons for the use of

these stimuli. The second part describes the way in which the digital

stimrrli used in the experiments were generated, gives details of the

subjects' apparatus and general procedures' and provides some

information about the ability of pigeons to <tiscriminate auditory

frequencies. The experinents themselves are described in chapter 8'

Sone Stimrlus Considerations

In the first two pigeon experiments (chapters 1 and 6) the conmon noise

was provided by the constnrcted distributions, and an upper limit was

placed on the birds'perforroances. If there is no common noise, use of

the GOC technique will lead to perfect performance' since all the noise

nill be unique, and will be reroved. In the third and fourth pigeon

experiments, a basis for connon noise was provided in the forn of

bandpass firtered noise. This noise, together with digitally-produced

sinusoids of the appropriate frequencies' was digitally recorded, and

was thus reproducible both within and over triafs'

The need for common noise 1ed to the use of relatively brief

presentations of the nOise and sinusoid. When observers can sample fron

different points within signals, all noise becomes unique' To avoid

this, signals should be shorter than the integration time of the

observers.

only one study of tenporal integraiion in birds has been published'

This was carried out by Dooling (1g7g) with budgerigars and field

sparrows. The results suggested that the integration tine for these

birds was about 210 nsecs, roughly similar to that of hurnan subjects'

To be on the safe side for these birds (and presumably for pigeons ), a

signal pulse sould need to be clearly less than 2JO rlEiecs' If a series

of transients were to be presented, the gaps between the transients

would need to be sonewhat greater than this'
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since the most desirable procedure would have been to present only

one transient per trial, considerable tine was devoted to prelininary

work with this nethod. The results of this experimentation suggested

that the birds were unlikely to maintain stable discrininations with

single transients of the duration, signal-to-noise ratio aod freguency

ilifferences required, so the final experinents used repeated stimuli'

Work prior to the first experinentlJ f"O to the use of six

frequencies--45q Hz (the standard) and 5OO Hz to 900 Hz in 100 Hz steps

(the comparisons). The reproducibLe masking noise had a J dB bandwidth

of BOO Hz (ZOO ttz to 10OO Hz), and the signal-power-to-noise spectral

density ratio was 40 dB for a1l frequencies. The absolute levels of the

sinusoids ranged fron 77.5 dB to 80 dB'

A signal-to-noise ratio of 40 dB is hieh by human standards' Two

factors playecl a part here. one was the need to fix on a value which

would result in stable perfornances during the experi-ments' These were

nore difficult, ifi terns of the frequencies to be discriminated, than

the prelirninary training task. Also, for the reasons given earlier'

there was a constraint on the durations of the sigrrals and of the gaps

between then. Another factor was the likelihood that in the frequency

range used, the critical bands of pigeons are considerably wiJer than

those of human subjects. Work with budgerigars (e,g., Saunders, Denny &

Bock, 19?8) suggested that at around 5OO Hz the critical bands of these

birds are between two and three tines wider than hun'an critical bands in

the same region. If pigeons' critical bands are sinilar to those of

budgerig41Sr the nasking noise used j-n the present experiments would be

rn:ch more effective in nasking tones with the pigeons than it would be

with humans.

17'' The prelininary work with
described i-n Appendix H.

both single and repeated stimuli is
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The Generation of the Signals

In these experiments the gated sinusoids and masking noise originated

from ttigital codes. [he generation of these codes, which was done

before each experiment began, will be described first. fhe production

of signals from the digital- codes during each session will then be

outlined.

Generation of tlre Digital Codes

codes for sinusoids of appropriate amplitude and frequency $ere

calculated directly by the computer. However, the codes for the gated

masking noise were derived fron analogue generator".14 Th" two sets of

codes were then combined to provide signal-plus-noise sanples' The

apparatus used to generate the stimuli is shown in Figure 12.

The nasking noise originated from two different Gaussian noise

generators, both passive low-pass filtered at 2O0O ttz (Butterworth 24

dB/octave). The output of one of these generators was passed through a

Krohn-Hite (MoaeI 1550) filter in band-pass mode (Butterworth 24

dB/octave) set at 625 Hz (trieh pas") and approximately 9OO Hz (tow

p.ss). The noise sources were then mixed. A second Krohn-Hite filter'

set at lgo H.z and ?90 Hz (Bessel), filtered the output of the mixer.

Thls arrangenent was arrived at after considerable experimentation with

different noise sources and filter settings. The characteristics of the

noise recorded in the experimental chamber are described in the next

sec t ion.

During the recording

second Krohn-Hite (Figure

experimental chamber' was

of the digital signals the output of the

72), instead of being Passed to the

fed via two amplifiers straight to a Hewlett-

aAt4 In order to provide noise which would have a reasonabry flat spectrum

in the erperinental chanber, the noise produced by the equipment had

a complex spectrun. This would have been difficult, if not
irnpossible, to produce tligitally'
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Figure 32. Block diogrom of opporotue ueed Lo generote ond

""lo"d digilot signole fon the thind ond fourth pigeon experimente'
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packard 69408 ugltiprogranner containing the 1 2-bit ADC card (fe

6g4Z2L). The nultiprogrammer was clocked by a Hewlett-Packard 59l0BA

tining generator controlled by the computer. The conputer's progran

adjusted the level of the noise, added a sinusoid of the appropriate

frequency an6 arpli.tude, and applied a 40 msec Hanning rindow (of 101

msec totat duration) to the waveforn. The resulting digital code was

recorded on magnetic tape for subsequent use'

The analogue noise waveform was sampled at a rate of 7246 Hz (118

ISec between sanples), and '1024 sanples were taken from each siglal;

consequently the sinusoid also was defined by 1024 poi-nts. In

conjunction ,*ith the filters used during the experimental sessions' the

sanpling rate was sufficiently high to avoid any problens due to

aliassing. AIso, given the number of points, the sanpling rate produced

a signal of approximately the correct length (O.OOO1JB sees x 1024 = 141

msecs). The equivalent rectangUlar duration ras approrimately 100

msecs.

A total of ?92 independent 1 41 -msec samples of noise were used in

each experiment. the 196 sanples combined with 45o-Hz sinusoids were

used in both experiments, while the balance of sanples was in each case

combined with sinusoids of frequencies appropriate for the experiment'15

Since the sessions contained 1J2 trials, the entire set of sanples could

be run over six sessions. All the codes for one session were stored on

a single tape cartridge.

FigureJ]showsanexanpleofthesignalsproducedduringthe

recordi.ng of the digital codes, and its spectnrn, based on one

.1024-point sanple. In this case the frequency of the sinusoid wars 450

1 5 r. th" first experinent, 54 sanples were conbined with 500-Hz
sinusoids, 60 wittr 6oo-Hz sinusoids, 72 with ?oo-Hz sinusoids' 90

rith BOo-Hz sinusoids, and 120 with 9@-Hz sinusoids. In the second

experinent, JJ6 samples were combined with 550-Hz sinusoids and 6o

with 9@-Hz sinusoids'
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dhe.raoteristi.cs of tlre ilaqliiqg Uotee tn tbe Cbante'r

I'igure 14 showe the av.eragetl (vector eddlf,ion) re'sults of fast Fouri'ar

transforrs (nf'fs) oarrLed out on thirty-1no 512-point sa'uples of the

noise ia tlr€ q4perinental eheuber. Dr.lring this re,cording, t}e chanber''s

whispr fau ras operating (henoe th'e peak in the slrcctrtrn at arOuntl t@

Ha), aqd the lou-l,evel 80O0-I{z lor-pass noise wos also $ressut' For the

lrurpoees of the x'fT aoal5i.sis, the high-Level oaskilg noise tfas on

oontilnuously, rether thau being gated es tt was du:ring experi'nental

gesslons"

The FFTs rere pe:rfor'ued on signals f,rom the 1 2'7 Nn B & K mi'erophone

(placedl in a standla::d position tn the operant chanber) after they had

been Xgs.sed through a 50-tla higir-pass filt,er (to redr'lqe' the effecte of

anbient noise on the lower part of the spectrun) and a 125o-Hz lot-pass

f,ilter ritb a roll-off of aBproxinatety 20,0 dB/octave. An analogUs'to-

rligital conve:rter, rhich .w,as clocked at 18,+6 Az (e6Q Jr€ec tetreea

points)r thea passed the slgnals to the conputer'

lphe relatlvelSr f,lat neture of the epectnrn froro about 24o tlz (uin lz)

to lO00 tiz, (bitr 1j1)r:enal the faII-off abo,ne 10OO I{2, ean be geen in ttee

fi.gure.
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Thd Generatlss of Sigpalg Durrng S9ssions

The appanatus used to generate the eignals tturiag experlmental eessious

is eho$4 i,n Figure 55. Before eaeh trial, the aBpro4rriate file ou the

nagnetJ.e tape w'as loade{ into the conputer. During the pre's'entation of

the signal, the digital cod,ec re,re passed to the mrltiprogfasner's

d,igital-to.-anetogue aonrrerter (lAC ). A lterlett-Packard 595084 tiniag

generatot controlletl the rate at which the signaL ras generated' Tbe

effective clocking rate was 8331 Hz (teO,rrsec between points), faster

than the recording rate of 7246 t17,. fhe higher rate conpensated f,or

slient lags i,n the output of the qLtiprqgfamEler. The final signals

were l4o nsece in duratiou. Gaps betreen repetLtioas of, the signals

ilurC.ng eech trial (:gO nsec) were tined by a He.rylett-Faakard WWSA

real-tlrre cloek eontrolLed from the conputer'

Ehe output of the rnul,tiprograru1gr ras paased successively througb a

Bassive low-paes f1lter set et 125iA Hz (w.ith a roLl-off of approrioatelSr

2OO d3locta\ie), a Krohn-ltite 7550 24 dB/octave filter set at Jpry'rpa's

2000 !Ia, and AR attenruator. It ras then nrixed rith the lprr-Level

eontlnuoue noise ggd paeeed to the audio anplif,ier and speaker in the

sountl -etteouateitl f,oo&i
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Figune 35. Block diogncm of the eound-genenating equipment ueed

duiing lhe thind ond founth pigeon experiments'
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Calibration

The frequencies of, the signals produced by the nultiprogramner were

checked by generating sinusoids of appropriate frequencies and neasuring

their periods with a Philips PM 6620 counter-timer' These measurenents

were nade on the output of the first (12rO Hz low-pass) filter (figure

15).

Levels r+ere checked by neasuring peak voltages of the brief signals

via the microphone placed in a standard position in the experimental

chamber. The voltages frorn the microphone were neasured rith a B & K

RMS voltmeter (Type 2425) j"n peak hold mode, and could be compared with

the peak voltages of analogue signals of sinilar frequency and duration'

The strategr of measuring peak levels was necessaly because, when the

multiprogranmer was used to produce the digital signals, oo ADC was

available to make RIvIS neasurernents on the brief signals' No conparable

problem had arisen with the measurement of the analogue signals, since'

for the purposes of calibration, continuous signals could easily be

produced.

Flnally, the signal-plus-noise as measurecl by the nicrophone in the

experimental chamber was analysed with a Heslett-Packard ,580A spectmm

analyser. A typical output from the analyser can be seen in FiSUre 56 '

which shows a 45O Hz signal. During this analysis, six different

digital signals were repeatedly presented in a haphazatd order' In the

present case, the chamber's whisper fan was operating and the continuous

noise was on. A]so, the output fron the m'icrophone was unfiltered,

leading to the relatively high leveI of noise belor* 50 Hz,

The spectrum in Figure 76 can be conpared rith that in Figure J{' As

j.n that case, the flat portion of the gated nasking noise rent from

approxirnately 200 Hz to around looo liz, a bandwidth of 8@ Hz. fhe

slight upward slope of the noise spectnrn from lower to higher

_111_
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frequencies, which led to the adjustnente

earlier' can also be seen in both figures'

the level of the gated nasking noise fell

that of the continuous nasking noise'

of the signal levels described

Between 1 000 Hz and 1 1 OO Hz

off sharplY to a leveL below

Observerg, Apparatus aud Procedure

Bircls 8 and 18 were used in both experiments. The charnber and

controlling equipnent were as for the first two pigeon experinents' The

only differeuce was that after recalibratj-on the mininrum force need'ed to

operate the side keys rose from 0.15 N (in tne first two experiments) to

0.20 N.

The behavioural procedures were generally the sane as those used

previously. Trials lasted lo seconds, or until the bird had ruade J0

respgnses tO one key or the other, whichever was the shorter' Haphazard

inter-trial interval durations were determined by the computer, in this

case between the linits of one and three seconds, with a mean of tuo

seconds. Pecks during ITIs resulted in a three-second delay of trial

onset. For Bird 8, timeouts for errors lasted 1! seconds, while those

for Bird 18 lasted five seconds.

Daily sessions were nade up of warm-up and experimental trials' The

nunber and nature of the warn-up trials differed slightly over the two

experiments, so they will be described in the introductions to the

respective experinents. However, correction was always used during the

warn-up trials, md there were never fewer than 20 such trials' In each

experiment the 112 expetirnental trials consisted of 66 standard (+:O ttz)

trials, and 56 comparison trials' llo conection was used during the

experimental parts of the sessions.

The order of experimental trials was deternined independently for

each bird and gession, using the random number generator on the

- lt) -



conputer, with the restriction that no more than four of either kind of

trial (standard or comparison) could occur in succession'

TheAbilityofPigeonstoDiscriEiaatetr.requency

Probably because of the difficulties involved, relatively ferr studies of

pigeon auditory frequency discrinination have been published' FLgre 17

shows the resul-ts of most of those which have been carried out with

modern equipnent.l5 rU" most cornprehensive study, and that which gave

the smallest l,Ieber fractions ( ldelta-f l/t), was carried out by Sinnott'

Sachs and Hienz (fgeO). Fron 5OO Hz to 4O0O Hz, the fraction was O'02

or less, givi.ng a de]-ta.f value of about 10 Hz at 500 Hz, the closest

frequency to the 45O Hz standard used in the experiments reported here'

The two other studies gave quite different results' especially at 500

Hzz Price, Dalton antl Snith (lg,l ) reported a delta-f value of around 20

Hz, and Delius and Tarpy (lgl+) a value of approrinately 4Q Hz'

The fraction of 0.15 (t5O Hz) at 10OO Hz obtained by Krasnegor (1971)

using the nethodology adopted in the present work is particularly

discrepant. As discussed in chapter 1, the 1evel of Krasnegor's

resul_ts appears to be largely due to the use of a yes-no (y}I) procedure

in which only the standard or a conparison frequency was presented on

each tria1. AII the other research used variants of the sarne-different

procedure, iI] which standard and comparison frequencies are both

presented on each trial. other variations anong results may be due to

the nature of the stimuli and to differences in the acoustic

environments, in the way difference limens were calculated, and the way

"yes" and "no" responses were defined'

16 l.lot shown in the figure are sone recent data for frequencies of 1 to
?Q Hz, which nere obtained using classical conditioning of heart-rate
(Quine & Kriethen, 1981).
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CHAPTE8 8

tlt ApptIcA[Io[ oF COC A]tArySrS To FREQUtrsI DISCRIf,IIIATIo1{
I[ PICEOTS

The first erperinent described in this chapter was based on a single

standaril frequency and a number of conparieon frequencies, and was thus

typical of nany experiments which have sought to neasure difference

limens rith the nethod of constant stinuli. In the second experinent'

only one comparison frequency was used, with the ain of obtaining a

welt-<lefined GOC curve for that frequency.

I{ULTIPtE corr{PARISo[ F"EQUENC IES

Itlethoil

Details conmon to both the nultiple and single conparison experiments

were given at the end of the previous chapter'

Signals

The characteristics of the auditory stinuli can be sunnarised as

follors: The standard frequency was 450 Hz (with a level of 76 dB SPL)

and the conparison frequencies rere 5OO Hz (12.5 ar), 600 Hz (zg ag),

7N Hz, 8OO Hz and 9O0 Hz (a11 80 dB). The gatetl masking noise ras 800

Hz Ln bandridth antl its overall level was approximately 60 dB' giving a

spectrun leve} of l0 dB ancl a signal-to-noise ratio of 40 dB. Each

acoustic transient consisted of a sinusoid in gated noise, and was 140

msec in total duration, with rise-fa!} tj-nes provided by 40 nsec Hanning

data windors. The gaps between transients lasted 150 nsec. The

continuous masking noise, as in previous experinents, ras about '80@ Hz

in bandwitlth and had a spectrun level of 16 dB SPt'
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Procedure

Daily sessions rere nade up of 152 triaLs. The first 20 of these were

narn-ups, during which each successive pair of trials consisted of one

45Q-Ez and one 9O0-Hz trial. Thie neant that any one kincl of trial

could ngt oecur nOre than triee in suecegsion' Incorrect responses

(right-hancl key or "yes" r€sponses ou 450 Hz trials, and left-hancl key

or "no" responses on 9OO Hz trials) were folloced by repetitions of the

trial. This continued until a correct response occurred.

The 1 12 experimental trials consisted of 55 standard trials, all of

45A Hz, antl 65 conparison trials. The latter cere trade up of nine

5OO-Hz trials, ten 50o-Hz trials, tuelve ?00-Hz trials, fifteen 8O0-Hz

trials and twenty 9OO-Hz trials. No correction trials rere used during

this part of the sessions.

Each replication consisted of 792 trials, uith a different

independent sanple of gated noise on each trial. Five replications rere

run during the experiment, naking a total of 70 sessions in all.

Prior to the experinent, prelininary sessions were run on 9O tlays

over a period of four months.

Results

GOC Analyeis

GOC curves were produced by combining the results for equivalent trials

over replications. An inportant difference between the present analysis

and the oaes based on the known distributions was that each tri'al in a

replication coulcl be matched rith only one trial in any other

replieatiou. Thus any arbitrariness present in the earlier analyses did

not erist here, and there ras only one possible outcone when all

replications sere conbined.
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The results for individual replicatiooslT and the five-replication

GOCg for each bird are shorn in FiSgre JB, rhile Figure J9 shous the

GOCg for both birtls combined (10 replications in all)'

Figures 40 antl 41 shor the data fron the tro preceding figures

plottetl on normal-nornal coordinates and fitted sith straight lines'

The slopes of these lines, their fit, and the du values for individual

replications and for the GOCs are given i-n Table 2'

As in previous experiments, the GOc curve for each bird represented a

higher level of perfornance than that obtained on individual

replications. The result for Bird 8 at 500 Hz is anbiguous because on

sone replications the ROC point fell on the chance line and on others

someshat beLow it. Qverall, however, the bird tended to treat the 50O

Hz signal as a lower frequeney than the 45O Hz standard, and the du

twice the initial values-

The plots in Figures 40 and 41 and the squared correlation

coefficients 1n Table 2 shor that the GOC points were reasonably relI

fitted by straight lines. Horever, for Bird 18 the points excluded fron

the fits for the 700 Hz, 8OO Hz and 9OO Hz stinuli (because 
"[f'n'n] 

was

greater than 2.5) were quite out of line with the other points. Their

inclusion would have had the effect of increasing the slopes of the GOCs

by about 2O$, 1A% artd,40S respectively. fhere is thus roon for sone

doubt about the true slopes, although the inclusion of the extra points

turned out to have very little effect on the values of dz.

value for the GOC reflects this.

The differences betreen the perfornances

and those represented by the GOC curves uere

previous experiments: for both birds nost of

1 7 th" figures on rhich the
(Appendix C).

on individual rePlications

nuch greater than those in

the GOC values were around

graphs are based are given in Table B
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TABI,E 2

The sJ-oge, d" value' ald fitq for 800s. anil COCs .i1 the third pigeon
experiuent (nultiple eonp'arisonE)

$Lop 2r

Birtl B
5OO IIa

600 Ez

?00 llz

80O lIE

90O Hz

Bird 18
E-oo Hz

60O ffz

TOO IIz

g.$[8
I

0.964
o. g?2

It

0.905
1.062

al

1.145
1.O8?

tt

1.O4'
1.165

tf,

,t.209

0,915
ll

0.805
1.O59

tl

1.076
1.052

tl

1.X47
1.154

tt

t.0?4
1.o47

r

o.963

-0. r 50
-Q.158
-0.26'l
0.214
o.zl I
0,.405
0,684
o.595
1.177
o.967
0.990
1.870
1,254
1.275
2.575

o.154
0.148
CI.279
0.598
o,606
1.O95
1.198
1 .210
2,.48'
1.529
1 .548
2.979

".o14?.Q29
,.689

0.985

0.ggo

0.989

0,98J

a

0.989

0.995

0.990

o.942

a

ROC -pooleil dets
-rean data

00e
BOC, -pooled date

-Eeau dat-a
e00
80C -pooled data

-nean data
coc
ROC -pooleil data

-nqan data
c0c
ROC -pooled data

-neag data
c0c

ROC -pooleil data
-neen data

-pooled data
-ne&n data

-poolec[ data
-neau rlata

coc
800 IIu 699 -pooLetl data

-Bean data
e0c

900 Ez R00 -pooJ-eil data
-nean data

c0e

OO ltz
?QA Hz
8O0 Hz
900' I{s

O0'C

ROC

c0c
R0c

10-
0.920
o.956
1.1r9
o.755
4,917

o.1l9
0,907
2.495
5.176
4.764

O.,995
0,99.|
0.97t
o,955

e

a 0n1y tno points availabl-e.
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The Estination of k

Figure 42 shows hou du

erperiment. All Possible

estinate each point.

Because of the snall nunber of points and their variability' linear

functions fitted by the nethod of weighted least-squares, rather than

quadratic functionsrl8 t"t" used to estinate the slopes of the ROCs and

thus the values of du(t ). Linear functions were not as drastica).ly

affected by the deviations of individual points. The reights uere the

number of conbinatlons of replications on which each mean slope was

based. The nain effect of the reights ras to reduce the contribution of

the nean slope of the single five-replication G0C, rhich in some cases

changed as replications uere addetl in the

conbinations of replications Yere used to

ancl du (Z ) as

was based on only tro or three points.

Estinates of k rere obtained using both d"(t 
)

base values in equation 4ar nanelY:

(+a)

The results obtained rith d"(2; were equivalent to those obtained

with d.f, \. Only one set of results, those based on d-rt 1' are
'a\t I

presented.

The estimates obtained with dr(t; are shown by the points in Figure

47. Ihe lines in the graphs show the highest and losest estinates of k

obtained from a series of 10 simulations in rhich there ras no coumon

noise. Each simulation consisted of five 40OO-trial replications and

ras based on continuous nonnal distributions of unit variance'

Differences between the neans rere set equal to each of the initial du

valuee obtained in the experinent. There ras no systenatic relation

18 th" functions are shown in Figure 50 (Appendix C).
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betreen these values and the k estinates in these or any of the other

sinulations carried out.

The graphs shor that the results for the birds varied over frequeucy

anil that the estinates of k rould be difficult to tliscrininate from

those which woulcl be erpected if there uas no connon noise present in

the erperinent.

lhe variability of the pigeon results sas due to the large sanpling

error associatecl rrith both the snall nunber of replications (and the

variability of performance over replications) and the snall nunber of

trials for each frequency rithin the replieations. There is no obvious

explanation for the apparent relation betreen the estiuates of k ancl

frequeney rhich is suggested by the results for the 500 Hz and 9O0 llz

signals for Sird 8.

civen the anount of variation iu the estinates of k, establishing

that there vras €rny cotutron noise in the erperinent rould be inpossible'

If anything, the k estimates fron the experinent rere higher than those

arising from the simulations in whieh there was no common noise' In the

second experiment, nore replications sere runr and there rere many more

sanples of conmon noise for the nain conparison frequency, thus reducing

the variation in the estinates of k.
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A STTGLE CoUPARTS0I TREQITETCI

The nsin ain of this erperiment was to obtain enough data to ilefine tvo

curves as well as possible: the GQC curve itself, and the curve showing

the effect of adding replications. Only one conparison frequency was

used, so that frequency was represented by as nany inalependent sanples

as nere practicable rithin the linits of the experiment, reducing the

effects of sanpling error on the shape of the GOC cunre' Ihe object of

running nany replications (78 sessions) was to reduce the effects of

unique noise as much as possible, and to provide better estinates of k

and of the asynptotic value of d" than could be obtained from the

results of the previous experinent. A particular interest 1ay in the

presence or absence of coutnon noise.

The erperinent followed the previous one without a break and without

any imnediate changes in procedure. The only inportant difference Yas

the change in the conparison stinuli. This ri]l be described belor'

tlethod

Subjects

Birds 8 and 18 were used. Bircl 18 conpleted 11 six-session replications

but Bird 8 conpleted only eight usable replications. Following poor

perfornance in the third replication, and other signs of illness, the

Iatter bircl was renoved fron the erperimental conditions and allowed ad

Iib. access to food. She was diagnosed by a veterinarian as having

coceidiosis and ras treatetl with a proPrietary nedicine (Scourban) '

Eventually she was put on a light food deprivation schedule (greater

than 90f of her atl 1ib. reight) antl after six sessions consisting only

of correction trials she was returned to the experinental prOcedure'

she remained healthy and conpleted six nore replications.
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StinuLi

A frequency of 65O Hz was chosen for the nain comparison signal. The

results of the previous erperinent suggested that this frequency rould

be high enough to ensure stable perfornance over a long periotl but lor

enough to leave roon for substantial inprovement. Siguals of 55O Hz

occurred on 55 out of the 66 conparison trials in each session; 900-Hz

signals occurred on the renaining 10 conparisou trials. This neant that

each replication contained 1t6 65O-Ha trials and 50 900-Hz trials. The

9OO Hz signals sere used in the present experinent to contribute to

stable perfornance.

The 650 anct 900 Hz si-gna1s were generated and recorded using the

equipnent and procedures described in Chapter 7. In order to naintain

the 40 dB S/N ratio, the 650 Hz signals rere recorded so as to have an

absolute 1evel of 79 dB SPl,. The 450 Hz signals rere the ones used in

the previous experiment.

Procedure

The only procedural modification concerned the warn-up trials.

Initially the rarrn-ups consisted of 20 pairwise 45O Hz and 9OO Hz trials

with correction, exactly as in the previous experiment. During Bird B's

third replication (which ras later discarded) lO correction trials $ere

introduced for this bird. Ttre first 10 trials consisted of pai.rrise 450

Hz and 900 Hz trials as before, but during the renaining 20 trials a

random half of the cornparison trials involved 650 Hz signals instead of

900 Hz signals. This moclified warn-up procedure, uhich cas used for the

remainder of Bird 8's sessions, was also brought into use for Bird 18.

It was introduced during her sirth replication in order to prevent a key

preference fron leading to exclusive responding on one key, anil was used

for that bird fron then until the end of the experinent.
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Results

GOC Analysis

Figure 44 shoss the results for inilividual replicatioasl 9 and the eight-

and thirteen-replicatioa GOC curves for Birtls 8 anil 18 respeetively'

tr'igure 45 shorfg the GOC curves for both birds conbined (Zt replications

in all).

The rest of the analysis is based on the birds' perfornance at 550

Hz, but for the sake of conpleteness the 900-Hz GOC curves are included

in these graphs. For Bird 18, aud for both birds conbined, these curves

reached the highest possible level.

!'igures 45 and 4? show the 650 Hz data fron tr'igures 44 and 45 plotted

on norroal-nornal coordinates and fitteil with straight lines' The slopes

of these 1ines, their fit and the d" valueg for individual replications

and for the GOCg are shown in Table J' The ROC curve slopes given here

were derived fron ertrapolations of quadratic functions fittecl to the

GOc slopes over replications; very sinilar RoC slopes, and hence do

values, were obtained with ertrapolations of linear functions (tr'igure

61 , Appenilir C).

One of the aims of this experinent was to obtain well-defined GOC

curves whj.ch might give some indication of the general class of the

underlying distributions. As Figures 44 to 47 shor, the curves ilere

about rhat would be erpected if the tlistributions rere nornal rith

approxinately equal variance. rtltris raises the question of whether the

shapes of the GOC curves reflected nornally distributed unique noise

nore than conmon noise. This question will be taken up in the next

section.

1 9 todiuidual replication results are given in Table 9 (Appendir C)'
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TABTE 
'

llhe slope, du values and.fits for RgCs and OO0s.in the fourth pigeon
erperinent (single conPerisonJ

Slope

Birit B
Tf-Foored data

-ueag clata
eoc
Bir.l {'8
369 -pooled clatq

-nesn data
e0e
2l -replicationGdc-

1.002

o'9oo

0.??e

0.875

0"8ao

o,416
0.440
,|.005

0.422
0.825
2.442

2,,475

o.igg

o.ire

0.999
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The Estination of k

Figure 48 shows how d, for the 650 Hz stimulus changed as the

replicatiorF were added, while the points in Figure 49 shor the

estinates of k for the different nunbers of replications' Ttre lineg in

Figure 49 shor the nean results of seven 1O-replication sinulations in

which each replication consisteil of 2OO0 trials. The distributions of

unique noise sere norEIaI cith unit variance. There was no conmon noise'

The differences betneen the means of the clistributions vere similar to

the d-/r \ values obtainetl in the experinent (0.4 and 0.8' as can be seen
'/,\ | l

in Table J). The mean resufts of these simulations, anil the 95S

confidence linits, were very re1] represented by functions of the forn

k=1/(^*b/N),

where a and b are constants and N is the number of replications ' these

functions, which rere selected enpirically, are shogn in the graph' The

results beyond the tenth replication are extrapolations.

The estinates of k shown in the figure were obtained using d"(t ) ""
the base in equation 4a. Sinilar, but more variable, results were

obtained when d /^\ lres used. as the base.z(e) t"s used as

In the simulations there was no corunon noise. The results for Bird

18 nay be seen to depart a little fron the line representing the nean of

the sinulati-on results, but only one point for each bird falls outside

fne g|fi confidence linits. Together with the error associated with the

estinates of k for the pigeons, this suggests that there was no conmon

noise in the experiment. However, the results are also conpatj-ble rith

the possibility that there is connon noi-se whj.eh is swamped by a very

high level of unique noise.

The frequency difference limens suggested by the results of the tro

erperinents were very nuch larger than those reportecl by Sinnott' Sachs
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and Hienz (fgAO). Some of the difference is probably tlue to the nasking

noise used in the present experirnents (none was used by Sinnott, Sachs

and Hienz), and the brevity of the signals. Most of the clifference'

however, is attributable to the YN nethodology, which leads to high

levels of unique noise. If the leve1s of this noise are very high

evidence of conrnon noise nay well be nasked by unique noise'

DISCUSSIOII

Two interpretations of the results of these experinents are possible'

one is that there was no conmon noise in the experinents, and perhaps in

pigeon frequency discrinination in general: that noise reproduced on

different occasions ras not treated in the sane say on each occasion by

the birds'ears. The other possibility is that there is conmon noise'

but that the level of the unique noise in these experirnents nas so high

that the presence of connon noise was difficult to detect' Without

further erperinentation, choice between these alternatives is not

possible. This question is taken up again in the nert ehapter'

An important point, nentioned in Chapter 5 (Figure 22), is

illustratetl by the results of the first experinent. In the absence of

large differences between k values, large nuubers of trials nay be

necessary to obtain stabLe performance over replications, if high E

values are to be differentiated. No systenatic investigation ras

carried out, and the actual figures would depend on the k values

involved. Horever, in sinulations 1OO0 to 20OO trials over eight ta 10

replications produced consistent results.
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CHAPTEIR 9

THE TPPLICATIOI OT COC ANALYSIS TO A SII{UIATIOII OF PIGEON

TREQUEflCI DrSCRn{ilATro[

The nain ain of the simulation was to exanine hor the perfornance of a

tenporal model of cliscrimination could be affected by unique noise fron

various sources. Another ain was to evaluate the results of the pigeon

erperinents described in the previous chapter, especially the evidence

for the presence or absence of common noise. A more general ain was to

see hou hardrare nodels might be used in conjunction tith GOC analysis

to study hearing.

An Overvier of the Siuulation

The overall approach of the sinulation was similar to that adopted by

Jeffress (tgO+, 1957, 1958) in his investigations of a stimulus-oriented

approach to detection. Signals were generated in the sane cay as they

had been during the pigeon experi-rnents. fhey were recorded by a

nicrophone in the experimental chanber and processed by electronic

devices which produced an output which a conputer progran used to nake a

tty""" or "no" decision.

The nodel of frequency discrinination was sini.lar to one investigated

by I'IcAuley (tgZg). It consisted of a band-pass filter, analogous to a

critical-band nechanism, and a device for measuring tenporal intervals

betreen axis-crossings of the stinulus waveforn. The nodel ras not

evaluated ercept in a very general uay, but, as McAuley points out,

tenporal nodels of this sort can be justified in terms of both

psychophysical (".e., Moore, 1971a, 1971b) and physiotogical evidence

(e.g,, Siebert, 197O), especially at lower frequencies. 1rhe nain
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clifficulties arise from uncertainty about the shape and bandwidth of the

filter and the way in which the tenporal infornation is processed (for

exarnple, the anount of averaging). McAuIey varied both of these

paraneters, but systenatic investigations were not possible in the

present rork.

Thile the nature of human critical bands is a natter of continuing

6ebate, the topic has scarcely been touched in the field of bircl hearing

ercept rith the budgerigar, which has been the subject of a nunber of

investigations (",S., Dooling & Saunders, 1975; Saunders, Denny & Bock'

19?B). 1rhe results suggest that at frequencies around r0O' 600 and 1000

Hz the critical bandridths of budgerigars are approxinately 750' J00 and

360 Hz respectively.

Figure 50 shows the rnain features of the sinulation' Reproducible

45e Hz ancl 550 Hz signals were fed into the experirnental chanber as they

had been for the pigeons and rere monitored by a half-inch nicrophone'

The output of the nierophone was passed through the filter which

simulated the auditory filter, then analyzed to give rise to

distributions of the intervals betreen the near-zero-axis crossings of

the waveforu. A paraneter of the distributions was used to decide

whether a standard (450 Hz) or comparison (550 ttz) trial had occurred.

Four types of degrading noise were investigated. Ihese are shown in

the dashed boxes in the figure. One source was wide-band Gaussian noise

which was fed into the chamber along with the reproducible signals.

This noise source represented the biological noise nentioned in Chapter

'1, and also extraneous erternal noise. Another type of noise arose fron

variations in the filter settings, sonetines refemed to as filter

jitter (".e., Henning, 1 967b). A third type of noise resulted from

i.nattention on the part of the sinulated observers: on sone trials

decisions were nade rithout reference to the pararoeter deri-ved from the
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distribution of tenporal intervals. tr'inally, perfornance was degraded

by trial-by-trial variations in the criterion held by the observer'

The sources of noise included in the sinulation rere not intended to

erhaust the possibilities or to be detailed representations of the types

of noise actually found in psychophysical erperinents. The ride-band

noise, in particular, stood in for a variety of sources (Soderquist &

Lindsey, 1WZ). Inattention and criterion variability rere included

because observation and the results of earlier research (e.g., Heinenann

& Avin, 1977; 3Iough & Blough, 1977 ) suggested that these have nn

important effect on pigeons' perfornances in auditory erperinents'

The sinulated observers' decisions were stored in the sane nsnner as

those made by the pigeoas. The GQC ancl subsequent analyses took the

same forn as those carried out earlier.

APParatus

Figure 5'l shous the equipnent used in the sinulation. As noted at the

top of the figure, the sound input to the systen was proviited by the

apparatus pictured in Figure )5, supplemented for the sinulation by a

further Gaussian noise generator, 1or-pass filtered at 2O00 Hz and again

at 1000 Hz, which provided a source of unique noise'

The siguals rere nonitored by a B & K 1 2.7 M nicrophone, the output

of which passed, via a B & K 2121 frequency analyzer located in the

sound-attenuated roon, antl an attenuator, to tuo voltage-progrannable

band-pass filters (Frequency Devices models l}flf ft25 IIZZO Hz naxinum

frequency] and 2K5 IZSOO Hz naxinum]). The centre freguencies of these

filters rere controlled by the conputer through two DACs. The

resolution of the DACs gave a naxinum setting error of 1 Hz, while the

lower frequency of the pass band, set by the second filter' was 125 Hz'
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After sone prelininary erperimentation, the filters rere set to Q=5'

The shape of the output of the resulting filter systen at a centre

frequency of 45Q Hz can be seen in Figure 52. This graph shows the

results of a test based on sinusoids ranging in frequency fron 14 Hz to

7192 Ez Ln 14-Hz steps. Ttre 
'-dB 

bandridth of the filter systen ras

approxinate)-y 1 ,fr ot the centre frequency--59 Hz at 450 Hz and 89 Hz at

6q1O Hz. The equivalent rectangular banclriclth was 15F. Ttre bantlcidth

was probably nuch narroner thaa the critical band for pigeons'

The output of the filter systen cas passed into an oRTEC 4621 Tine

Histogran Input aualyzer. This device 1las set to respond to each

positive-going near-zero-aris crossing of the input waveforn.

An ORTEC 462OL Menory Control built up a tligtribution of tenporal

intervals in 255 2Q-;rsec bins. Folloring each 140 nsec signa)'' the

counts in each bin of the nemory were transferred to the controlliug

conputer. Subsequent analyses lfere basetl on bin nunbers. For eranple'

ctistributions built up during 45Q Hz signals would be erpected to centre

around bin nunber l/(+fO x ZOxtO-5) or 111. The corresponiling figure

for 650 Hz sigaals was 77.
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the Sinulation Pt@,

Each replication in the sinulation consisted of 195 45O-Hz trials ancl

316 65O-Ha trials (tire 9OO Hz signals used in the pigeou experinent rere

ouittett). At the beginning of each replication a nunber of parameters

Tere specified. These were:

1. the criterion, in bins (tine);

Z. the standard deviation of criterion variability, in bins (tine);

t. the probability of ignoring the stlnulus;

4. the probability of a "no" response given that the stinulus wag

ignored;

5. the filter setting at 45O Hzl

5. the s.d. of the filter setting around 45O Hz;

'1. the filter setting at 550 Hz, and

8. the s.d. of tbe filter setting around 55O Hz'

In the final sinulation, each trial in a repli-cation consigted of a

nunber of steps. The steps are described, then a more detailed account

of sone points is given.

a) ttre progrannable filters were set near 45Q Hz or 650 Hz, depending

on the type of trial. This first setting introduced jitter in

aecordance with (5) and (8) above.

U) tire signal was output to the operant chanber, recorded by the

microphone, antl the results processed by the equipment shorn in

Figure 51. The distribution of the tenporal intervals was sent to

the conputer, and the nean value calculated.

c) A "yes" or "no" decision uas made by the sinulated observer after

conparison rith the cutoff nominated under (1 ) above'

a) ffre programnable filter ras set exactly to the appropriate

frequency (no filter jitter).
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e) The sane signal ras again output to the operant chanber and

processed as in b).

f) The distribution of temporal intervals was sent to the conputer

and the nean calculated.

g) With the probability norninated under $) above, the observer

ignored the nean and, nith the probability noninated under (4),

maile a "y"s'Or "nO" decision. llhen the Observer did not lgnore

the infornation about the stimulus, it ma<le a decision using the

cutoff noninated under (1 ) with no criterion variability.

h) Criterion variability ras studied independently of the effects of

inattention. On each trial the nean of the tenporal intervals

used by the inattentj.ve observer was also used by an independent

observer rith a variable cutoff. The cutoff was placed near the

value set under (1 ) with an accuracy deterninetl by the standard

deviation noninated under (Z ). fhe nean value of the tenporal

intervals ras then compared Hith the cutoff, and a decision nacle'

At the end of each trial, five items of data were stored. Meens of

tenporal intervals were added to tno distributions of the evidence

variable, one affected by filter jitter (a. to c.) and the other

unaffected by filter jitter (d. to h.). The "yes" and "no" decisions

for observers affected by filter jitter, lnattention and criterion

variability rere each stored independently.

During the sinulation the variable filter and cutoff settings were

chosen from an approxinately normal distribution with nean zero and

standard deviation equal to the noninated va1ue. The distribution uas

provided by the Polar algorithn described in chapter 4 and Appendir D.

In early versions of the prograln, the nean, median and node of the

distributions of tenporal intervals were calculatecl. As discussed
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below, the results based on each of these parameters rere

sinilar, so j-n the final version oaly the nean was used.

generally very

PrelininerT Erperinentatlou

The initial rork rith the sinulation ras erploratory and rarely involved

the running of full replications. It servecl to establish several points.

These riII be sunmariged briefly.

Discrinination Perfornance Yithout Added lloiee

i{ithout any uoise other than that presented in the pigeon erperiments

(the reproducible noise and the continuous lou level nasking noise) the

sinulated observer could discrininate perfectly. the paraneters of the

tlistributions of tenporal intervals varied little, and there was no

overlap between their clistributions on standard and comparison trials.

For exarnple, on one run the neans for 450-Hz trials rere sPread over

five bins (s.d. 0.86) and those for 650-Hz trials over four bins (s.d.

0.54). The gap betreen the distrj-butions was ,0 bins. Under these

circumstances a wide range of cutoffs could be used without affecting

the perfect perfornance.

iloise in the Chanber

In an early attenpt to degrade peformance, within-chanber noise was set

at an overall level of 93 ilB SPL, giving a spectrum level of 53 dB SPL

with the 1OOO Hz banclwidth. Although this noise led to an increase in

the variability of the mean and the nedian, the perfornances based on

then rere not affected, since their distributions on standard and

conparison trials stil1 did not overlap.

fhe variability of the mode, horever, ras increased

that the 45Q Hz ancl 550 Hz distributions did overlap.

to

0n

such nn extent

one run au ROC
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curve not unlike those obtained with nornal unequal variance

distributions was obtained.

The use of high level noise in the chanber as the only souree of

degrading noise ras not pursued, since it ras clearly much more intense

than any nor1n;Il biological noise, ud dicl not provide a very convincing

analogue of other sources of unique noise. Horever, cluring all

subsequent tests sone adclitional noise r.as present in the chanber' Its

overall Ievel was around 70 dB SPL, giving a spectrun level of 40 dB

SpL. It had the effeet of reducing the signal-to-noise ratio from its

original 1evel of J8 dB to about 2? dB. This level of noise by itself

had little effect on the performance of the discrinination.

Filter Jitter

Early experimentation shosed, that extrene filter jitter was needed to

degrade perfornance significantly. For eranple, standard deviations of

1QQ Hz and. 452 Hz at the 450 Hz and 650 Hz filter settings respectively

rere needed to obtain discrimiaation performances similar to those of

the actual birds. Besides being rather unrealistic (presunably), this

sort of jitter produced a significant nunber of filter settings rhich

were out of the ORTEC'g range, nainly at the lower frequencies.

Ihe Fina1 Siuulations

The final version of the sinulation program, described above, was used

to study the effects of GOC analysis on discrimination perfornances

degraded by two different types of noise--criterion variability and

inattention--each added independently. Wj.th criterion variability'

Ievels of initial perfornance sinilar to those of Birds I and 18 rith

the 650 Hz signal were produced. SO B and S0 18,20 like their flesh-

20 Th" t*o simurated
pigeons because an

observers were given the sene nuulbers as the
attenpt was nade to reproduce the performances of
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and-blood counterparts, $ere run for eight and 1 J replications

respectively. Filter jitter ras also used but the levels of Perfomance

were so high that the effects of GQC analysis could not be studied'

Gaussian noise rith a sPectrutr level of 40 dB was fed into the

chamber throughout the simulations. Qther sources of noise $ere as

shoYu in Table 4. For both sinulated observers the setting of the

cutoff varied bg@ggs replications and, in the investigation of

criterion variability, sithin replications. For S0 1B the setting of

the criterion variability and of the filter variability also varied over

replicatioo".2l Replication-to-replication variability was introduced iu

an attenpt to copy the variability shown by the real birds. The cutoff

chosen for a given replication was used for all decision-naking within

that replication; it renained constant rithin the reptication for the

observers affected by inattention and filter iitter, but varied for the

observer whose criterion varied.

TABLE 4

Nominated values of the parameters of the final sinulation

s08
Mean s.d. over

replications

s0 18
Mean s.d over

replications

Cutoff (Uins)
Criterion var. (s.d. )
P(ignore stimulus)
P("no" ligaore)
s.d. of 450 Hz filter
s.d. of 650 Hz filter

,| 10.0
B0.o
ntr
0.5

100.0
85 .0

2.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

81 .8
47.1
o.1
0.5

98.9
82.1

2.7
+.5
o.0
o.o

24.8
7.2

12Number of replieations

the real birds; the prefix "SO" is used for the simulated observers.

21 -i-1t The paraneters and performance on each replicatj-on are given in
Tables '10 and 11, Appendix C.
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Results

Disearding of Renlications. fnitial GQC analyses for both S0 8 anil

SO 18 led to estinates of k which were nuch lower than uould have been

erpected giveu the actual underlying distributions. Further

investigations revealed very high correlations (0.95 to 1.00) betreen

the responses on two lnirs of replications for each observer

(replications 5 antl 7 for S0 8, antl 5 and B for S0 18). The average

correlations betreen resPonses on different pairs of replications were

O.02 and O.09 for criterion variability and 0'2J and 0'25 for

inattention for s0 I ancl so 18 respectively. fherefore the high

correlations were unlikely to be due to chance, and nust have arisen

fron accidental resetting of the randon nunber generator or a re-cycling

of the sequence. The true explanation was not established, but for all-

the analyses reported here the second replication in each of the highly

correlated pairs was onitted. This had a dranatic effect on the

estimates of k.

Criterion Variabl!1:l'!9. Fi-gure 53 shows how the means of the

6istributions of the tenporal intervals rere distributed. fhe graphs

are based oa six replications for each sinulated observer' Even with

the noise in the chanber the clistributions are very narrow (the standard

deviation of the 450 Hz distribution wag around 0'88 bins and that for

the 650 Hz distribution reas around 0.55) and there was no overlap' In

order to produce levels of perfornance sinilar to those of the actual

birds, considerable criterion variability--represented in the figure by

the idealized nornal distributions--was introduced. Alsor 8e can be

seen both fron the graph and Table 4, the nean cutoff differed for the

two sinulated observers.
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ThetopleftgraphsinFigures54and55shogthesi-nulated

obgerverg' perfornElnces on each replicatioa. As Can be seen by

comparing these results rith those shorn in Figure 44 (Chapter 8), the

hit and false alarn rates generally fell in the sane region as those for

the real birds. The t""o d"(t ) values for the sirulated and real

observers vere Q-178 and 0.440 respectively for S0 8 and Bird 8t and

0.788 and .825 for S0 18 antl Bird 18'

Fi-gures 54 anit 55 also shoc the final GoC curves on linear

coordinates (top left) ancl nornal-nornal coordinates (top right)'

The estinates of k, obtained rith d"(l ) "" the base value in equation

4, are shown by the points in the botton graph of each figsre' The

lines in these graphs represent the neans and confidence linits of

estinates derived fron the seven 1O-replication sinulations with no

common noise, described in the previous chapter'

For SO B the estinates of k are difficult to distinguish fron the

results expected in the absence of cornrnon noise' The results for S0 18

indicatecl a somerhat lower k. Direct calculations ' hosever' suggested a

true k of around 4OOO. ltris figure ras derived using equation 6

(Ctrapter 4), which gives an expression for k in terns of the varianceg

of the unique and connon noise distributions:

_ 2,, ? 2 \k = zfr/ (o!. + o!.)

where the subscript U stands for the unique noise, and SC and CC for the

connon noise of the standard and conparison distributions respectively'

Values of 0.88 and 0.56 for the standard deviations of the unique noj'se

(faUfe 4) give a k value of 4061. This value cannot be taken very

seriously, because the clistributions of common noise are not nornal'

However, it is clearly inconpatible rith the results in Figure 55 ' rhich

suggest a k sonewhere betreen 50 and 100'
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Noexplanationwasfoundforthedifference'anditnustbe

tentatively attributecl to error in the neasurenent of dr. ftre

percentage inereases in d" observed in the sinulations uere in the

regiou where snall variations in d" Ied to very large changes in the

estinate of k (Figute 22, Chapter 5).

Inattentioa. Figures 55 antl 5? shon the results obtained rhen the

sinulated observers ignored the stinulus. Ttrough s0 B igaored the

stlnu}us on half of all trials and SO 18 on a third of trials, their

perfornances Here superi-or to those of the actual birds.

Most of the points representing the hit ancl false alarn rates for

individual repJ-ications fell on the negative diagonal' Because of the

Iarge gap between the underlying distributions, the cutoff could vary

considerably (in this case between replications rather than fron trial

to trial) rithout having nuch effect on the hit and false alarm rates'

However, on four replications (1,2,4, and 5 in Table 11, Appendir C),

the cutoff for SO 18 fe11 within the 650 Hz distribution' This led to a

marked decline in the hit rate, but because there r.as no overlap betreen

the tlistributions, the false alarn rate remained the sane' Hence d"

feII narketlly.

The esti-nates of k for both the simulated observers (especially those

for S0 18) suggest departures fron what would be erpected if there nas

no conmon noise. Horever, ouce again k could be calculated direetly'

and in both cases was around 1000.

The direct calculation was possible because the neans ancl standard

deviati.ons of the standard and conparison common noise ilistributions
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were known. From equation 5, Chapter

12\ 
/2n) / (a2, . af,1t /z

121/2s)

t 2 2 ? 2 ,1/2(o!u*oEC*o-gu+o[s)

where the subscripts iudicate the variance of the unique and coulnon

noise (U ana C) naking up the standard and conparison (S ana C)

distributions.

Since the values of du and of m, the difference betueen the neans of

the underlying clistributions (l+.q), were knorn for the sinulatiou' the

total variance could be calculated fron a rearrangement of this

expression, Z(n/a)2. The knorn variances of the underlying standard' z'

and comparison distributions coultl then be subtracted from the total

variance to give the unique noise variance. Ttre value of k was given by

equation 6 (Ctrapter 4). For S0 B k equalled 1182 ancl for S0 18 it was

1019.

0nce again the departures of the results for s0 18 from the k

estimates chich sould be erpected are apperently nisleading' Sanpling

error nay be to blane, but in this case there are tro other possible

reasons. One is the drastic effect of cutoff variation for S0 18'

discussed earlier. This would attenuate increases in d" during GOC

analysis. Ihe other possi"bility is that estinates of d, for GOCs based

on larger nunbers of replications rere slightly attenuated' Because of

the relatively hieh hit rates and low false alarm rates these GOCs rere

sonetines definecl by ferer points than there were replications, the

remaining points being lost because the values they represented were too

large or too sna1} to be shown on the normal-nortal coordinates'

fhe fact that the sinulated observerg' perfornances nere superior to

those of the real birds despite the high leve1s of inattention suggests
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that if the birds did use tenporal infornation in the sane way as the

hardsare nodel, inattention alone was not responsible for degrading

perfornance, a point that cas in little doubt. Houever, the general

outcone supports the idea that inattention is another source of unique

noise, the effect of shich will be removed in GOC analysis.

tr'llter Jitter. Variability in the setting of the "criti-cal band"

filter, unlike criterion variability and inattention, had an effect on

the shape of the underlying distributions and even iutroduced sone

overlap. Nevertheless, because of the linits set by the possible range

of the filter settings, the initial performances were still at a very

high level, and a study of the effects of GOC analysis was not possible.

In most cases, the straight lines necessary to calculate d, could not be

fitted to the GOC points since none, or onLy one, wag defined by a hit

and false alarm rate greater than zero and less than one. For eranple,

du could only be estimated for 1 1 of the ?8 possible tro-replication

conbinations for S0 18, 64 of the 284 three-replication combinations and

'l'10 of the 715 four-replication conbinations. These results courd have

been quite misleading, ancl were not pursued further.

Discussion

A high level of degrading noise had to be added to the underlying

distributions in order to produce discrinination performances sinilar to

those of the actual birds. One possible conclusion is that the model is

highly inadequate--that the tenporal infornation available in the

stimulus is not available, at least not in such discrininable forn, to

the birds themselves. However, consideration of the results obtained by

Sinnott, Sachs and Hienz (1980) suggests that the nodel may not be

entirely unrealistic.
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At 500 Hz, Sinnott, sachs and Hienz obtained frequency difference

linens of around 10 Hz (Figure 1?, Chapter ?). In the model used in the

hardware simulation, signals of 50O Hz and 510 Hz rould give rise to

distributions of mean tenporal intervals rith means equal to

l/(SOO x.20-6)=10O bins ard t/(Stg r 20-5)=98 bins respectively. I{ith

this difference between the neans of the gtandard and conparison

distributions, and no masking noise (Sinnott, Sachs and Hienz did not

use continuous or gated noise), ideal observell3 rould discrininate

perfectly. since the pigeons in the sinnott, sachs and Hienz

experinents tli.d not do so, either the tenporal nodel implenented here is

inappropriate or noise from another source degraded perfornance'

Assuning a du value of 1.28 (corresponding to a IIR of 50S and a FAR of

lQl) and a difference betreen the neans of the distributions of

(fOO - 9B)=2, the standard deviation of this noise would be 1.5. Trhis

seems snall enough in conparison with the noise addecl in the hardrare

sinulation to have sone plausibility. Although Sinnott, Sachs and Hienz

reduced the effects of noise due to nemory, criterion variability and

inattention, they could do Iittle about unique noise from biological

source9.

Pigeons do not appear to use tenporal

the frequency discrimination nodel in the

the discrepancy between the predictions

perfornances under reasonably favourable

to rule the nodel out of consideration,

information as efficientlY as

hardrare simulation. Horever,

of the nodel and the Pigeons'

conditions is not so great as

given the presence of sone

unr-que nolse.

If the nodel is realistic, the anount of unique noise added in the

sinulation nay be sinilar to that actually present i-n the pigeon

erperiment with the 550 Hz signal. If so, the results would be similar

to those expected in the absence of common noise'
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According to this reasoning, tbe results obtainetl in both the pigeoa

experinents, rhich suggested that there was no conmgn noise, are nqt

incompatible rith the presence of conmon noise rhich is obscured by high

levels of unique noise.

The results of the sinulation do not establish the sources of the

degrading noise in the pigeon experiments.22 However, they are

consistent rith the suggestion that decision noise--inattention and

criterion variability ttue to imperfect nenory for the standard (Jesteadt

& Sins, lg75)--plays a relatively large part. the bandridth of the

filter systen emulating the possible critical band in pigeons was nuch

narrofler than any suggested by the research on the budgerigar, yet the

filter jitter hacl to be unrealistically extreme in order to have any

effect on discrimination perforrnance, as did the analogue of biological

noise. This suggests the possibility that the critical bantl nay be too

larger 8s would be erpected if unique aoise affected the neasures on

which the estinates are based.

In sun, the hardware sinulation showed hor several types of noige

could degrade perfornance. It also gave soBe support to suggestions

that the results of the pigeon experinents were compatibl-e rith the

presence of connon noise in the pigeons' frequency discrinination

perfornances. Ihus the hardware sinulation provided a demonstration of

hor such nodelling night be used in conjunction with GOC analysis to

test hypotheses about the nature of hearing nechanisms' Ttris took a

different forn fron that rhich would be erpectetl if there ras clear

evidence of the presence of comnon noise.

A source of noise not eonsidered in the simulation uas sequential
dependency. Exanination of the data for 450 Hz and 650 Hz trials in
th- pigeon erperinent showed that both birdg haq a slight^tendeacy to
repeat resDonses. For Bircl 8 t[fes(n) lfes(n-t )l=0'589 and
plies(n) lnoin-1 )]=0.511; the equivalent figures for Bird 18 were

o.lag and, 0.173. No other significant dependencies uere found.
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A final point raised by the results of the sinuLations is the

difficulty of estinating k fron the results of GOC aualyses. In alnost

every case, the values intlicated by the aaalyses differed fron those

cal.cuLated directly. This is probably partly because gome of the

assunptions unclerlying the direct calculations are uot net, and partly a

reflection of the high variability of k given snall variations in d".

fhe results also reinforce the point that conparison rith the results of

conputer sinulations is linited in that it nay not be possible to

incorporate factOrs affeCting the true observerrs perforoance, even if

they are knora, in the sluulations. These sinulations are based on

assunptions in the sane ray as the Swets et al. rnodel, though these are

not as restrictive as those of the original nodel.
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CHAPTER 10

$'ilf,ART ATD DISCUSSIOil

This chapter consists of tvo nain sections. The first is a sunmary of

the previous nine chapters. It describes the eoncept of unique noise'

outlines the four main areas of investigation, and gives the results

obtainetl. The seconcl part of the chapter discusses sone of the nain

iggueg raised bY the research'

Surunary

Unique Noise

The concept of internal noise is a ubiquitous one in psychophysics'

Identified as biological noise, it has been used to erplain certaia

phenonena of binaural hearing and, nore generally' to account for the

variability of responses to the sane physical stimrlus in nonaural

hearing erperinents. Attenpts have been nade to measure the nagnitude

and characteristics of interaal noise, in partieular by exanining the

consistency of responding with identical naskiag noises, &x variability

being attributett to the presence of additional noise'

Boven (lgle) toor up an approach described by lJatson (tg67) called

Group-gperating-Characteristic (COC) analysis. This technique is used

to reduce the effects of unique noise, defined as a statistical concept

referring to the idiosyncrati.c conponent of the total noise variation of

an observer. By this definition unique noise caa arise fron biological

sources and al-so fron such things as criterion variability' faulty

nemory, inattention and sequential dependency. The complenent of unique

noise is counon noise. In GOC analysiS, responses made to the sane
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signal oa repeatetl trials (or by different observers on the sane trial)

are conbined in a nay whlch tends to average out the effects of unique

noise. The analysis leads to a group equivalent of the R0C' The shape

of this GQc, antl the level of the perfornance it represents, are legs

affectetl by unique noise than those of the ROC'

Areas of InvestiSatioa

The overall ain of the research Yas to evaluate the effectiveness of GOC

analysis in reducing the effects of unique noise on neasures of

sensitirrity. The report covered four naiu topics rithin this gpneral

area. An outline of these topics rilt be followect by a brief

description of the nethods used to investigate then and finally a

ggrnnErr] of the nain outcomes.

The first topic followed on fron work by Boven, wh5-ch indicated that

COC analysis is less effective when the underlying distributions and the

correspontling R0C are relatively conpler. Boven suggested that when the

RQC is thought to be complex, the nunber of trials in each replication

shoulat be increased. The present study looked at the effect of

increasing the number of trials, the number of reptications and the

nunber of rating-scale categories.

The second nain topic concerned the estimation of the relative

variances of unique and conrnou noise fron the results of GOC analysis'

Swets et al. (fgfg) and 1{atson (fgO:) gave fornulae which can be used to

estinate k fron the changes in d' as replicatioas are added in Goc

analysis. However, in practice one or nore of the assunptions

underlying these form.rlae are unlikely to be net. In particular, rhen

observers use rating scales wlth a finite number of categories'

iafornatiou is 1ost. As Boven pointed out, this nill tend to lead to

the underestigation of k--in other words, to indicate that the relative
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variance of the unique noise is snaller

points were followed up in the present

of estinating k was develoPed.

fhe third nain area of iaterest Iay in the use of GOC analysis to

obtain ROC curves and neasures of sensitivity relatively unaffected by

uaique noise. An importaut question in this sort of application is

rhether there is in fact any connon noige. If identical noise rhich is

presentecl to the ear on different occasions is not treated in the sane

ray by the ear each tine, all noise will be unique and Goc analysis riII

give rise to neasur€s indicating lnrfect p,erformance. In this

investigation, Goc analysis was appli.ed to the results of tro

erperinents in which observers were trained to discrininate aural

frequency.

The fourth area of iuterest was in the way theories of hearing night

be stutlied by reproduci.ng the results of GQC analysis cith hardrare and

conputer lnodels. GOC analysis should provide a nore clear-cut criteriou

against which to evaluate the outcones of nodels than is usually

available. Iu the absence of GOC analysis, allowance nust be nade for

the presence of unique noise of unknown nagnitude and characteristics'

llethods of Invert:!8rb:loa

Four experinents Yere carried out wlth pigeons as observers' The birds

were trained in a conventional operant chanber on a three-key discrete-

trial procedure. Pecks at the centre key started each trial antl thirty

(not necessarily consecutive ) pecks on one or other of the side keys letl

either to food or to a blackout, depending on the frequency of the

auditory signal.

Other experinents involved siuplated observers in models inplenentetl

on a colDputer. In nost cases these siu.rlations rere entirely computer-

than it in fact is. Ihese

study ancl an alternative Eethod
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based, rith values of the evidence variable being generated by softrare'

In a later simrlation, however, signals previously presentecl to the

pigeoos were monitored and processecl by a harclrare systen, antl the

siuulateal observer nade decisions basetl on data transferred to the

conputer frorn the hardrare.

One of the nain advantages of the sinrtation (apart frou the fact

that the simrlated observer or observers could use any nunber of rating-

scale categories) was that the characteristics of both the connon and

unique uoise could be nominated'

tIhile there was no control over the unique noise of the pigeou

observere, the first two experiments with pigeons rere based on knorn

distributions of conmon noise. The ROCs for these distributions

provided a standard against which the results of GOc analysis were

evaluated, The cornparison $as in one case all the nore clear-cut

because the distributions hail shapes vel'Jr different fron those which

night reasonably be erpected for unique noise'

Results

This section describes the results obtained in each of the four nain

areas of iovestigation.

llulti-lodal Digtributions. The first erperinent rith pigeons was

based on triangular probability nass functioas. The ideal RoC for these

functions ras very sinilar to the general forrn of those obtained for

nornal equal-variance distributions. Thus, while the GOC curves for the

birds approached the itleal ROC quite closely, unique noise' if

approrinately normally distributed, DaX have contributed to the appareat

fit.

The GoC results obtainetl with birnodal distributions of common noise

were' as expected, uuch less inpressive, although those for all
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observers conbined (a total of 18 replications) provicled a reasonably

unambiguous indication of the shape of the ideal ROC'

Ihe conputer siuulation uas used to denonstrate that if a larger

nunber of rating-scaLe categories are used, a clearer picture of the ROc

rill energe rith a snaller nunber of replications' This nay not be tnre

for flesh-and-blood observers if, unlike the sigtll'ated observers' tbey

cannot naintain urltiple cutoffs consistently' Criterion variability

could go a long ray towards offsetting the advantages of ertra rating-

scale eategories.

The conputer simrlation was also used to evaluate a suggestion by

Boven that, when the Roc is thought to be compler, relatively large

uunbers of erperinental trials shoultl be used in order to reduce tbe

effects of chance in the placenent of points of the GOC curve' llith the

trinodal tlistributions developerl by Boven, and a simrlated observer

using a four-category rating scale, better results were obtainetl by

adding nore replications than by adding more trials per replication'

This conclusion nay only apply in cases rhere the observers' like the

simrlated one, naintain consistent cutoffsr end the connon noise is

adequately sarPlecl.

The EstiEation of k. The main difficulty in estinating k, the ratio

of the variances of the unique and couunon noise' raft due to loss of

information. This ras especially serious with the pigeon observers' who

used only tro rating-scale categories. Idlith their data, the formrlae

provided by Swets et al. (fgfg) led to g"oss underestimates of k'

Another tlifficulty arose when the slope of the Roc for inclividual

replications coulal not be estitratetl because the tro-category data

produced only one point in the ROC space. This latter difficulty could

be avoided by using dre) as the standard against uhich changes in d"

values due to Goc analysis could be neasured. In other cases the slope

144
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of the Roc for individual replications could be estiEatetl by

extrapolatingafunctionfittedtotheslopesofguccesgiveGoCs.

Because of the all-conbinations analysis, rhich balanced the ehanges in

du due sinply to the order in uhich replications sere added, changes in

GOC slope tended to be relatively orderly'

In the absence of an analytic theory dealing rith the tro-category

case, k values for the pigeon experinent rere estinatecl by conparj'ng

then uith the results of computer sinoulations. In these, simrlated

observers used tro-category rating scales, &d because the paraneters of

the distributions of unique and connon noise rere knorn, k could be

calculated directIY.

This method was reasonably successful $hen applied to the results of

the second pi.geon experineat, rhich ras based on nornal unequal-variance

distributions. However, the somewhat discrepant estinate for one bird'

rhich ras to some ertent due to the use of discrete distributions'

underlined the fact that the method has a nunber of limitations' The

first is that the ctistributions of both uuique and comnon noise are

still assuned to be normal. Another is the assunption that a1l eonnon

noise is due to the reproducible noise in the signals; in fact' coEnon

noise nay arise fron such things as indj-vidual noise and sequential

dependency.Thesewouldeitherbedifficulttoreproduceina

simrlation or would give rise to so many free paraneters as to make

sinulation inPrac ti cable'

A final problen is that small variations in d" can produce large

variations in the estimate of k, especially rhen k is high' This leads

to uncertainty when conparing the results of experinents and

siuulations, unless both are based on large numbers of noise samples'

trials and replications. This problen is nentioned agaia in later

sections.
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ApPlicationofGOCAnglysisingPsychoPhysicalErPerinent.fhe

results of the third and fourth pigeon erperiments, in rhich the nature

of the underlying clistributions 1{as unknorn, indicated that k ras very

high. uith such higtr levels of unique noise, the GOC curves' even that

for Bird 18, which ras based on thirteen replications, could reveal

little about the underlying tlistributioas of connon noise' Instead the

najor question was whether there ran any couuron noise at all'

In the third experinent each of the five comparison frequencies was

represented by only a fer trials per repli-cation, and there were only

five replications in all. fhe resulting variability in the estinates of

k made the results inconclusive. This underu'nes the point made

earlier about the effects of variability in d" oo variability in k'

In the fourth pigeon experirnent, the Gocs were based on only one

frequency, which ras therefore better rePresented in each replication'

consequently, the estinstes of k were nuch rnore orderly, and shor*ed

clearly that the results for the pigeons could not be tlistinguished fron

those obtained in simrlations in which there YIas oo conmon noise'

t{odelling Pigeon Frequency Piscrininatiou. The model of frequency

discrinination inplenented in the hardware sinulation consisted of a

banclpass filter and a derrice for measuring the interval between near-

zero-axis crossings of the waveforn. on each trial the observer used a

paraneter of the distribution of the intervals between positive-going

axis crossj-ngs to make a tlecision'

The distributions of the parameters for standard and conparisou

signals clicl not overlap. The nodel predicted that, in the absence of

unique noise, the birtls would discrininate perfectly. High levels of

unique noise had to be added to the model in order to produce levels of

perfornance sinilar to those of the pigeon obgervers '
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one interpretation of this finding is that the nodel inplenented in

the siruulatlon is unrealistic: that the paraneters are inappropriate or

that pigeons do not use temporal infornation in the way suggested' fhe

other possibility, which has some plausibility given the diserinj-natiou

results reported by si-nnott, sachs and Hienz (rggo), is that the level

of unique noise in the kintl of pigeon erperineat reported here is indeed

very high.

Ifthelevelsofuniquea.ndconnonnoiseintheerperinentsrere

sinilar to those in the hardrare sinulation, the estinates of k, Iike

those obtained ia the sinulations, rould be ctifficult to tlietinguish

fron those erpected in the absence of connon noise'

Discuesion

The topics discussed in this section include the nethodology used in the

pigeonerperinentsrtheestitrationofkrconmonanduniquenoiseand

finally GOC analysis. In the course of the discussion results of

several erperinents on internal or unique uoise in hunan subjects' first

referred to in Chapter 1, are described in sone detail'

l{ethoilolo€3r

fhe Trial Procedure aad si8nal Pregentatiou. The procedure used uith

the pigeons, sas chosen because of its symnetry and the clear-cut nature

of the choice responses. The birtls were trained to respond to one key

on standard trials and auother on conparison trials, ancl "yes" end "no"

responses sere clearly defined. originally only one response to either

key ras requirecl. clarity of definition was lost to sone ertent whea

the JO-response requirenent (Krasnegor, 19?1 ) was added' but the

symnetry ras retained.
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The way in which the stimrli rere presented uas equivalent to the

yes-no (fW) tecfrnj.que in hunan psychophysics. This technique has been

previously used with pigeons (in conjunction rith the above procedure)

by Krasnegor and by Hei'nenann and hls colleagues ("'g" Heinenann &

Avin, 1g7r. Krasnegor's frequency dj-scrinination results uere very

ctifferent fron those obtained by investigators who hatl used sone variant

of the sa!0e-different (so) procetlure (rigure 
'7)' 

fhe suggestiou by

Jesteadt and Sims (fgZl) that the inferior performances obtai-netl rith

the YN procedure coulcl be attributed to criterion variability indicated

that this was an itleal procedure with which to investigate the Goc

technique. However, in the third and fourth pigeon experinents, the YN

nethod, as irplenented in this study, may have 1ed to levels of unique

noise which overwhelned any e'ridence of comnon noise'

For further experinents, a different nethod of stimrlus Presentation

and perhaps a different procedure would need to be considered' The nost

extensive and favourable frequeucy discrimination results for pigeoas

sere obtained by Sinnott, Sachs and Hienz (tggO), rho used a tro-key

procedure and a same-different fornnt' They adopted the tro-keY

procedure after pigeons trained on a three-key proeedure (in which only

one peck on either side-key ended each trial) failett to discrininate

between the presence and absence of sinusoids in a sensitirity

experiment (Hienz, sianott & sachs , 1977), In the tro-key procedure the

birds pecked at an observation key to produce the stimrli and reported

the presence of a signal on another key' In the frequency

discrinrination version of the procedure, they reported the alternation

of different frequencies. Trhe choice responses nere not s5rnnetricaf in

that "yes" responses were registered by shifting to the report key while

,,no" responses were registered when a bi'rd failed to ghift duri-ng a

certain tine following occurrence of an observation interval'
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Thetro.keyprocedureappearstohavesoneadvantagee'overthethree.

key proeedure. However, good results night be obtained rith the three-

key procedure if the sane-tlifferent nethod of presenting stiurrli was

coupled rith the u.ltiple-respouse requirenent (i'"', 1Q responses on a

sicle-key) used in the present study. In this case the advantage of

synrnetrical choice respons es could be retained'

The use of the sane-different procedure would eonplicate things

slightly in that the erperinenter would have to decide hov to pair

sanples of corornoa noise associated with stantlard a'nd conparison

frequencies.Fore:ranple,particularsauplescouldalwaysoccur

togettrer, of all possible pairings could occur over the course of the

experinent. If there nas atry tloubt about whether the birds rere

integrating over a period longer than the duration of the signals' the

first possibili-ty rould seem to be the most desirable'

The Nulber of Besponse Categorieg' The above discussion assunes that

the birdS nay nake Only "yes" or "19" responses' As has been pointed

out, the use of a greater number of categories would be desirable'

A number of experimenters have used neasures sucb as response latency

(e.g., yager & Duncanr lgTl; Green, Ternan & Ternan, 1979) and response

rate (e.e., Blough, 1967) to construct R0Cs for animal psychophysical

clata. Results based on these sorts of neasures could be used in GOC

analyses, and could be erpected to lead to better-defineil Goc curves

because of the larger nunber of points. However, as Yager and Duncan

(tgtt), and Enmerich, Gray, I{atson and Tanis (lglZ) have noted for

latencies, some neasures may introduce variability or noige not present

in simpler response neasures. This tJOuld contribute to the unique noise

in the experinent, and go solne ray towards negating the advantage of the

ertra categories'
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SoneprelininarTworkinthepresentstutlysuggestedthatrating

scales based on data collected in conjunction cith tro-category

respouses (".g., the distribution of responses over the tno keys ancl the

nunber of changeovers), ditl not usually adtl anything to the final GoC

results in terns of sensitivitY'

As has been pointed out by Greeu, Terman and Ternan (tgZg), ratings

of the sort collected in aninal experinents nay be confounded cith the

"yeg" ard "no" choices. Thus, while the ratings nay provide ertra

points shich help to define a conplex RoC nore clearly, the sensitivity

indicatetl by the Roc is unu-kely to be significantly increased' Ratings

independent of the "yes"-"no" choices could in principle be collected

fron one of the choice keys in the present procedure' Horever, the data

rould have been of linited value in these experinents, since the birtls

adopted patterns in which they nearly always made an lnitial burst of

responses to the same key, changing over or renaining on that key

according to the frequency of the stiuulus'

[hi1e developnent of a rating scale superior to the tro-category

scales used by the birds ni8ht be possible, there is room for doubt that

the resulting data uould overcone the problens of information loss and

subsequent under-estinatj-on of k. Thus a strategr of the sort used in

this research would stiu be necessary unless an approPriate aaarytical

model were adoptea.2S

in Spiegel & Green, 1 981 )

wag meagured in a tro-

observers attenPted to

0n some trialg the naskers

Stinrli. A studY bY

was mentioned in ChaPter

interval forced choice

detect a sinusoid in one

Siegel (1979; cited

1. Internal noise

(zfrc) task in rhidt

of the intervals.

21 l, n. Davies of the Applied l'lathenatics Division of the DSrR kintlly
developed such a modeI. It assuned nornally-tlistributett colDlnon noise

and arcsin distributions of un-ique noise. uhile his nodel uas not

investigated as part of the pres-ent study, it could forn the baeis

for further work involving two response-categories'
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inthetsointervalswereidenticalrwhileinotherstheywere

different. The nagnitutle of iaternal noise ras estinated fron the

difference betseen detection perfornance on the tro different kincls of

trials. The assunption sas that when the naskers Yere identical the

only noise variation rafr due to internal noise. Yhen the naskers rere

differeut, both iaternal and erternal noise contributed to the noise

variance. The snaller the superiority of perfornance rith the identical

naskers, the greater the relative variaace of the internal noise vas

judged to be.

siegel's results suggested a very high 1evel of internal noise' The

ratio of the standard deviations of the external and internal noise sag

nuclr higher than those reported by Srets et aI. (f95g), lfatson (tg5f)

and Green (1954). In a later report Siegel (fggt) suggested that the

reason for his descrepant results was that, because his noise sanples

were relatively long (the duration of the signal ras 255 nsec), subjects

were able to listen to clifferent sub-intervals of identical naskers'

They thus createcl independent naskers which were in effect equivalent to

the tnrly independent naskers. Because there nas little improveuent in

perforrnance when noninally identical naskers were used, the variance Of

the internal noise was seen to be very large'

Although siegel's later explanation ifast not directly supported by the

results of a replication carried out by spiegel anil Green (tgat)--ttreir

esti.mates of the ratio ot/on fell between 1 and 2 far all observers--it

is a possibility uhich uust be considered. Thus, tlespite the fact that

the acoustic transients used in the third and fourth pigeon erperinents

were relatively short (t4O nsecs total tluration), and the intervals

between then relatively tong (16O msecs), the pigeons nay have sanpled

rithin the stimqli, creating sets of independent maskers ancl raising the

level of unique noise.
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rn the absenee of crear evidence about integration times, the only

solution is to reduce the duration of the noise sanples as nuch as is

feasible. fn their replication of Green's (fgS+) study, first nentioned

in Chapter 1, Spiegel and Green (tggt) usetl observation j'ntervals of 10

nsec in a tro-interval forced-choice erperinent. Trials consistinS of

tro iu6ependent sauples of noise (no signal in either interval) vere

later repeated. The consistency of the observer's choice of the first

or second interval as the one rhich contained the signal was used tO

infer the leve1 of internal noise'

Estimates of internal noise were losest when the obgervers were

presented with only a 10 msec transient in each interval, and highest

when reproducible noise began 250 nsec before and ended 25O nsec after

each 10 msec observation interval. In the first case' tbere was no

chance of the observer sanpling outside the 10 nsec interval; in the

second the observation interval appears to have been narked ouly by the

onset or offset of a ligtrt. The observers nay have sampled outside the

observation interval, and there may have been sone variability in the

part of the waveforn actually sanpled. Trhis coulcl aceount for the lorer

level of unique noise founcl uhen the observers could not sauple outsi'le

the 10 msec interval.

signal-to-f,oise Ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio in the third and

fourth pigeon erperinents (+O aA; rasr high conparecl with that in nost

experiments with hunan subjects. If a lower ratio had been used'

perhaps the results of the GoC analyses would have been less ambiguous'

The reasoning here is that if the variance of the external noise had

been greater, either k nould not have been so high (given there was

cotrnon noise), or the obtaining of k values indistinguishable fron

those expected rithout cotruon noise would have pointed more strongly

to the absence of sudl noise'
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This reasoning does not teke into account the possibility that

internal noise nay increase sith increases in external noise (Srets et

aI., 1g5g). uith the pigeons this could cone about if a decrease in the

signal-to-noise ratio lecl to a decline in perfornance due, not only to

the greater nasking of the sinusoids by reproducible aoise, but also to

an increase in such thin8s as criterion variability and inattentioa'

The effects of decreasing the signat-to-uoise ratio, then, are not

easily predicted.

The Estinatioa of k

rf there ig cornmon noise, the GOC curve rirr, gr-ven enough replications'

reflect the nature of the underlying distributions of eonnon noise

regardless of the nunber of response categorieg used' This is shown by

the results of the first tro pigeon experinents and sone of the

simulations. Ae has becone obvious, however, results of GOC analysis

nay not be very usefuL in estirnating the relative variances of unique

and conmon noige. More accurate estinates of k nay be obtained if

observers use rating scales rith large numbers of categories'

Iu the Swets et al. (fgfg) experinent, first rnentioned in Chapter 1'

the integration of infornstion ras camied out by the observers' rather

than througlr the sunnation of responses. The subjects observed a set of

four intervalg five tines on each trial. The signal always occurred in

the sane interval on a given trial, but the nasking noise could be

either constant or variable over each of the five sets of intervals ia a

trial. On the variable-noise trials, the observers could integrate over

all the noise in the erperiment (Uotir external and internal ) and the

i.nprovenent in al' over the five observations rithin eadr trial was

expected to follor that predicted by equation 1 (C6pter t ) ' 1rhe fact

that, for the three observerg used, the predi-ction was approrinately
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eorrect suggested that the observers combined the infornation from the

sets of intervals in more or less optimal fashion. fhis suggests that

the estinates of k derived from the inprovenents in d' on trials sith

constant noise, i-n which the observers coulcl only integrate over

internal noise, rere not significantly deflated by loss of information

in conbining observations.

Tbe nethods of Green (fgO+) and Si-egel (1979) are not subject to

problens caused by loss of infornation. Horever, as spiegel and Green

(tggt) point out, the percentage agreenent obtainecl iu Green's procedure

will be affected by bias torard.s one or other of the intervals in the

2IFC procedure. In both nethods the error of estinate of k becones higlt

for certain values of the variable used to estinate it' These are a 10r

percentaseagreenentinGreen'sprocedureandasnallpercentage

inprovement in the d' obtained with identical as opPosed to independent

naskers in siegel's procedure. As shown in Figure 22 LD' Chapter 5' the

correspondingerrorintheestinateofkislargeinGOCanalysiswheu

the percent improvenent in d' over some base value is large.

In sum, there are difficulties involved in atl of the above nethods

of estinating k. For hunan subjects, hoHever' coc analysis nay have

nore drawbacks than other techniques, ancl if the estimstion of k is the

on}ygoalitnaynotbetherrethodofchoice.Foraninalswhichcannot

be trained to use the 2IFC nethod, there nay

analysis.

be no alternative to GOC

Couon Noige

The results of the present experinents do not €ulsuer the question of

rhether there is connon noise in pigeon frequency discrinj'nation' Yhat

they do show is that it can be very difficult to distinguish between the

absence of comrnon noise and high, but finite, levels of k'
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sone of the studies of internal noise described here have letl to

results rhich clearly indicate the presence of conmon noise (e'g" Srets

et al., 1959; Green, 1964), but all of these have involved the detection

of siguals in noise. The only available data on frequency

discrinination are those of l{cAuley (tlze), who used Goc analysis to

facilitate conparisons betreen a nodel of frequency discrinination

(referred to in Chapter 9) anct results for hunan obgervers'

The erperinents for uhich the results of Goc analysis are available

involved naeked sinusoids in a sane-differeut (SD) procedure' Frequency

differences ranged fron 1 Hz to 5 Hz at 25O Hz, and there uere tro S/N

ratios (21 an ana ,o dB). Ihe highly trained observers used ei-ght-

category rating scales in order to reduce the loss of infornation'

In the GOC analysis, 10 replications for each of five observers nere

conbined, naking 50 repJ-ications in all. l'IcAuley ditt aot make estinates

of!.ForthepresentPurPose,valuesofkwereobtainedbyapplying

equation 4a. Trhe lover value Of d' ras based on five, ten or 20

replications, while the higher value was based on ten' 20 or 5O

replications.

In general, k was higher for higher s/N ratios and for sroaller

freguency differences. t{ith a S/N ratio of 25 dB' k ranged fron nine

(at a frequency difference of 2 Hz) to five (at a difference of 5 Hz)'

I{ith a S/N ratio of J0 dB, k ranged fron 44 (at a frequency difference

of I Hz) throueh 21 (at a difference of 2 Hz) to 14 (at a difference of

5 uz).

These results support the suggestion nade earlier in this chapter

that lorering the S/N ratio rill reduce the value of k' In other rords'

they suggest that the level of unique noise renained constant rhen the

leve1 of the reproducible masking noise was changed. Tthe results thus

conflict rith the findings of Swets et a1. (t g5g), which indicated that

internal noise hras proPortional to erternal noise'
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The variability of the estiDates of k based on different nunbers of

replicetions suggested that sone inforrnation was lost as responses uere

conbined, ancl that k was underestimatecl. Hovever, the lOsS Of

inforration cloes not appear to have been great and the estinates of k

should be reasonably accunate. If the results are takeu at face value'

they shor that there lrasr connon noise in McAuley's frequency

discri nination erPerinents.

Unique Noise

The nain ain of Goc analysis is to reveal sonething abOut the nature of

the connon noise in an experinent (insofar as this caa be discerned fron

the GOC curve) and the sensitivity of the observers in the absence of

unique noise. The characteristics of the unique noise--apart fron its

relative vari.ance--whi1e of interest, cannot be deterrnined frorn the

analysis.

For the pul?osee of the simrlations and the analysis of the pigeon

experinents, the noise li'as assumed to be normally distributecl with zero

mean, and the data have been consistent with this assumption' This is

ngt surprising since rhen variance from such noise sgurceel as criterion

variability, Iapses in concentration and physiological noise are added'

the result siIl probably be approrinately nornally distributed' A

consequence of the nornal tlistribution is that ROC curves for underlying

distributions which are not of equal variance will be systematically

distorted so as to appear nore like equal variance tlistributions than

they in fact are.

GOC Analygis

The present study ghors that GOc analysis is a denanding technique to

irplement: there must be sone neans of reproducing stimrli; signals nust
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meet certain criteria if rithin- and betreen-transient sanpling is to be

avoidetl; there nust be a large nunber of replications anil a large nunber

oftrialsperreplicationiuordertoreducethesarpli'ngerror

(especially when I is high) and to represent tbe underlying

tlistributions adequately; and the observers should use as nany rating-

scale categories as Possible.

These requiremeuts nould be net mre easily with hunan observers thaa

rith pigeons: hunan subjects can be trai.ned with single very brief

signals nore readily than pigeons, they can get througb trials rcre

quickly and they can use a greater nunber of rating-scale categori'es'

For the reasons given above, further uork rith 00c analysis could

probably be done nost efficiently with hunan subjects, perhaps enploying

anplitude discrinination as well as frequency discrinination' U'ith

pigeonsorothernon-hunanobservers,studieeerployingalessnoisy

psychophysical procedurne could be contenplatecl' As rith hunan

observers, work could be doae rith both anrplitucte and frequency

discriraination. uitb pigeons, at least, infornation on tenporal

integration, urasking and critical bands rould be very useful in this

sort of study. The developnent of an effective nethod of responding

rith more than two categories rould be another valuable prelininary to

further applications of GOC analysis in ani-nal psydtophysics'

Sumary of Fintlings and Conclusious

The results of GOC analysis gave a better indication of the nature of

icleal ROCg for knorn underlying ttistributions than tlid results for

individual replications.

GOC analYsis ras more effective

sinulated observers used rating

categories.

(especially rith conplex ROCs) when

scales rith larger numbers of
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Withtri-nodaltlistributions,norefavourablesixoulationresultsrere

obtainedwhennorereplications,ratherthannoretrialsper

replication, were analyzed. This assumes that the analysis is based on

sufficient indePendent trials'

lfhea the ratiug scale usetl by the observer has a relativel'y snall

nunberofcategories,theresultsofGOCanalysioleadto

underestination of k, the ratio of unique to conmon noise variance'

Large changes in clu during GOC analysis indicate higlr values of k'

Hovever, the errors in the estimation of k are greatest for large

changes in du.

some of the difficulties of estiBating -k r.ere overcone in the present

research by comparing experinental regults with those obtained fron

simrlations rith knocn values of k. Another solution vould be to use

analytical rnodels developed specifically for the two-category rating

scale.

The yN procedure r:sed with the pigeons is a noisy one, and any conmon

noise present in the thirtt and fourth experinents was ovelYhelmed by

unique noise.

Goc analysis is a demanding technique to inplement. A large number

of independent trials and replications are required, together with

signals which do not allow observers to sanple within then, and

observers should use as narSf rating-scale categories as possible'

Honever, the technique alIows an approach to be nade to the problens

posed by extraneous noise in psychophysical experinents shich avoids

pitfalls such as that pointed out by Green (tg6O)'

The nost profitabte line for further research on Goc analysis uould

betousehunanobserversinanplitucleagrellasfrequency

discrinination tasks.
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APPenilir A

l|EsiEoPTI{EATTEruATIoiloFAI3mEilEsourDI'rTI{E
soutrDATTEf,uAItsDBoorusEDIxluEErPmIlIEf,TS

Tests were carrletl out by neasuring lor-pass filtered uoise' generated

outside the room, rith a nicrophone located first outside the roon aud

then inside it.

Apparatus

The apparatus is shown in block forn in Figure 58. Gauseian noise, lor-

pass filtered at 2O0O Hz (Buttezrorth, 24 dB/octave), uas produced

indepenclently by two generators and fed, via electronic sritches and

further 2ooo Hz lor-pass filters, to the auriliary inputs of a Kenrood

audio auplifier. It was then output througlr a pair of three-speaker

ensembles.

The output of the speakers nas nonitored by a B & K 25 '4 mrn condenser

microphone, which fed, via a frequency analyser (n a r 2121)1 8r

attenuator, a 2OO0 Hz low-pass fiLter and an inverting anplifier' into a

Hewtett-Packard 69422A 1 2-bit ADC card' housed in an HP 59408

nu ltiprogrammer.
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N(]ISE

GE}IERATM

I P 2000 Hz

NOISE

GSIERATOR

LP 2000 Hz

ELECTRONIC

SrITO{

ELECTR${IC

slITo{

FILIH
LP 2m0 Hz

FILTER

LP 2000 Hz

AI{PLIFIER

/\ /\

Ftgune 58. Block diogrom of oppalctue ueed. to neoeune the

otl"rrrof,ion of sirbornJ aound by the eound-ottenuoting FctGtf,t'
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Procedure

The nicrophone ces firgt set up outside the roon, about J0 cn fron one

of the ralls, and the overall level of the nOise was set at around 95 dB

SPL.

sanples of the noise, rhich uas sritched on briefly, were taken by

the ADC and fed to an HP 9825 conputer' which calculatecl faet Fourier

transforns (ffts). lfithin each sample, points sere obtained every

O.OOO21 seconds (a sampling rate of 4762 Hz' over trice the highest

frequency in the filterecl noise) and 1024 neasurenents were taken'

giving a sample duration of o.2'l! seconds. FEts were calculated for a

total of 72 sanples and the results averaged. The above procedure was

repeated cith the nicrophone placed vithin the roon'

Attenuation over a range of frequencies, down to the resolution

achieved by the procedure (4.e5 Uz), was then caLculatett by subtracting

the results of the second group of FFTg fron the results of the first'

Alloraace was nade for the fact that the scale setting of the frequency

analyser was JO dB lower when the nicrophone was in the roon than when

it was Located outside, near the speakers'

Regults

Figure 59 shows a snooth attenuation function which was obtained by

using the equation expressing the linear relation betreen attenuation in

dB and log frequency fron 28 Hz to 2ooo Hz to ggnerate estimates of

attenuation over the linear frequency scale'

The attenuation at 28 Hz was about 15 dB, but it increased sharply to

around 45 dB at 400 Hz and then more gratlually to 65 dB at 200O Hz'
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APPenilir B

THE oPlnr|rt cf,AtlBm

The operant chanber ras originatly built for use in a free field' It

consisted of a steel franerork 540 rur long' 160 nn wide and J5O nn hiSb'

rhich housed a conpartnent for the birtls rhich ras ]50 mn wiile and long

antt Joo nrn high. fhis conpartnent uas surrounded by 15 nn wire netting

and hatl a floor of 1 0 mrn rire nesh nade of 2 nn gauge wire'

At one end of the conpartnent three transparent response keys uere

fittetl behind a slot 80 mn long and 115 rur hieb (fieure 7)' [be nitltlle

key, wh:ich was 25 nm wide' was hinged at the top' while the sicle keys

were hiuged at either side of the slot. A force of o'19 N was required

to operate the centre key. In the first two pigeon erperinents a force

of 0.15 N operatetl the sicle keys. Folloring recalibration, the nininun

force on these keys rose to 0.20 N. Incandescent bulbs, which lit the

ends of circul-ar bezels g un i-n diameter, sere located behincl the

response keYs.

The key slot was centred 22, nn above the floor of the conpartnent,

and was surrounded by 1 O nn thick polyurethane foan' This foan sas

added to break up sound reflections fron the plate surrounding the keys'

Below the keys a hole 50 mn square Save access to the footl hopper' This

hole was centretl 85 mn above the floor of the conpartroent, ancl was

surrounded by a 110 nrn by 125 nn piece of 10 nn thick foan' The rest of

the wall housing the keys was nade of wire netting'

The food hopper was raised ancl lowered by a eam attached to a 'l 2 voLt

sindscreen-wiPer notor.
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AhouselightvasmountedintheceilingofthechanberS0nnback

fron the rall housing the keYs'

Hhen the sound-absorbing properties of the sound-attenuati'ng roou

proved inadequate, a surround lJae alevelopecl for the previously open

operant chanber. The shell consisted of (fron the inside out) tOO nn

thick pol.yrrethane foan, acoustic tile antl 1 nn aluniniun sheet attacheil

to a steel frane.

Attheendofthechamberoppositethekeys,thetileandalunini.uu

rere onitted, and a 1g0 nn dianeter hole, ceatred 150 nn above the floor

of the chanber, was cut in the foan (Figure 8). A speaker enclosure

sas nouutecl against the foan so that the 2OO nn di'aneter speaker ras

Iocated against the hole. A circular plug of 20 nn thick particle board

was placed in the hole in the foan betreen the speaker and the chanber'

The chanber was ventilated by a Muffin Model WR2HI rhisper faa

located inside a 100 nn hole in a side wall of the chanber'

The operant chanber was nounted on a tubular steeL frane 550 ntn above

the floor of the sounal-attenuating FooD'
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APPqnilir 0
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1

2
,'
+
5
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o;755
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0.,1r,5
o,115
,o. ill80
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o.210
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I.ABIrE 6

Hit and false alarm rates in the firgt ptgeoa exper{.nent (urnoaar

elistnibutiona )
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1

2
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0.485
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Hit aail false alaru rates ia the thirrl plgeoa e'rSerinent (rtve
eonparison frequenci,es )
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(tins) (Hne)

T'48

Retll.icatj,oq
I
2

,
4
,
5
7
,8'

9
t0
1l
12
17

Pooled

fio
1il
112
,|0g

108
107

Irol
11'

''19

79
5

?8'79
85
85

Ies
80
82
82
85
82

80
80
80
eo
80
80
80
80

0.545 0.4e5
o,6n Q.525
0.5?o o.5'35
a.,652 0.44
o.601 0.510
0.6.55 0.45'
o.56' 0.49.2]e
O.677 O.518

0.5o5 o.2r:15
o.568 0.217
o,r21 0.501
a.497 0.255
0.500 o,227
o.518 0.25'
o.592 Q.?20
a.512 0.265]a
0.548 O.t 94
a.542 0.a55
o.5r9 0.225
O.5rO O.25iQ
o.524 0.250

50
4t5

50
55
50
50
40
50
40
w
45
45
45

lo.ssz o.494lb
a.642 0.494

[o.5ro 0.243]b
o,"5v2 o.241

a
b

Ouitted i"o fiual analysis
PooLed rates includlng ouittetl reBlioationo
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TABIE 1 I

P-altrnstels and bit and false alarn rates rq the harelrare simrlation
(inattentioa)

Ignoring the Stlmrlus

s0 I rso 18

F(ignore)-O.5
P([o !iepore )=o.5

HR FAn cutoff
(urns )

P(iepore) -Q.ry
P(fo !ienore)-O.5

m FAn cutoff
(uins)

Replicqtion
I
2
,
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11

12
15

Pooletl

4.755
0.?68
Q.715
o.747
o,7,75;',
0.750
ls.ltz
o.'ltz

o.ztQ
o.255
0.2s,
o,217
r0.24O
0.250
o.23'l
o.r8l

110
111

112
109
108
1sv
r 05le
115

o.4t4 0.205
O.r,{l 0.l|59
0.815 0.152
0,158 0.1?4
a,446 0,154
O .879, 0.164
0.81o o.1gg

[o"eFg 0.164
0.795 O.194
0.856 0.12
0.848 0,157

0.842 0.194

79
79
85
78
79
8F
85
arla
80
82
8e
8F
82

lq.74z 0.264]b
O..74t 0.258

[o.Gea o.r?1]b
0.6,59 o.1'72

a Onitted ia final aae\rsis
b Poo1ed rates incLud!.ag onitte(! replicatlons
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Appenilir D

IIETHODS USED TO PNODUCE RAIDOI IOilAI, DEI'IAfES Itr TI{E
SIf,UI,AftOI

I{ornal Deviates

The Polar nethod is described by Knuth (1969, p. 104-105). the

algorlthn calculates two independent norually distributed variables X.,

aad Xr, given two iutlependent rrnifornly distributed variables, Ul and

VZ. Knuth gr.ves the folloring four-etep procedure.

a) cenerate tro independent raadon variables ut and U2, unifornly

tlistributed betreen zero and one. create v1 and v2 as folrors:

Vt = 2Uj - 1, and

Y, = ZtJ, - t.
b) Compute s = u? . rt.
c) ff S is gteater than or equal to one, return to the first step.

d) If S ls legg than one, create:

Xr = Vr [( -erns)/s 11 
/2, and

xz = yzl (-etns)/s 11 
/2.

Xt and X, are independent normally distributed variables. Knuth

supplies a proof of the vatid.ity of the nethod (tg6g, p. 104-105).

Unifon Yariable

Evans, [allace and Sutherland (1957, Appendir B, p. 18?-189) describe a

method for produciug pseud.o-rantlon nunbers with a uniforn distribution.

Their nethod was iuplenented as follors. For numbers in the interval

o<ri<1,

ri*t = [criJ,
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rhere C is a constant nrltiplier, and the square brackets indicate tbat

only the fractional part of the product is usetl. The val,ue of C ras set

equal. to:

s=(2ool+3;
rhere A is any non-negative integer, and

B is one of the numbers in the set 5, 11 , 1r, 19, 21 , 27, E,
17,5t,59,61,67,59,77, g' and gl.

The starting varue, ro, was set equal to R r 1o-l'l , rhere R ras a4y

integer aot divisible by 2 ot 5 and such that 0(R(1011. Candidates for

R rere chose!. fron a table of randon rrumb€rg.

Evans' Sallace and Sutherland state that rhen the conditions they

specify are adhered to, the generator rilr produce at least j x lop-?

nurnbers before repeating, rhere p io the uumber of decinal places used.

Eleven digits were used in the sirulations,
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to (t) relate du(i) and do1o1, uhere do(i) and d"(a) are indices of

sensitivity for GOC curves based on i and n replications respectively,

and (2) procluce €rn erryression giving k for any pair of du(i) *d du(o).

(t) gquation ] showe that:

dn_ (1 *!)1/2

dr (r , u;1n ' 3)

where dt is the observer's sensitivity in the abeence of GOC

analysis (tfre subscript z has been onitted in the interests of

clarity ).

fhis can be solved for dr, so that

. do(1+gts11/2
Cl{ = 

-

' (t*IW
This relation holds for i replications:

d.,(r + Vif /2
d,,t (t.uW

lppendix E

DERWAIIOI 0f A[ E[PnrsSrOX ItrICI EStttl'IAfES k FBOI itz
VAI,UEI IOE PAIRS OF GOCS BASED Oil ITT MFSS OT

RFITCAITOIS
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rf the etpresaioa:s itrvelving tlo aad di a.re eoobiaed enil onupEfi.ed

di(i * &/i)l /'2 = dn(t + gra71/2 r and tll

.r - 
di(,1 * &/.r )l /2

n'@ '

T.hss dtr oan' b€ estin4ted froo d1 (auil r\ fron do) if,
k ig kao$.

(a) natmg {l'} ,above,, sad squarl-ng both eideEr

(r +lli)(ar;? = (r * t/n)(.to)Z.

If the terre on both :ci.des ere qtltipllatl,

(di)z.Y= (uo)'*# ?

B-hea

p.lao)alli - [g(a"\zUo = (oo)2 - (ur)2, 
"od

u;1ao;zlr - (do)zfu)n = {eo)z - (ai)t, so thar

n = qao)z - (ur)t I,.@
m[(ar)a - {ar)2J

n(d1)2 - r(er)a

lrhis erprees,es t ia tenne of, aay peir of d, values rl1 and a, (icn).
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Appendi.r F

I'IRIVATIOS OF If,PNESSIOSS trOR N$f,I:I{ATISG g

(t ) To ob,tpin d, giveu the slopa and intereept of en ROC or GOO curve'

plotted on norrn4l-llorEa1 eoordinqtes.

F:ron equatioa 5

Qf 12,
a! =--z - 

@l' *]rirz '

-2-)chere $ and of are the variaaees o,f t}te standard :eod

ooqp.arison d.lstribietions respectlve\r, And

D Is the et-ifference between the oeans of the tvo

di.stributl,ong .

(If oo !s egual to or,, d" is equal to d'.)
Since ltlre sloper er of the ROC curve is equel to dg/o6r 4 can be

geplaeed, so

Q11/z^
d =-"z-@"*4t1'iE

flhi.s can be sinplified and written as

e1llz D

The tern n/on is an erprerssion for d' of, in the une,gual variance

case, del.ta-n. Ae l{cl{ieo,l (tglz) points out, delta-m is equal to z(fAR)

at tbe p.oint rrbere,a(ln) is equal to zero. If tbese values arg included

{r}
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in an equation relating hit rates and false alarn rates plotted oo

normal-nornal coordinatea, nanely

rhere c ig the

If this expression

z(lfr) =s[z(rm)] *",

intercept, then

delta-n -- -c/s

for delta-n is used in equation [A]

-cQ)1/z
d --.oru 

"(1 
+ 1/"271/2

-cQ)l/z
d =_u ("2 + 1)1 /2

(Z) To obtain du €iven d"

rn the rork reported here, d, ras usualry carcurated fron ds. This

inder is based on the hit and false alarn rate at tbe iatersection of

the ROC or GOC and the negative diagonal of an ROC opace rith nornel-

nornar coordinates. At this point HR = -(FAR), so that application of

the fornula d'= z(lln) - z(m) gives d" = 2[z(fm)]. Egan, Greenberg

and Schul'non (1951 ) point out that if the prior probabilities of SN and

N are egual, d" represents the perfornance of an observer who says "yeo"

on half of all trials and rhose hit rate and correct rejection rate are

equal.

McNicol (lglZ) gives the folloring formrla for d":

d" = z(n/os) ["/(" * t)]

This ean be rearranged so that
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n/os Gs/z) [(" * r)/"]

The right hand slde of this expression can therefore be substituted for

rn/o, i.n equation {l}, so that

d.(s + t)(z)1 /2
d =:-"z=ffiE

_ 
d"(s * t)(2)1,/2

2(s2 * 1)1/2

Lrhen the ROC slope is one, du is equal to d", but in other cases this is

not so.
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APlnndir G

DmIvArIonoFArExPREssIo[FoRLnIEt.rEEcolfiorNoISE
DISTXIBINIOIS r3E KilOYI

an attaptatioa of equation (l) gives the folloring expression for doh)t

. d"(r )[t * r)'/2
-z(n) (r , k/t)1/2

rhere n is the nunber of replications on rhich du(o) is based.

tlhen n becones very 
'arge, 

(f * t/n)l /2 --> 1 anit

t ls
du(n) -') du(r)[r * yfl/2 If there is no cormon noise other than

that actually provided by the knoun distributions, E c"o be estinateil by

Ietting dz(n) be the value for the knowu distributions, so that k can be

estinated fron this *d d"qt1, the perforlnnce prior to GOC analysi's'

To follor this reasoning through:

dr(r)=auq11[1 *y|1/2

:L(") = qt *u)1/z , and

d"(t 
)

k = ldu(o)/au(r )12 - I
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APpenilir H

EKPERI}IEf,TArIOTPRSI,II'ITAEITOTI{ETHIf,DIIDFOI]RTEPICEOT
EXPmruE[Ts (0HAPIERS ? AXD 8)

This rork wag carried out after a three nonth break folloring the secoud

pigeonexperiment.Duringthebreakthebirdswereonactlib.food.

BirdsT,s,lSantl16wereused.Thefirstandlastbirdsgerenotused

in either of the final erperinents'

Throughout preliminary exPerinentation all signals sere generated by

an analogue system. sinusoids ranging in frequency fron 400 Hz to 1O0O

Hz in ?5 Hz steps (at an anplitude of 80 dB), and a continuous nasking

noise lor-pass filtered at 8000 Hz, rere produced as tlescribed

previously. As before, the nasking noise ras set at an overall level of

55 dB, giving a spectmn level of 1 5 dB. Another nasking noise' with

bandridth equal to SO Hz (from 2O0 Hz to 1000 Hz), vas generated by two

noise sources in conjunction with two bandpass filters and a nixer' It

ras gated by an electronic snitch, along rith the sinusoid' This noise

was later saupled and recorded tligitally for use in the final

experiments. More infornation about its generation and characteristics

is given in ChaPter ?.

Siagle Stimlus Presentations

In experinents with single stinr.rli, the geted nasking noise'

rise-fall time of 20 nsec, was kept at a very lor level, 44 dB'

spectrum level of 15 ctB. Taking both continuous and gatecl

together, the signal-to-noise ratio was about 58 dB'

The birdg rere trained to tliscrininate betreen the three

frequencies (tooo, g75 ancl 95o Hz) antl the three rowest (4oo'

with a

g:-ving

noise

highest

425 and
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45A Hz). Sessions consisted of 54 trials, precedecl by six rarn-up

trials.

signals of linitecl duration rere introduced following sone

prelininary training rith signals rhich rere turned off chen to

responses had been nade to one key or the other, or rhen JO eeconds had

elapsed since the beginaing of the trial (the conditioa rhi'ch eristed in

the firet tuo experinents). If a bird's discri4ination perforuance with

a particular duration was above 90t correct during a segsion, a shorter

duration was used in the nert segsion. fhe duratious used were 15' lOt

81 5, 51 4, J antl 2 seconals. Tro of the birds (? and B) never reached

9Of correct for J-second signals, but after five and tro sessions

respectively, they were nrn nith signals tro seconds long. Again, their

perfornances did not reach 9OF correct. Birds 15 antl'18 achieved' 9Ofr

correct for ]-second stiuuli, but not for the 2-second stimrli' The

general tread of the results is shown in Figure 62. Each point

represents the average of the nean perfornances of each bird in all

sessions run with a given stimrlus duration. Birds ?r 8 and 15

contri.buted results to all the points, rhlle Bird 18 contributed clata at

the 2- and J-second durations.24 fU" dashed lines give an indication of

the sprea6 of the nean trial lengths (the tine taken to peck JO tines on

one key or the other) and the nean latencles of the first pecks' Trhe

bircls could perform weII when' on sone trials at least, the signal ended

shile they were responding. fhe birds ditl less rell whea the signal

sonetines ended before they had started to respond'

since in the final experinents the task ras to be nore denantling

(stingli less than 2J0 nsec in duration, snaller differenceg betreen

the standard and comparison frequencies, and a lower S/N ratio), these

24 gira 18 was rln with longer
than the other birils. The
began with J-second signals.

durations, but with a lower S/N ratio
signal leve1 ras raised before the bird
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STIMULUS DURATION (SECS)

Figunc 62. The ncon pcrcantogc of comcct neaponrc! oa o function
of rtinulur durot,ion, obtoined during cxpenimrntotion leoding up to
the third pigeon exprimrnt. The poira of doehrd liner lndicotc
fhe ronger of thr mcon triol lcngthr (left poin) ond of the mcon

lotency of thc f tnet peok hight potn).
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results dicl not seen verT pronising, and work rith single stimrli ras

abandoned. If tine had allored, the rork woulil probably have been

pushetl a little further. There yas no real hope that the birds cotrltl

have copett rith single stinrli of the f,ype to be used, but the linits of

their ability rith relatively brief signals uould be of interest.

Relpated Stinrlus Preeentationg

Atl the birds rhich had been involved in single stimrlus training rere

scitched to the ner condition. Initially the signal and noise

couditlong renained the sane as before. Ihe repeated sigBals were

produced by sritching the gated tone and noise off 1@ nsec after onset'

and suitching then on again 4O0 msec later. Because the rise-fall tine

sas 20 nsec, the signalg were 12O nsec in duration and nere separated by

180 nsee gapc.

Over the 82 sessions of prelininary training, various paraneters of

the auditory stiuuli were changed in an atteropt to fintl the nost

appropriate val-ues for subseguent erperinentation. Most inportantly'

the rise-falt time was increased to 40 nsec and the S/N ratio was

lowered. In addition, for Birds 7 and 15 the duration of the signals

ras increased (and the gap between then decreased) in order to raise

their levels of perform4nce.

The lowest S/N ratio used (on the 4ath day of prelininary rork) nas

,O dB. At thls stage the standard frequency sas 45O Hz for all birds.

Birds 8 anrl 18 had one conparison frequency--9O0 Hz--rhile Birds 7 and

15 had tro conparisons, 90O and 925 Hz. In addition, the signal and gap

durstions used for Birds I and 18 were 1 40 nsec and 150 nsec

respectively, while those for Birds 7 and 15 rere 2OO nsec and 25O nsec

respectively. Despite their easi.er task, Birds 7 and 15 were perforning

near chance, while Birds I and 18 rere averaging betreen 5A/ and 9Afi
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corract. Frqn this point on, the latter lblrds yerq preparedl for tbe

€lperlnetrt pmper, al,thougb the other birds rere aLso ntn i.u case they

reBe needed.

In the courae of thie l.atter leail-up to the erBertneut, the levels of

the toues rere adJusted slightJy to obtaiu e coustant S/l{ ratio over aLl

freguenci.es. 0f,ven the slight increase i! the sl,eatnrn Level of the

Sated noige frou 20O ltu to 10OO ltz (fieure 55), thl"g eqtailed lorerlag

the level of the 45A Hz signal by d d3, and the levels of the 500 and

50O Hs slgnals (rhich r,ere iatrocluced later) by 2.5 dB and 2 ilB

respectJ.vely. All other signals reuained at 8O dB. Also, the slgnal-

porer-to-noise spectnlo level ratio uag raiseil to a final level of 40

dB.
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